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Abstract
An incremental compiler recompiles a program, after an edit, in time proportional to

the size of the edit; this incremental recompilation will include incremental generation of

object code for the program. This thesis presents a new method for performing incremen-

tal code generation in a distributed integrated programming environment. A prototype

implementation of such an incremental code generator is also described.

Retargetable instruction selectors are generated from a formal specification of the

architecture of the target computer. This thesis derives a ner\¡ retargetable incremental

instruction selection algorithm from a non-incremental instruction selection technique in

the framework of a precise model of the underlying program representation. The resulting

algorithm incrementally regenerates locally optimal object code after the replacement of

a subtree in an abstract syntax tree program representation.

A greedy incremental code generator recompiles the updated program immediately

after an edit. The impact on the response time of the environment is reduced if the

incremental code generator executes in parallel with editing. An efficient greedy paral-

lel incremental code generation algorithm is derived from the retargetable incremental

instruction selection algorithm; the derivation of the parallel algorithm is also based on

an analysis of the propagation of static semantic information after the replacement of an

arbitrary subtree in the abstract syntax tree.

The integration of a greedy incremental code generator into the MultiView distributed

integrated programming environment is demonstrated via a prototype implementation.

An instance of this environment for a particular programming language is generated from

a formal specification of the language and the target computer architecture on which the

programs in the language are to be executed. Experimental data gathered from the proto

type verifies that the recompilation time after a program update depends approximately

linearly on the number of recompiled nodes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The power of computer systems has increased dramatically over the last three or four

decades, while the cost of these systems has dropped sharply. Over the same period of

time, the range and complexity of applications for these computer systems has expanded

considerably. However, the development and maintenance of the software that is critical

to all computer systems remains a difrcult and expensive task.

Many approaches to software development have been proposed in an attempt to rec-

oncile the difficulty of software development with the demand for the timely delivery of

safe and reliable software. Various models of the software lifecycle have been proposed,

in which specific activities are codified. such activities include

. requirements analYsis,

. software design,

. configuration management and version control,

. implementation and unit testing,

. system integration, and

. maintenance.

Consideration of these activities ha^s led to the provision of a range of tools for the

,oftï""" developer; these tools typically provide explicit assistance to perform a pa.rticular

activity. Such a tool can be regarded as efiective if it reduces the time taken to complete

the activity and increases confidence in the resulting artifact.

The artifacts produced during implementation and testing are debugged programs.

These programs are usually written in some high-level language. An efiective tool to

aid this activity must reduce the time taken to develop the code and provide a helpful

environment in which this code can be executed and debugged. Implementation requires

the repeated modification, recompilation and execution of the same program. During
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the development of a single piece of source code, a programmer typically iterates over

an edit-compile-execute cycle many times. After editing, the programmer will usually

wish to execute the program, in order to evaluate and test any modifications. However,

a delay typically occurs while the program source is recompiled into a new version of the

executable object code. For software systems of the size and complexity required by many

current applications, this delay may be a significant detriment to the productivity of the

software developer.

The preparation time is defined to be the duration of the compilation pa,rt of the

edit-compile.execute cycle; it is thus the delay between the initiation of compilation and

the time at which the program is ready for execution. During this time period, the

programmer is likely to be idle, waiting to be able to test and evaluate the most recent

changes or additions before making any further changes or additions. Thus, systematic

reduction of preparation times that cause perceptible delays will improve the productivity

of softwa¡e developers engaged in the implementation pha^se of the software lifecycle.

Incremental compilation reduces preparation time by recompiling only those parts

of the program that have been afiected by editing of the source code. If recompilation

of afiected parts of the program occurs immediately after the program source has been

modified, but before execution is requested, then further reductions in the preparation

time are possible. Indeed, many of the required recompilations may have occured before

the programmer requests execution. Unfortunately, for reasons to be explained later in

this thesis, such greedy recompilation can have an adverse affect on the response time of

the program editor. However, if incremental recompilation takes place in parallel with

editing, the preparation time can be reduced, with little efiect on the response time of

the editor.

Fast recompilation can be exploited to implement functionality that enhances the

execution and debugging facilities of a programming environment. In particular, an in-

cremental compiler is able to rapidly insert and remove fragments of object code in the

compiled program. This ability can be exploited in the implementation of a range of

facilities:
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. the implementation of all the usual functionality of a source level debugger,

. the provision of sophisticated debugging operations and constraint checking, and

. instrumentation and monitoring of the executing Plogram.

The implementation of any compiler is a considerable underta^king. The use of a

code generator generator to translate a formal description of an instruction set into the

architecture.dependent components of the code generator eases both the initial implemen-

tation and any subsequent retargeting of the compiler to a difierent computer architecture.

Similarly, the implementation of an incremental code generator is a considerable under-

taking. Ideally, the implementor of a programming environment employing incremental

recompilation should have a tool which translates a formal specification of the source lan-

guage and a formal architecture description into the architecture'dependent components

of the incremental code generator, thus assisting both the initial implementation and any

subsequent retargeting of the environment'

1.1 Contributions of this thesis

This thesis shows that an incremental instruction selection algorithm emitting locally-

optimal object code can be systematically derived from a non-incremental retargetable

instruction selection algorithm. Furthermore, a retargetable incremental code generator

ba^sed on such an incremental instruction selector can be integrated into a distributed

integrated programming environment in such a way that the incremental code generator

executes in parallel with program editing.

The derivation of an incremental instruction selection algorithm from an existing non-

incremental algorithm requires a precise characterisation of the subject program. This

characterisation must encompass notions of program updates and the static semantics of

the program source. An algebraic model of abstract syntax and abstract syntax trees

is used as a theoretical framework within which to derive the incremental instruction

selection algorithm. The model is equipped with a notion of program updates based on

subtree replacement, and a notion of program semantics based on attribute grammars.
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Bottom-up rewrite system (BURS) theory is applicable to instruction selection. A

BURS-ba^sed instruction selector chooses locally-optimal object code in two traversals

of an intermediate code tree: a bottom-up pattern matching traversal assigns states to

each node of the subject tree, and a subsequent top-down traversal of the subject tree

emits locally-optimal object code. The architecturedependent components of such an

instruction selector are generated from a formal specification of the instruction set of the

ta,rget a¡chitecture.

If a BURS pattern matcher has assigned states to a subject tree and this tree is

subsequently modified, then the state assignment is no longer consistent: new nodes in

subject require initial state assignment and some existing nodes will require difierent

state assignments. This thesis analyses the necessary perturbation of the BURS state

assignments resulting from the replacement of a subtree in the subject tree.

An abstract syntæ< tree representation of a program in a typical high level language

contains insufficient information for state labelling by a BURS pattern matcher. Previous

BURS-ba.sed instruction selectors have generated object code from lowlevel intermediate

code. The generation of such intermediate code from an abstract syntax tree is potentially

expensive. An efficient transformation of abstract syntax trees into a form of interme

diate representation is described. This transformation is based on the algebraic model

of abstract syntax tree representations of programs. The transformed tree is suitable for

state labelling by a BURS pattern matcher.

The semantic-based incremental transformation of abstract syntax trees and the anal-

ysis of BURS state perturbations after subtree replacement leads to the derivation of a

BURS-based incremental instruction selection algorithm. Experimentation has shown

that this algorithm regenerates locally-optimal object code in time proportional to the

size of the new subtree.

Integrated programming environments directly support the edit-compile'execute cycle

that is manifested during implementation and unit testing. Such an environment typically

provides a language.sensitive program editor and some facilities for program execution and

debugging. Program execution facilities can be based on the incremental generation of
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executable object code. In a distributed integrated programming environment, editing and

code generation may proceed in parallel. Such an architecture exploits any parallelism

manifested by the host computer system - at worst, on a uniprocessor host, the code

generator exploits the idle time between edits. A parallel incremental code generation

algorithm is derived from the BUR$based incremental instruction selection algorithm.

The algebraic model of program representations that are based on abstract syntax trees

is used to justify the elimination of certain redundant recompilations. An approach to

the integration of a code generator based on this algorithm into a distributed integrated

programming environment is demonstrated.

The principal contributions of this work are:

. the systematic derivation, in the framework of a precise model of the subject

prograrn, of a retargetable incremental instruction selection algorithm from a non-

incremental instruction selector,

. the synthesis of an efficient parallel incremental code generatiou algorithm based

on this incremental instruction selection technique, and

. the demonstration of an approach to the integration of a parallel incremental code

generator into a distributed integrated programming environment.

1.2 Outline of this thesis

Chapter 2 introduces the basic issues and definitions pertaining to incremental com-

pilation. An enumeration of fundamental design choices characterises the structure of

incremental code generators. A discussion of the individual choices, and the interaction

between choices, provides insight into incremental compilation. The range of design al-

ternatives is then used as the basis for a survey of existing incremental compilers and

integrated environments that include an incremental code generation facility.

Various techniques have been used to provide execution facilities in integrated pre

gramming environments. Chapter 3 surveys several integrated prograrnming environments

to illustrate a range of architectures and execution paradigms. The MultiView integrated

programming environment, which is based on a distributed client-server architecture, is
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described in Section 3.2. If an incremental code generator is implemented as a client in

the MultiView environment, then it executes in parallel with program editing.

In Chapter 4, an algebraic model of abstract syntax is presented: abstract synta:<

is defined in terms of heterogeneous algebras and abstract syntax trees as words freely

generated from an abstract syntax. The model is equipped with a notion of program

semantics that is based on attribute grammars, and a notion of program editing that is

based on subtree replacement.

Chapter 5 commences with a survey of retargetable instruction selection techniques.

An analysis, within the framework of the abstract syntax model, demonstrates that

bottom-up rewrite system (BURS) based instruction selection is an appropriate base for

an incremental instruction selection algorithm. An efrcient transformation is developed

that translates abstract syntax trees that are decorated with static semantic information

into a form suitable for state assignment by a BURS pattern matcher. The remainder

of Chapter 5 describes a BURS-based incremental instruction selection algorithm that is

based on the ea¡lier analysis of BURS and the semantic-based transformation of abstract

synta>< tree program representations.

In Chapter 6, a greedy pa,rallel incremental code generation algorithm is described.

This algorithm relies on the BURS-based instruction selection algorithm of Chapter 5 and

a detailed analysis of the propagation of semantic information about the abstract syntax

tree after a program update.

A prototype of the MultiView system described in Chapter 3 and the parallel incre

mental code generator described in Chapter 6 has been implemented. Chapter 7 describes

this implementation. Experimental evidence is also presented in Chapter 7 to verify that

the incremental code generator recompiles a program after the replacement of a subtree

in the abstract syntax tree in time proportional to the size of the new subtree.

Finally, Chapter 8 describes possible future research that arises from the work pre

sented in this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Incremental compilation

iucrement
A small (or infrnitesimal) positive or negative change in a variable quantity or function;

incremental
Of or pertaining to an increment or increments; advancing by incremente;

incrementalism
Belief in change by degrees;

The Shorter Orlod Dictionøry

During software development and maintenance, pieces of code will be repeatedly

edited and tested. After modifying fragments of code, the programmer will wish to

execute the new, slightly difierent, program. During debugging, trace statements and

extra conditional tests may be inserted. In a conventional environment, these tasks re

quire the complete recompilation of the larger units of code that surround the modified

fragments. Then, the resulting object code is linked with project and system libra¡ies.

Finally, the new version of the program can be executed. The delay before the program

is ready for execution, called the preparation time, is adversely a,ffected by the amount of

recompilation performed. Furthermore, much of the recompiled code will be unchanged

from the previous version. Long preparation time is both frustrating to the prograrnmer

and wasteful of one of the most valuable of project resources: the programmer's time.

Reducing the preparation time of a software development environment will improve the

productivity of prograrnmers.

One approach to reducing preparation time is to avoid recompiling unmodified parts

of the code when preparing a new version of the program for execution. The goal of

an incremental compiler is to accomplish this task by expending an amount of effort

that is proportional to the size of the change [Eartey72]. Newly generated object code,

corresponding to the modified parts of the program source, is merged with the existing

object code that corresponds to the unchanged source.
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The size of the change depends on the context of the changed source code. This

notion is formalised as the e¡tent of recompilotion (t* p.9), which is precisely defined in

terms of a particular program representation in Chapter 5.

An incremental compiler can be used for more than just fast recompilation. For

example, portions of programs may be instrumented by the selective compilation and

insertion of diagnostic code. Object code to verify assertions may also be inserted at

strategic locations. Fritzson, in [FritzsonS3], describes how an incremental compiler can

be used to implement the common features of sourcelevel debuggers; for example, the

code to implement conditional break points can be compiled and inserted into the object

code. More recently, the DICE system (see Section2.4.2, p.30) has been extended as part

of investigations into sophisticated debugging tools [Fritzsong2, Fritzsong4].

The practicality of apptying compilation technology to source-level debugging is crit-

ically dependent on the speed of recompilation. Debuggers are typically used in a highly

interactive manner and long preparation time would limit the usefulness of features that

are implemented via compilation. Incremental compilation can provide the necessa,rily

fast recompilation.

This chapter explores the notion of incremental compilation. After establishing the

basic concepts, notation and issues, it surveys a number of existing systems that are ba.sed

on incremental compilation.

2.1 Basic definitions

The grønulørity of an incremental compiler is the smallest syntactic unit that may

be individually recompiled. Figure 2.1 shows the source code for a factorial function

written in Ada. This function is incorrect: the "2n in the first return statement needs

to be replaced with "1'. After this modification, a conventional compiler would have to

recompile the entire enclosing compilation unit (which might well consist of considerably

more than just the function shown). An incremental compiler with procedure'level granu-

larity would recompile the entire function declaration. Statement-level granularity causes

8



function FACTORIAL (N: in NATURAL) return NATURAL is
begin

ifN>0then
r- - - 

--rtll."9tr"l -N---+9Io-Rl{L-q - JsJ \
else

return 1;

end if;
end FACTORIAL;

Figure 2.1 Granula,rity for incremental compilation.

the highlighted return statement to be recompiled. Expressionlevel granularity would

recompile only the modified part of the expression.

Statement-level and finer grained incremental compilers are usually referred to as

fine-grøined. Procedurelevel and coarser grained incremental compilers are referred to as

¿so,ys¿-groined.

The ectenú of recompilation is the set of source code fragments that require recom-

pilation after an edit. The nature of such fragments is determined by the granula"rity of

the incremental compiler; the size of the set will depend on the nature of the edit. Given

statement-level granula,rity, changing the r¡alue of a constant in a source code expression

will produce a recompilation with small extent, namely a single statement. However, the

modification of a symbolic constant definition will cause recompilation with an extent

that must include all statements that use the symbolic constant. Given procedure'level

granularity, the extent of any recompilation will be a (possibly empty) set of procedures.

The dynamic interaction between source editing and recompilation is significant in

an environment based on incremental compilation. Ford and Sawamiphakdi in [Ford85]

distinguish between d,emond,-d,riuen arrd. greeily approaches to incremental compilation. A

greedy incremental code generator recompiles code after each edit to the source. Demand-

driven environments mark the edited fragments of the source, but perform no recompila-

tion until the object code is required, due to either a request for execution or an explicit

compile command.
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Greedy code generation minimises the preparation time before a program is ready

for execution. However, af¡ the programmer refines the program, the same code fragment

may be repeatedly recompiled without ever executing. This continual, often useless,

recompilation will adversely afiect editing response time because the editor must wait until

recompilation after a change is complete before a subsequent edit is possible. Demand-

driven code generation avoids this, but at the expense of a longer preparation time.

Hybrid approaches in which recompilation is triggered by editor cursor movements, such

as movement out of a procedure bod¡ are a useful compromise. The LOIPE environment

(see Section 2.4.3, p.35) is such a hybrid; recompilation is triggered by the motion of

the editing cursor out of a modified procedure. Sawamiphakdi, in [SawamiphakdiS4],

showed how parallelism can be exploited to attain the low preparation time of greedy code

generation with minimal impact on response time (see Section 6.1, particularly Figure 6.1

on p.147).

2.2 Goals and issues

The incrementølism cond,ition for an incremental compiler is that recompilation after

a source code change is proportional to the size of the change. Satisfaction of this incre'

mentalism condition requires that, as far as possible, each component of an incremental

compiler satisfies the condition.

When designing and evaluating incremental compilers, it is important to have a clear

idea of what is required of such a tool. Fritzson, in [FritzsonS2], identifies a number of

design goals for incremental compilation:

. fast recompilation,

. consistent compilation,

o preservation of execution state,

. low storage overhead,

o good quality of the generated machine code, and

. separability.
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Minimal preparation time is one of the prime rear¡ons for the development of systems

based on incremental compilation, and so fast recornpilation is a primary goal. Speed of

recompilation will, in general, impact on both the preparation time and the response time

of the environment. If response time is poor, then programmers will probably not use the

incremental system. If preparation time is poor, then the incremental system is unlikely

to have any advantages over a functionally equivalent non-incremental system. Unfor-

tunately, as stated, this criterion of fast recompilation is a little vague for a meaningful

comparison of incremental compilation techniques. At best, authors have compared the

performance of their incremental systems with the corresponding non-incremental sys-

tems. In [Bivens87], such a comparison is made by comparing the time for incremental

register reallocation with the time to perform register reallocation for the complete pro

gram. In [Fritzson82], a ten times speed up is reported for statement-level incremental

recompilation over procedurelevel recompilation.

Compilation is consístent if code quality does not deteriorate after successive incre'

mental recompilations. For example, new fragments of object code may be merged into

the object code by replacing an existing machine instruction with a ju-p to a block

of object code consisting of the new fragment, the instruction that was replaced in the

original fragment, and finally a jump back into the main sequence. This is illustrated in

Figure 2.2, wherc the transition from Figure 2.2(a) to Figure 2.2(b) involves the insertion

of an assignment statement after the first statement on the left hand side of Figure 2.2(a);

the object code is modified by replacing the instruction for the second assignment state'

ment in Figure 2.2(a) by a jump to a block of instructions for the second and third

assignment statements in Figure 2.2(b), followed by a jump back to the fourth assign-

ment statement. After successive edit and recompilation cycles, the object code tends to

become fragmented into small pieces of object code connected by unconditional jumps.

The quality of such code thus degenerates after repeated changes, and such a compiler

does not exhibit consistent recompilation.
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1 mov LrYoID a::7
mov 3,Tol3 c::3

3: mov 4,Tol4 d::1
(a) Source and object code prior to an edit.

mov 1,7010 a::7
2: j*p 128 to new segment of cod,e

3 mov 4,Yol4 d::1
128: mov 2,,Tol2 b::2
I29z mov 3,7013 c :: 3 (replaced. by the jump)
130: jmp 3 bock to old segment

(b) Source and object code after the edit.

Figure 2.2 Inconsistent incremental compilation.

A sufficient condition for consistency is that the generated object code is solely a

function of the current state of the program source code, and not of the history of mod-

ifications leading to this state. That is, to maintain consistent recompilation, the new

object code produced by the incremental compiler after an edit should be equivalent to

that produced if the entire program ïvas recompiled. Such a criterion requires a notion

of the equivalence between two pieces of object code corresponding to the same source

code. Absolute equivalence requires binary equivalence between the respective binary

representations. Instruction level equivalence requires that the sequences of instructions

used be identical, but that register allocation and storage assignments may differ. Fritzson

presents a detailed discussion of consistency, along with several notions of equivalence, in

IFritzsonS4a].

Preseruatíon of execution støte is required if the environment is to support on-the'fly

modification of code while a running program is suspended at a breakpoint. To preserve

execution state, any changes to the program that invalidate the state of a suspended

execution a¡e forbidden. For example, allocation of storage for variables whose lifetime

extends beyond the breakpoint must either be left unchanged or the execution state must

be modified to allow for the new allocation.

Separability implies that code generated by the incremental compiler can be executed

independently of the programming environment. Fritzson also observes that it is desirable

A
c
D

A
B
c
D

1;

3;
4;

1;

2;

3;

4;
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to be able to reconnect the environment to a running program.

The quality of code produced by to incremental compiler should be good enough for

production use. In any compiler, however, there is a tradeoff between code quality and

compilation speed. Indeed, most compilers allow the selection of various optimisations

when invoked. During program development, programmers will usually select fewer op

timisations to gain compilation speed. Any optimisations provided by 
"o 

incremental

system a¡e at the cost of both prepa,ration and response times, and in the complexity of

the data structures that must be incrementally manipulated.

The plethora of available computer architectures has led to considerable interest in

constructing compilers that may easily be retargeted,lo difierent instruction sets. Ganap

athi [Ganapathi82] presents an ea,rly survey of this area; Section 5.1 digcusses more recent

resea,rch into retargetable code generation.

Retargeting of non-incremental compilers may be assisted by the use of code generator

generators that, given a machine description, are able to generate most of the components

of a code generator that are specific to the machine's instruction set. For example, the

T\ryIG system [Aho89] is able to generate code generators based on fast topdown tree'

pattern matchers from a set of treepatterns a¡notated with costs and code templates.

The GNU C compiler [Stallmang4] uses an instruction set description that includes an

algebraic formula for each machine instruction.

To date, finegrained incremental compilers have either used a naive approach to in-

struction selection or have adapted the code generator from an existing, non-incremental

compiler. Reta,rgetability ha"s not been considered as a design goal. However, the in-

vestment required to produce an incremental compiler is no less than that required to

produce a traditional compiler. Thus, the benefits of retargetability are as significant for

incremental compilers as for non-incremental compilers. Consequentl¡ the following are

added to the set of possible design goals for an incremental compiler:

. retargetability, and

. the provision of tools to aid retargeting to new architectures.
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Of the incremental compilers to be surveyed in Section 2.4, or^ly the DICE system has

been retargeted to new architectures. Santi [Santi89] describes the retargeting of DICE

from the DEC-10 architecture to the MC68020. This is analogous to the retargeting of

the Portable C Compiler (PCC) [JohnsonTS], as the DICE code generator is based on the

code generator from this latter compiler (see Section 2.4.2, p.30). DICE has also been

ported to several other machines: PDP-II, DEC-20, and SPARC [Fritzsong5]. The PDP-

11 and DEC-20 versions of DICE also used the incremental code generator based on PCC.

For the SPARC version, the DICE incremental code generator was rewritten to use the

BEG code generator generator system [EmmelmannSg]. The BEG-based incremental code

generator exhibits similar properties to the PCC-ba"sed version: it provides statement-level

granularity and register allocation at the statement level.

2.3 Incremental code generation

To a first approximation, compilation may be considered to consist of an analysis

phase and a synthesis phase. The program source is read and its meaning, according to

the language semantics, is extracted in the analysis phase. The synthesis phase emits

object code according to the meaning inferred during analysis. In a non-incremental com-

piler, the analysis pha^se, or front-end, performs syntactic and static semantic analysis.

Results are passed to the synthesis phase, or back-end, using a combination of an interme-

diate program representation and data structures that represent the semantic information

inferred from the source. An incremental compiler must also perform both analysis and

object code synthesis. Satisfaction of the incrementalism condition demands that this

analysis is incremental. Incremental analysis is therefore required to incrementally up

date both the intermediate representation and the semantic data structure that form the

input to the synthesis phase.

This work focusses on incremental compilation in integrated programming environ-

ments. More specifically, it concentrates on the synthesis, or code generation, phase of

incremental compilation. No new results on incremental semantic analysis are presented,

but the manner in which the results of such analysis are used is significant.
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Several methods have been proposed for performing incremental semantic analysis in

programming environments. Since one of the design principles expounded for the program-

ming environment presented in Chapter 3 is language independence, attention is limited

to those techniques that generate incremental analysers from a formal specifrcation of

the language. This precludes discussion of the hand-coded, language-specific incremental

semantic analysers that are used in environments such as SEP [SawamiphakdiS4].

[Reps83] shows how incremental attribute evaluation in a decorated abstract syntax

tree may be used for incremental semantic analysis. fncremental evaluators for arbitrary

non-circular attribute grammaxs can be constructed using these techniques. More recently,

the Synthesizer Generator [Reps89a] has exploited very efficient incremental attribute

evaluators based on visit-sequence evaluators derived from ordered attribute grammar

specifications [KastensS0].

Incremental static semantic analysis based on pure attribute grarnmars has a number

of drawbacks. For example, the usual approach to implementing a symbol table involves

constructing a list of identifier bindings in a declarative part of the program and propa-

gating this to the use sites as an inherited attribute. Aoy change to a declaration modifies

the symbol table attribute that is propagated to all points of the program in the apprù

priate scope. Not only can these ucopy-chains' be expensive to propagate, but a naive

incremental attribute evaluator will probably reevaluate attributes at the use sites of

all identifiers in scope. When coupled with an incremental code generator, unnecessary

attribute re-evaluation could easily lead to the unnecessary incremental recompilation of

program fragments. More specifically, in a fine-grained incremental compiler, the extent

of recompilation after an edit could grow due to the unnecessary attribute reevaluations,

thus violating the incrementalism condition.

Several authors have proposed extensions to pure attribute grammars for use in incre-

mental systems. The Synthesizer Generator allows non-local attribute references, through

which the attribute expressions for a node may make use of the attributes of ¿ilr ances-

tor node. Algorithms for incrementally maiutaining aggregate values, and for restricting

attribute propagation when information within an aggregate changes, are presented in
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[Hoover86]. Such aggregates are useful for the implementation of symbol tables in which

the symbol table is an aggregate of identifier definitions. Horwitz described a technique

for using both attributes and relations in a symbiotic fashion for incremental semantic

analysis [Horwitz85, Horwitz86]. In this scheme, tuples may be entered into, or removed

from, a relation a.s a consequence of attribute evaluation; attribute equations may include

relational expressions. The global nature of the relations allows semantic information to

propagate without extended copy-chains of attribute values.

Furthermore, intermodule checking is difficult in systems based purely on attribute

grammars. For example, Ada compilation units import context from other compilation

units such as packages and, in turn, export information to further compilation units. For

any rea{¡onably sized project, it would be impractical to access fully attributed abstract

syntæ< trees that provide the necessary context for all imported compilation units. The

memory requirements alone would be crippling. Some mechanism for importing and ex-

porting the externally visible context of modules is required to implement intermodule

static semantic checking. The Synthesizer Generator provides zn ecternal store mecha-

nism [Reps89b] that allows attribute values to be stored in data structures separated from

the abstract synta>< tree. This external store may be used to extract information from a

module in a fashion which allows the information to be imported into another. Horwitz's

relationally augmented attribute grammars suggest other techniques for propagating in-

formation between modules.

Hedin proposes door attribute gromm¿rs as a new technique for constructing incre-

mental semantic analysers [Hedin92]. A door attribute gramma¡ allows objects and ref-

erences to objects as part of the attribution of syntax trees. However, a door attribute

grarnmar is pa.rtitioned into a main grarnmar and a door package. The main grammar

can be handled by automatic techniques, but the door package must be manually (but

systematically) implemented. Within the framework of door attribute grammars' some

of the deficiencies of traditional attribute gramma,rs, when applied to incremental sema,n-

tic analysis, can be addressed. For example, the intermodule checking problem may be

handled by connecting syntax trees through door attributes. Door attribute grammars
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have been used to successfully implement an incremental semantic analyser for much of

the Simula programming language [Hedin92].

The research described in this thesis focusses exclusively on the synthesis aspects of

incremental compilation. In pa.rticular, it concentrates on incremental code generation as

part of an integrated programming environment. Such environments exploit the sharing

of a common program representation by a collection of coupled tools. With a few notable

exceptions, such as the relational approach in [Linton84], this shared program representa-

tion is an abstract syntax tree. The editor manipulates this tree, the incremental semantic

analyser traverses the tree and the incremental code generator is driven by the abstract

syntax tree and the semantic information. Consequently, a number of assumptions have

been made that limit the scope of the investigation reported in this thesis:

. the source program is available as an abstract syntar< tree, and

. the results of incremental semantic analysis are available to the code generator.

No assumptions on the nature of incremental semantic analysis are made. Conversely,

the limitations due to a particula¡ semantic analysis technique that may adversely affect

incrementalism are tolerated. For instance, expansion of the extent due to unnecessary

propagation of attribute evaluation along copy-chains is seen as an issue relating to in-

cremental semantic analysis, rather than a problem in incremental code generation.

2.3.1Design issues

The structure of an incremental compiler, or an incremental code generation facility

for an integrated programming environment, can be considered in terms of a set of key

design decisions. These decisions, enumerated as a set of choices, are as follows:

. choice of the granularity of recompilation,

. choice of the canonical program representation,

. choice of the semantic analysis strategy,

. choice of the intermediate representations,

. choice of a¡ instruction selection algorithm,

. choice of a register allocation strategy,
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. choice of target-dependent and target-independent optimisations, and

. choice of the editor-code generator interaction strategy.

These decisions a¡e not independent. In some fashion each individual decision will

impact on all other decisions. Recompilation granularity constrains the possible reso

Iution of other choices, and has strong implications for the space and time complexity

of their implementations. Incremental maintenance of the intermediate representations

will depend on both the nature of the canonical representation and the semantic analysis

strategy. However, before considering such interactions, it is worthwhile examining each

choice in isolation.

C anonical representations

Program development requires the coordinated usage of a number of tools. An incre

mental code generator will be just one of these tools. At a minimum, it will interact with

a program editor, a linker and a loader. It may also interact with symbolic debuggers,

metric gathering tools, or even program a¡imation utilities. Many such tools interact in

terms of the source code of the program. Each such usourcelevel" tool requires access to

some representation of the program source. The canonícol program representation is the

highest-level representation understood by all tools.

Traditionally, this representation has been the source text of the program. Text is at-

tractivefor numerous reasons. It is easily manipulated by standard editors, easily browsed,

and may be processed and manipulated by any number of easily obtained tools. If a text

based canonical representation is used, then the input to the incremental compiler will be

in terms of text editing commands, such as those produced by the Unix diff utility. Ear-

ley's incremental compilation technique [Earley72] and, more recently, Gafter's proposal

[Gafter90], shows how incremental compilers can be developed that accept sequences of

textual changes, or udeltas', as input.

The use of text as the canonical protram representation in an incremental compiler

necessitates the repeated scanning and parsing of the program text. These operations
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must also be incremental; otherwise, the incrementalism condition is violated. Struc-

tured representations can obviate this textual analysis. Tree'structured canonical rep

resentations have been investigated in systems such as the Cornell Program Synthesizer

[TeitelbaumSl], Mentor [DonzeauGougeS0] and, more recently, in Centaur [Borras88],

Pan [BallancegO] and the Synthesizer Generator [Reps89a]. Such projects have demon-

strated the practicality of providing sophisticated editing environments that manipulate

a structured representation of the program source instead of text. Such higher-level rep

resentations a,re attractive because they reduce the amount of replicated processing that

must be performed by all of the tools. In particular, providing input to the incremental

compiler in terms of tree operations, instead of the more primitive textual operations,

avoids the overhead of incremental scanning and parsing of the source text.

The choice of a suitable canonical representation, be it plain text or treestructured,

may well be determined by considerations peripheral to the problem of code generation.

This will inva.riably be the case when attempting to incorporate an incremental code

generator into an existing prograrnming environment for which the choice is already made.

Whatever representation is chosen, it must be amenable to browsing and manipulation by

all the tools in the environment. The specific requirements of one tool should not afiect

the representation in a manner detrimental to other tools. The diverse nature of tools such

as text editors or symbolic debuggers suggests that the canonical representation should

provide essentially the same information as the program text, but in a more tractable

form. Abstract syntax trees have been a common choice for the structured representation

(see Chapter 4, p.7l).

Int errn eiliøte rep res ent atio n

The canonical program representation will usually be unsuitable for directly generat-

ing object code. An abstract syntax tree alone, for example, does not contain sufficient

information to resolve the identifier occurrence that denotes the use of some variable; thus,

the generation of object code to access the variable could not proceed without additional

information. Non-incremental compilers make use of intermediate representations such as
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intermediatecode trees (as in the Portable C Compiler [JohnsonTS]), DAGs, or quadruples

[Aho86]. Usually, implementation decisions, such as storage layout, are made prior to the

generation of the intermediate representation. While these representations are optimised

for the generation of object code, they are unsuitable as a canonical representation. In

fact, it is rare that the original program text can be reconstructed from the intermediate

representation; certainly, this is not possible if an intermediate form such as quadruples

is used. Such a reconstruction from the canonical representation is a precondition to the

implementation of fundamental tools such as syntax-directed editors.

Prior to code generation, updates to the canonical program representation must be

mapped into updates of the intermediate representation. This mapping must be incre'

mental if the incrementalism constraint is to be satisfied.

Pa¡ts of the intermediate representation may be discarded between successive re-

compilations. It may be sufficient to store only the mapping between source code and

object code in order to correctly handle later edits, as in the DICE system (see Sec-

tion 2.4.2, p.30). However, the presence of sophisticated incremental register allocation

or sourcelevel optimisations requires that additional information be stored. Transforming

the canonical form to intermediate code requires knowledge of the programts semantics.

Intermediate forms that encapsulate all the semantic information required for code gener-

ation a¡e described in [Henry84]. The choice of intermediate representation must include

consideration of the data that must persist between successive recompilations, the com-

plexity of the transformation from canonical form to the intermediate representation and,

most importantly, the requirements of instruction selection and register allocation.

Semantic onolysis

Incrementalism demands that the semantic information required for incremental code

generation be inferred incrementally. Thus, data structures encapsulating this information

must be maintained incrementally.

In an integrated environment, tools other than the incremental code generator will also

need to access the semantically derived information. At the very least, the environment
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must provide feedback to the user on static semantic errors. Hence, the corresponding re'

quirements of the environment should also influence the choice of an incremental semantic

analysis strategy.

The nature of the languages to be supported is also an issue. Pure incremental

attribute evaluation, as used in the prototype described in Chapter 7 of this thesis, is

suitable for simple languages. However, as the complexity of the language features to

be supported increases, more sophisticated techniques a¡e required. Several alternatives

have been cited in Section 2.3.

Optimisøtions

Production-quality compilers invariably perform optimisations on the program, efiec-

tively replacing the program with a functionally equivalent program that is better with

respect to some metric such as size or execution speed. Such optimisations include both

target-independent optimisations, such as constant folding or loop unrolling, and target-

dependent optimisations, such as instruction scheduling. Optimisations performed before

code generation operate on the intermediate representation, efiectively replacing frag-

ments of intermediate code with new, semantically equivalent fragments better than the

original. Optimisations performed after code generation operate on the generated object

code. Such optimisations are often performed during a separate phase of compilation or

even by a discrete tool, as is often the case with peephole optimisation or instruction

scheduiing.

The application of any optimisations incurs a cost both in the execution time of the

code generator a¡d in the storage overhead for the analysis required for the particu-

lar optimisations. To perform optimisations incrementally, sufficient information must be

maintained between successive compilations, so that when further changes occur the com-

piler can check both whether previously applied optimisations remain valid, and whether

any new optimisations may be applied. If a previously applied optimisation becomes

inwalid, it must be undone. When a new optimisation is applied, sufficient information

must be kept to enable it to be undone (r.. p.42 in Section2.4.7). Choosing what, if any,
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optimisations to apply is a trade off between the quality of the generated code, the speed

of incremental code generation, aud the storage overhead for the information that must

be kept to record the optimisations.

Instruction selection

Code generation can be viewed as the marriage of instruction selection and register

allocation. The instruction selection algorithm is responsible for mapping the interme

diate representation into the object code that implements the necessary functionality.

Good instruction selection makes a significant contribution to object code quality. Non-

incremental compilers use techniques such as pattern matching and dynamic programming

[Aho89] to perform instruction selection. The cost of such sophisticated techniques in an

incremental context must be considered when choosing an incremental instruction selec-

tion method. Retargetability as a design goal further restricts the possible choices of

an instruction selection method. Chapter 5 discusses, in detail, a number of instruction

selection techniques and the adaptation of one such method for incremental instruction

selection.

Branch a¡d call instructions require special attention in an incremental environment.

By their very nature, such instructions are associated with some destination. However,

while a statement that induces a branch instruction in the object code may be unchanged

after an edit, the destination of the branch may become invalid. For example, in a

Pascal while loop, a branch around an iterated statement is required when the while

condition becomes false. However, editing the iterated statement will, very probably,

alter the number of machine instructions generated for the statement. As a result, the

branch destination becomes inrr¿lid and must be updated. Thus, the incremental updating

of branch instructions is required in a¡ incremental code generator. Furthermore, the

destination of branches associated with unchanged statements may require updating.

Register ollocotion

Accessing variables from processor registers is much faster than accessing the same

data from main memory. Thus, the quality of register allocation has a dramatic impact
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on the performance of generated code. Good register allocation requires analysis of the

register pressure exerted by contiguous fragments of code. Efficient, optimal solutions

have proved elusive in non-incremental compilers, a¡d heuristic-based approaches such

as the colouring of interference graphs [Chow84, ChaitinS2] have been developed. Good

incremental register allocation, based on the incremental rebuilding and recolouring of

interference graphs, is shown to be possible in [Bivens90] (see Section 2.4.6, p.40).

Granulørity

Choice of recompilation grain size is probably the key choice when designing an incre'

mental compiler. To a first approximation, it would seem that the finer the granularity,

the faster the recompilation speed. In fact, Fritzson reports in [FritzsonS2] a factor of ten

speed-up for statement-level granularity over procedure'level granularity. However, reduc-

ing the granularity impacts on most other aspects of the design; in particular, the space

requirements for storing the intermediate data structures will increase as the granularity

becomes finer.

When changes a¡e made to an identifier declaration, each use site of that identifier

must be recompiled. If the granularity of recompilation is coarse, for instance in the case

of procedurelevel granularity then each procedure that contains a use of the a.fiected

identifier must be recompiled. Potentially, a great deal of redundant recompilation will

occur a{¡ many procedures may be recompiled. Less redundant recompilation occurs in the

case of fine.grained incremental recompilation, as only the a,ffected statements, or parts

of statements, are recompiled.

Dynomic interøction

The nature of dynamic interaction between the incremental code generator and the

remainder of the environment must be chosen. A greedy approach minimises preparation

time, but at the expense of response time. A demand-driven approach minimises response

time, but at the expense of preparation time. Possible choices of interaction strategy may

be constrained by the architecture of the environment in which the code generator oper-

ations. For example, a monolithic, single process architecture precludes the exploitation
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of any potential concurrency between code generation and editing. A range of strategies

is apparent in the systems surveyed in Section 2.4.

Irnplications ond interoctions

The above choices a¡e not independent. Resolution of one choice will restrict the

possible resolutions of some, if not all, of the other choices. Pa¡ticular interactions may

also have significant impact on the long-term storage requirements of an incremental

compiler. In particular, the choice of granularity has a pervasive efiect on each of the

other choices. It is worth considering these interactions in more detail.

The canonical representation must be amenable to access and manipulation at the

grain size. Consider the situation of when a textual canonical representation is associated

with statement-level granula,rity. Statement bounda¡ies a¡e not clearly delimited in the

text and non-trivial processing is required to incrementally locate them. This is apparent

in Ea.rley's method (see Section2.4.I, p.29), where the syntax of the supported language

is heavily restricted to simplify the identification of recompilation grains. Higher-level

structured representations, such as abstract syntær trees, a,re more appropriate for fine

grained incremental compilation. Abstract syntax tree nodes and the associated subtrees,

which correspond to recompilation grains, can be easily determined from the label of each

node. Locating the recompilation grains by tree traversal and label testing is much faster,

and more easily implemented, than the incremental parsing and scanning required when

a textual canonical representation is used.

Similarly, the intermediate representation is also somewhat constrained by the grain

size. The intermediate representation functions a{¡ the interface between the canonical

representation and the code generator. As such, it must be efficiently derivable from

the ca¡onical representation and directly usable for code generation. It also must be

manipulated easily in fragments corresponding to the recompilation grain size.

Register allocation and instruction selection also operate on fragments at the grain size

of recompilation. As such, appropriate algorithms are tightly constrained by the granular-

ity. Consider the coarse-grained situation, for example, in a procedure-level incremental
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compiler, where it can be guaranteed that basic blocks will not cross grain boundaries;

in this situation, standard local register allocation techniques will suffice. However, if the

grain size is chosen so that no such gua,rantees exist, then standard techniques are no

Ionger applicable.

With a coa,rse grain size, standard instruction selection methods are applicable. The

LOIPE prototype (Section 2.4.3, p.35) demonstrates that the adaptation of an existing

compiler cân serve a{¡ a procedure-level granularity incremental code generator for an

integrated environment [Feiler82]. The instruction selection and register allocation alge

rithms of the base compiler are essentially unchanged. A finer granularity complicates

the adoption of existing technology.

Granularity will constrain the possible modes of dynamic interaction between code

generation and the remainder of the environment. Procedur+level granularity when asso'

ciated with greedy recompilation results in frequent recompilation of entire procedures as

a programmer creates or modifies a few statements; greedy recompilation is thus not ap

propriate to coarsegrained systems. However, the Magpie system incorporates procedure

level granula,rity with a r¡ariant of the greedy recompilation strategy (see Section 2.4.4,

p.37). In the hybrid approach, recompilation is triggered by editor cursor movements out

of some span of code. Choice of the span size is obviously constrained by recompilation

granularity; the span size should be no smaller than the grain size. Statement, statement

list or procedure spans would be suitable when a fine-grained incremental code generator

is used, but anything less than proceduresize spans would be inappropriate with a coarse

grain size. By its very nature, a hybrid approach requires tight coupling between the

editor and the code generator, and is applicable primarily within a monolithic integrated

environment.

The choice of canonical representation also constrains options available for the re

maining choices. Incremental semantic analysis must access the canonical representation

to infer the program's static semantics. Some representations are well suited to certain

semantic analysis techniques. Incremental attribute evaluation is particularly appropriate

when a tree-structured canonical representation is used. In fact, attribute evaluation will
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often directly decorate the tree and the resulting stored semantic information could then

be considered part ofthe canonical representation. Conversely, a pure relational represen-

tation, such as that considered in [Linton84], is not well suited to attribute'based methods.

In this instance, the traversal associated with attribute propagation would necessitate a

large number of relational queries.

The intermediate representation is derived from the canonical information and the

data inferred by semantic analysis. It is important that the transformation from canonical

form to intermediate representation is efficient; otherwise, the overall performance of the

system is degraded. Design of the intermediate representation will be driven by the

twin requirements for a fast transformation from the canonical representation and the

suitability of this representation for code generation. This can be seen in the DICE

system, where the decision to base the incremental code generator on the code generator

from the Portable C Compiler [JohnsonT8] required expression trees as the intermediate

representation. In DICE, subtrees of the abstract syntax tree corresponding to statements

are mapped into expression trees and passed to the incremental code generator. DICE

then discards these expression trees after each incremental recompilation.

Choice of a register allocation methodology and the desired target-independent op

timisations also place particular requirements on the intermediate representation. Incre'

mental register allocation by graph colouring, as described in [Bivens90], requires that

basic blocks and virtual register usage are identified in the intermediate representation

(r* p.40 in Section 2.4.6).

Persistence of doto

Incremental algorithms transform a solution to an instance of some problem into a

solution of a related instance of that problem. Suppose that the initial problem, P, is

mapped into the final problern, P', by a transformation r. The incremental algorithm

exploits the solution, ,9, of P and the details of the transformation, r, to infer a solution,

,S', of P'. Given some usizen measures fot r, the incrementalism condition is that the time

ta^ken to produce the solution, S', should be proportional to the size of r.
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Ideally only P, P', S and r should be required to generate ^9'. However, in many

instances, this is inadequate to satisfy the incrementalism condition; some information

relating the initial problem, P, to the initial solution, ,9, may also be required. The amount

and nature of such intermediate information is an important aspect of an incremental

algorithm.

Focussing on the specific problem of incremental compilation, this additional infor-

mation relates the object code to the canonical representation of its source. Each of the

choices enumerated in the preceding section, and their interactions, will affect the nature

and storage overhead of the necessary intermediate information. In turn, the speed of

recompilation is afiected. Firstly, it is afiected by the overhead of the additional pro

cessing required to maintain the data structures encapsulating the required information.

Secondly, the memory consumed by these data structures can affect the performance of

the host system by causing excessive page faulting or cache misses.

The mapping from the canonical program representation into the object code is cer-

tainly required. If no such mapping exists, merging new object code fragments with

existing object code could not occur a¡d incremental recompilation would not be possi-

ble. A location in the object code must be associated with each possible recompilation

grain, a{¡ any grain may potentially require recompilation. Thus, the number of entries in

the mapping from the canonical form to the object code map is greater in a finegrained

environment than in a coarsegrained environment.

The DICE system (see Section 2.4.2, p.30) demonstrates that it is possible to con-

struct a fine-grained incremental compiler in which a mapping from recompilation grains

in the canonical representation (in this case, the statement nodes in an abstract syntax

tree) to the object code is the only intermediate information maintained. Not even the

intermediate representation persists between successive recompilations.

It is useful to consider why the DICE incremental compiler requires only the source-te

object-code mapping and no other intermediate information. Statements are recompiled

by generating their corresponding expression trees. The code generator maps the o<pres-

sion trees into object code; the new object code is then merged into the code file and
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the expression tree discarded. Thus, the recompilation of a statement is essentially inde.

pendent from that of any other statement. This inter-grain independence property of the

DICE incremental compiler makes it possible to discard all but the source-teobject-code

map between successive recompilations and still satisfy the incrementalism condition.

While inter-grain independence minimises the amount of intermediate information

that must be stored, it eliminates the applicability of a number of optimisation and

code generation techniques. Bivens' incremental register allocation algorithm [Bivensg0],

Pollock's incremental optimisation methods [PollockSS] and the incremental instruction

algorithm presented in Chapter 5 all require some further intermediate information. It is

clea¡ that inter-grain independence levies a penalty on the quality of the generated code.

To summarise, the nature and amount of intermediate information that is required to

persist between recompilations is determined by

. the granularity of recompilation, and

. the amount of information that needs to be propagated between recompilation

gralns.

In turn, the intermediate information requirements play a role in determining the

performance of the environment constructed around the incremental compiler. The goal

of minimal intermediate information requirements (and therefore small storage demands)

must be weighed against the goal of generating high-quality object code.

The storage and processing requirements of the required intermediate information

also impinge on the scalability of the environment. For any incremental code generation

technique, the storage requirements of the intermediate information increases as the size

of the prograrn under development increases. As the amount of information increases, the

processing overhead to manage this information increases. Eventually the performance

of the system will degrade beyond an acceptable level. Clearly, a balance must be struck

between acceptable resource consumption and the requirements of an incremental code

generator.
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Figure 2.3 Skeletons from Earley's method [Earley72].

2.4 Previous systems

Most research into incremental compilation technology has been carried out in the

context of integrated programming environments. This survey focusses on incremental

compilation, and environments that include incremental compilers. Thus, significant sys-

tems such as the Cornell Program Synthesizer [Teitelbaumsl], the Synthesizer Generator

[Reps89a], PSG [Bahlke86] and Centaur [Borras88] are omitted, as the execution facili-

ties in these environments a,re based on interpretation rather than compilation. Instead,

attention is paid here to work that is directly concerned with the incremental generation

of object code.

2.4.1Earley's method

[Earley72] outlines an approach to constructing incremental compilers. Source text is

used as the canonical representation and intermediate information is maintained in a data

structure referred to as the uskeleton'. This skeleton includes an entry for each line of

source code. A skeleton entry illustrated in Figure 2.3, identifies the type of the line and

contains links to associated information; lines may be either statement lines, declaration

lines or bracketing lines. Bracketing lines mirror the block structure of the program.
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After editing is completed, changed lines are analysed to update their skeleton entries

and new entries a¡e created for new lines. If changes are only found for statement lines,

then those statements are recompiled. Changes to decla¡ations cause recompilation of the

entire scope of the declaration. Changes to bracketing lines require analysis to locate the

lines at the start and finish of the bracket (using the Match field in Figure 2.3), and may

trigger recompilation of the entire prograrn.

A limitation of this approach is that the syntax of the supported language must

be tightly constrained, so that the skeleton is both well-defined a¡d amenable to rapid

manipulation and updating. Incremental compilers for non-conforming languages cannot

directly make use of this method.

Figure 2.4 summarises the key design features of Earley's approach to incremental

compilation.l Note that this work predates any systematic studies of incremental semantic

analysis or incremental parsing.

2.4.2Îhe DICE system

The DICE system [Fritzson82, FritzsonSS, FritzsonS4b, FritzsonS4c, SantiSg] is an

integrated prograrnming environment for the Pascal language.2 DICE is distributed be.

tween a host machine, which runs the environment, and a target machine, which contains

the executing prograffi, ð shown in Figure 2.5. 
^ 

server process on the target machine

I Choices which do not appear to be documented in relevant literature, or are not

relevant to the system, are silently omitted in this summary and in the ones that follow.

2 DICE is an acronym for Distributed Incremental Compiling Environment.
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responds to commands from the host to control the executing program. This system

demonstrates the practicality of building integrated environments around fine-grained

incremental compilers.

DICE includes an editor, parser, source-level debugger and a finegrained incremental

compiler. These tools are integrated in that they access a single abstract syntax tree

representation of the program source and a common prograrn database. DICE is intended

to be usable for the construction of substantial programs; thus, the pÌogram database must

be well ordered [FritzsonS2].

The editor is a hybrid text and structure editor. During editing, an eilit¡nork attribute

is maintained for statement nodes. Eilitmørk is set for new a¡d modified statement nodes,

and left unchanged for existing and unmodified nodes.

The DICE compiler implements recompilation at statement-level granularity. Re

compilation is invoked in response to explicit user requests. The structure of the DICE

incremental compiler is shown in Figure 2.6. Marked nodes are identified during a pre-

order traversal; Incremental handling breaks the abstract syntax tree into statements that

are then passed separately to the Code generator. The resulting pieces of object code are

buffered, and sent to the target computer and the host database. Changes to declarations

are handled by ^fÍørn e bind,ing and Type expansion. Incremental handling identifies the

statements that contain uses of affected declarations and passes these statements to the

incremental code generator.

For the purposes of incremental recompilation, statements do not always correspond

directly to Pa^scal statements. For example, the Pascal f statement is treated as three
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Figure 2.6 The DICE incremental compiler [Santi89].

sepa,rately compilable entities: the condition and each of the two branches. DICE handles

this, and other simila¡ constructs, with special hand-coded procedures.

The DICE code generator is based on the code generator from the Portable C Compiler

(PCC) [Johnson7S]. Input to the code generator is a set of abstract syntax tree fragments

corresponding to statements. As shown in Figure 2.7, these fragments are converted

into intermediate code trees. The intermediate code is a simplified copy of the abstract

syntæ< tree, in which some nodes have been replaced by intermediate code trees. The

intermediate nodes are decorated with information specific to the code generator, such as

label keys for branch calculation or the required number of registers.

Tretetree transformations may be applied to the intermediate code subtrees in the

Optimise step, with the intent of improving the quality of the generated code. Constant

folding is implemented by replacing subtrees that contain only constant values with sin-

gle nodes. Simple expressions a¡e recognised and replaced by more efficient equivalent

Attributed øbstract
syntax tree

Nome biniling
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Figure 2.7 The DICE incremental code generator [Santi89].

expressions. Particular address expressions may be replaced to better fit the addressing

modes of the ta.rget architecture.

Instruction selection is based on matching and rewriting the intermediate code tree.

Pieces of the tree are matched against a table of templates and these templates associate

an intermediate code pattern with a rewrite rule and a fragment of object code. When a

particular template is selected, the object code is emitted and the matched expression's

tree is destructively rewritten.

Before pattern matching, the register demands for each subtree of the expression

tree are calculated. If the maximum number of required registers exceeds the available

registers, the tree is subdivided and augmented with code to spill registers to temporary

storage.

The source.toobject-code map is implement"d by associating a codesize attribute

with statement nodes in the abstract syntax tree. This attribute records the length of the

object code emitted for the corresponding statement. For compound statement nodes,

such as instances of the Pascal while or d/ statemetts, codesize is synthesised from the

codesize attributes of the appropriate children.

No intermediate information, except for the cod,esize attribute, is maintained by the

incremental compiler. Consequently, the storage overhead to support incrementalism is

low, a stated design goal of DICE [FritzsonS2], but no information can flow between the

separately compiled statements. All optimisations and register allocations occur within

OptimiseIntermeiliate
cod,e tree

Code
templates

Pottern
motcher
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Figure 2.8 Summary of incremental compilation in DICE.

individual statements, necessarily restricting their nature and efficacy, and thus the quality

of the emitted code.

Figure 2.8 relates the design of the DICE incremental compiler to the design issues

enumerated in Section 2.3.1.

Architectural dependencies within DICE are localised in the code generator of the

incremental compiler. The code generator originally generated PDP-ll code, but has

since been retargeted to both the DEC-10 and MC68020. Reta,rgeting to the MC68020

required both the creation of new code templates and the rewriting of ma,ny machine

dependent procedures within the code generator [Santi89]. In fact, considerable difficulties

are reported in even discriminating between the architecture-dependeút and atchitecture-

independent parts of the code generator. Retargetability was a secondary design goal of

the DICE system, as evinced by the use of PCC as the basis of the incremental code

generator. The difficulties of the retargeting reported in [Santi89] reflect the problems

inherent in porting PCC. For example, machine dependencies in the PCC intermediate

representation have been noted by Henry in [Henry84].

The BEG-based incremental code generator used in the SPARC version of DICE

[FritzsongS] is likely to prove simpler to reta,rget than the PCC-based version of DICE.

The DICE incremental compiler is hand-coded to support the Pascal language. In

particular, incremental semantic analysis and the associated updating of the prograrn

database is hand-coded for Pascal, as are variable allocation and code generation. Creating

a DICE environment to support some other language would require rewriting much of this

code.
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2.4.3 LOIPE

LOIPE [Feiler82, MedinaMoraSla] is an integrated environment that includes a struc-

ture editor, a compiler and a debugger. All user interaction with LOIPE, whose structure

is shown in Figure 2.9, is through the structure editor. A common program database is

manipulated by the va¡ious tools.

The structure editor is an instance of the ALOE editor, arising from the GANDALF

project [Notkin85, MedinaMoraSlb]. ALOE editors consist of a languageindependent

kernel supplemented by languagespecific information, generated by the ALOEGEN com-

piler, and user-provided action routines. The action routines a¡e automatically invoked

by the ALOE kernel in response to editing events such as edits to the program or edit

cursor movement.

The program tree, the canonical program representation of the LOIPE environment,

is annotated with semantic and status information. The program tree is directly ma-

nipulated by the structure editor. When the program is modified, incremental semantic

analysis, invoked by ALOE action routines, updates the semantic information. Further

action routines, triggered by cursor movement, invoke code generation.

The prima.ry focus of the LOIPE research was to demonstrate the feasibility of con-

structing a practical tightly integrated programming environment based on compilation

technology. This discussion focusses on the incremental compilation aspects of the LOIPE

system, rather than the overall environment issues that were the focus of both the LOIPE

and GANDALF projects.
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A type-checked and enhanced version of the C programming language, called GC,

is supported by the LOIPE demonstration system. The LOIPE code generator is an

adaptation of the code generator from the GC compiler, itself based on the Portable C

Compiler [JohnsonTS]. Scanning and parsing is replaced by .o interface to the prograrn

tree. When the user leaves a modified procedure, the program tree of the procedure is

recompiled. The compiler performs both semantic analysis and code generation. Errors

a,re reported in terms of program tree references.

Using an existing non-incremental compiler to perform code generation enabled the

authors to focus on other aspects of integrated environments. However, this decision had

a number of implications for recompilation grain size, retargeting of LOIPE and adapting

it to support languages other than GC.

While Fritzson demonstrated that the Portable C Compiler's code generation algo

rithm could be adapted to perform fine-grained incrementalcompilation (see Section 2.4.2,

p.30), the LOIPE prototype directly includes all but the front-end of this compiler. The

granula,rity of recompilation is therefore limited by the design of this compiler. The

absence of procedure nesting in C implies that procedure-level granularity is essentially

equivalent to the existing separate compilation facility. Thus, after the compiler has

been suitably initialised with information about the global environment, procedurelevel

granula,rity is immediately realised.

Retargeting of LOIPE to a new architecture is essentially equivalent to retargeting

the Portable C Compiler. In the PCC system, code templates must be recoded by hand,

and a¡chitecturespeciflc support routines identified and recoded. Such an efiort would

be similar in complexity to Santi's retargeting of DICE (see Section2.4.2, p.34). Implicit

machine dependencies in the PCC intermediate representation were noted in [Henry84];

these dependencies would complicate the reta,rgeting of LOIPE.

Modification of the demonstration system to support a language other than GC would

require either the adaptation and integration of some other base compiler, or the mod-

ification of the code generator for the new language. The first alternative requires the
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availability of a suitable compiler, while the second requires that the new language be

"close enoughn to GC fcr the modification to be practical.

Figure 2.10 relates the design of the LOIPE incremental compiler to the design issues

enumerated in Section 2.3.1.

2.4.4 Magpie

Magpie is an integrated programming environment for the Pascal programming lan-

guage [Delisle84, Schwa,rtz84]. The programmer interacts with the Magpie environ-

ment through browsers. Code browserE are used to construct and modify the program.

Workspaces are used to specify execution and debugging actions. Stock browsers permit

the examination of variables on the stack; heap browsers allow the examination of stor-

age that is allocated on the Pascal heap. As much as possible, the Magpie environment

appears as a single programming tool for the development of code, rather than as a col-

lection of disparate tools. The range of Magpie browsers is described in greater detail in

[DelisleS4].

The Magpie environment is built on incremental tools. As the programmer modifies

the source code using a code browser, an incremental parser maintains a decorated parse

tree representation of the program. The pa,rse tree is then incrementally compiled to

native machine code and incrementally linked into the execution image.

Object code is generated during a single, syntax-directed walk of the decorated parse

tree of a procedure. Thus, code generation occurs at procedurelevel granularity. An

incremental linker incorporates the new version of the generated code for each modified
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procedure into the program's object code. The combination of procedurelevel granula.rity

and an incremental linker eliminates the need for a complete mapping from the source

code to the object code. Instead, the incremental linker must maintain the mapping from

a procedure to its position in the progtam image.

Magpie attempts to provide a short preparation time by retranslating modified pre

cedures a¡¡ soon as all the errors in a procedure have been corrected. However, as also

noted by Sawamiphakdi (see Section 2.4.5, p.38), such greedy recompilation will adversely

a,ffect the response time of the environment. That is, the performance of the editor could

well become unacceptably slow as the incremental code generator recompiles modified

pa,rts of the program. Procedure'level granula,rity, as in Magpie, exacerbates the situa-

tion. Sawamiphakdi's PSEP environment exploited parallelism to minimise the efiect of

code generation on the response time. In contrast, procedures that a,re ready for recom-

pilation by the Magpie incremental code generator are placed on a queue. Magpie gives

editing higher priority than translation, and so translation occurs only while no editing

is performed, during the programmer's idle time.

[SchwartzS4] reports that the prototype implementation is fast enough for efficient

use. However, the memory requirements a¡e considerable: on average' about 1,500 bytes

are required for each Pascal source line. Several tradeoffs are suggested to reduce the

storage requirements at the expense of processing time.

2.4.õ SEP

SEP is an experimental integrated programming environment for the Pascal-E lan-

guage [Sawamiphakdi84, Ford85]. Pascal-E is a subset of Pascal [Jensen74] intended
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to provide a practical experimental programming language. SEP contains a structure-

oriented editor for Pascal-E and a finegrained incremental compiler that generates P-code

from the program source.

The canonical program representation in SEP is a variant of abstract syntær trees

called operator-operanil trees. Operators in an operand-operand tree are either fixed arity

or variable arity. Fixed arity operators, such a"s the í/ operator in Figure 2.L2(a), require

a fixed number of operands, where each operator is of a well-defined type. Variable arity

operators, such as the begin operator in Figure 2.12(b), allow an arbitrary number of

operands, but they must all be of the same type.

SEP uses an ad-hoc approach to semantic analysis. A hand-coded incremental se'

mantic analyser maintains a symbol table for the Pascal-E program. Within the symbol

table for a block, each visible identifier is associated with a list of the references occurring

in that block. Thus, when an edit of a decla¡ation occurs, SEP can identify the a,fiected

parts of the program that require recompilation.

[SawamiphakdiS4] is unclea¡ about the details of the SEP instruction selection al-

gorithm. However, as the focus of the research is on the parallel PSEP system and no

discussion of instruction selection appears in this work, it seems that the translation to P-

code is performed using simple template expansion during a top-down traversal of sections

of the operator-operand tree.

Object code is kept in a code table. New tree fragments, resulting from program

editing, are compiled into distinct segments of the code table. Code from the table is

extracted and linearised prior to execution. For each node in the abstract syntax tree, a

record is maintained in a link buffer. Each such record contains a code ødd,ress and, a code
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stotus field. If the code status is zero, then the code address field contains an absolute

object code address. If the code status is one, then the code address field contains a link

to a segment in the code table.

SEP was the precursor to the PSEP system. PSEP is a multiprocess variant of

SEP in which the editor and code generator execute concurrently. The editor and code

generator share the abstract syntax tree and symbol table. Edit notiflcations are written

onto a worklist for processing by the concurrently executing code generator' The parallel

incremental code generation algorithm of PSEP is discussed in more detail in Section 6.1.

2.4.6 Bivenst incremental register reallocation

The incremental generation of high-quality object code requires exploiting optimisa-

tions that cross recompilation grain boundaries. Good-quality register allocation, both

locally (within a basic block of the source language) and globally (spanning basic blocks),

contributes significantly to the quality of the object code. The work of Bivens, reported

in [Bivens87, Bivensg0], combines a small granularity of recompilation with the consider-

ation of larger units for register allocation. Recompilation granularity is the intermediate

code statement. Register allocation considers the entire enclosing procedure.

The intermediate representation used is a linear sequence of three-address interme'

diate instructions [Aho86] for each procedure.s The experimental design, described in

3 
[Bivens90] states that the intermediate representation is the control flow graph with
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[Bivens87], includes only the code generator from a complete incremental compiler. In-

put to the prototype consists of three'address intermediate code statements and edits

expressed in terms of these intermediate code statements. Thus, Bivens' rèsearch does

not consider canonical representations, incremental semantic analysis, or the generation

of the intermediate code.

In order to perform incremental register allocation that considers an entire procedure,

Bivens incrementally maintains a control flow graph within which the vertices correspond

to basic blocks containing the threeaddress intermediate instructions. Edits, expressed

in terms of the intermediate instructions, may be partitioned into structural changes,

afiecting the topology ofthe control flow graph, and non-structural changes, whose efiects

are confined to single basic blocks. In addition to the control flow graph, the data flow

information, encapsulating the extent and names used is required.a Both the control flow

graph and the data flow information are part of the intermediate information maintained

by Bivens' incremental code generator.

The set of available registers is partitioned into .Rc, the registers that are available

for global allocation, and R¿, the registers that are available for local allocation. Global

allocation is performed first, followed by local allocation. Local allocation must also

consider any global virtual register spans that could not be globally allocated.

Bivens describes two methods for global incremental register allocation. The first

simply sorts the global spans according to decreasing priority and globally assigns regis-

ters to the first .86 spans. The second approach, based on graph colouring [Chaitin82,

vertices that are basic blocks consisting of three.address intermediate instructions. How-

ever, under the terminology established in Section 2.3.I, the control flow graph is consid-

ered intermediate information, while the three.address instructions form the intermediate

representation.

a A name is the value of a variable in a region of the program. The name of a variable

is changed by assignment. A name in a procedure has global extent if there is a use of it

outside of the defining basic block; otherwise, it has local extent.
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Chow84], incrementally maintains and colours an interference graph in order to assign,

and incrementally reassign, the ,Rc global registers to global spans.

Local register allocation proceeds by incrementally maintaining an interval graph.

Vertices represent a contiguous span of intermediate instructions within a block corre-

sponding to a virtual register span. Vertices are connected when the corresponding spans

overlap.

Incremental algorithms for maintaining interference graphs permit incremental global

register reallocation. Likewise, the incremental updating of the intenr¿l graphs enables

incremental local register reallocation [Bivens87, Bivensg0]. The experimental results

reported in [Bivens87, Chapter 7] demonstrate considerable speedups in a comparison

between the time to incrementally reallocate registers after a program change and the

time to perform register allocation over the entire Program.

2.4.7 Pollock's incremental optimisation

The generation of high-quality object code requires the application of optimisations

such a^s common subexpression elimination or the moving of invariants out of loops. Such

optimisations are effectively transformations that replace fragments of code with func-

tionally equivalent fragments of code that are better with respect to some metric. Op

timisations can be partitioned into local and global optimisations. A local optimisation

occurs within a ba.sic block. That is, no knowledge of the program from outside of a basic

block is required in order to apply a local optimisation within the basic block. In contrast,

global optimisations occur across the basic blocks of a program or require information to
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flow across block boundaries. A methodology for the incremental implementation of both

local and global optimisations is proposed in [Pollock85, PollockS6, Pollockg2].

Not surprisingly, incrementally compiling code that has been transformed by opti-

misations adds to the complexity of incremental compilation. For instance, [Pollock86]

identifies three ways in which the sourcetoobject-code mapping is complicated:

. optimisations such a,s redundant store elímínøtion and. copy propogotion suspend

the generation of code for some parts of the source code,

. optimisations such a,s cotntnon subexpression eliminotion re¡r¡range the generated

code, and

. an optimisation such as constant folding may replace a statement by another

equivalent statement.

Furthermore, as noted in [PollockS6], when the source code is changed, the conditions

for an existing optimisation may be invalidated. To ensure the correctness of the generated

object code, such invalidated optimisations must be detected and reversed. Conversel¡

the same source code change may establish the necessa,ry conditions for a new optimisa-

tion. Consistency of the generated code demands that the newly enabled opportunities

be detected and the optimisations applied.

For example, local redundant store elimination is an optimisation in which a store to

a variable, A, may sometimes be eliminated if there exists another store to A in the same

basic block. If the necessary conditions for such a store elimination are satisfied, then the

incremental optimising code generator eliminates the earlier store. However, if a use of A

is subsequently inserted between the two stores, then the redundant store elimination is

invalidated and the optimisation must be undone. Conversely, the deletion of a use of A

between two stores to A may enable such a redundant store elimination.

Incremental program optimisation can thus be considered as a two part problem:

. the recognition of newly validated optimisations after a program edit, and

. the undoing of invalidated optimisations after a program edit.
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Figure 2.15 MFAD representation of redundant store elimination [Pollock86, Figure 5.1].

Consequentlg the intermediate information maintained during incremental optimisa-

tions must allow the efficient detection of valid optimisation and also maintain an opti-

misation history. Pollock uses a structure based on directed acyclic graphs (DAGS) and

called the Modifieil Flow Grøph of Augmented DAGs (MFAD). The MFAD representation

of a program is a modified flow-graph in which each basic block is represented by a set of

augmented DAGs [Pollock86, Section 4.3].

Algorithms that exploit the MFAD in order to incrementally implement a number

of local and global optimisations are described in [PollockS6]. For example, consider the

fragment of code shown in its unoptimised form in Figure 2.15(a). The MFAD repre-

sentation of the code is shown in Figure 2.15(c). Nodes of the DAG are annotated with

information that indicates the optimisation history of each statement. No uses are reach-

able by the indicated redundant definition. Thus, the elimination of the redundant store

to A is a valid optimisation, a.s is apparent in the optimised variant of the code depicted

in Figure 2.15(b). The use of this optimisation is recorded by setting the storestøúzs field

of this node's annotation to nostore. In this instance, the MFAD representation both

allows the detection of the potential optimisation and records its application.

Optimisations are not independent. The application, or the reversal, of a particular

optimisation can enable the application of new optimisations or the invalidate existing

I
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optimisations. Pollockts analysis establishes, for a well-defined collection of optimisations,

the relationships between optimisations that require consideration during incremental

optimisation of object code.

Pollock envisions the incorporation of the incremental optimiser into an integrated

programming environment. Program modifications are initiated with a syntax-directed

editor, and trigger incremental semantic analysis and the incremental generation of some

low-level intermediate code for changed statements. Thus, the input to the incremental

optimiser is a stream of intermediate code changes generated from the original source by

the editor and semantic analyser [Pollock86, Chapter 2]. The optimiser can then either

generate optimised intermediate code, requiring final code generation, or directly generate

optimised machine code.

2.5 Conclusions

Incremental compilation addresses a fundamental aspect of the functionality desired

for integrated software development environments: the provision of high-quality, efficient

support for program execution. In particular, a fast turnaround after source code changes

is desirable. Fine-grained incremental compilation is also an enabling technology for other

sophisticated tools, such as Fritzson's debugging tools [Fritzson92, Fritzsong4].

Feiler's LOIPE environment demonstrated the practicality of basing a programming

environment on compilation technology. The DICE system shows that frne'grained incre'

mental compilation is feasible as the underlying compilation paradigm.
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Both LOIPE and Magpie exploited procedure-level incremental recompilation. The

implementation of such coarse-grained incremental code generators is considerably sim-

pler than the finegrained incremental code generator embedded in the DICE environ-

ment. However, fine'grained incremental recompilation is an order of magnitude faster

than coarsegrained incremental recompilation [FritzsonS2]. The extent of recompilation

required in a coarse-grained system after a change to an identifier declaration may include

many complete procedures, whereas in a finegrained system less redundant recompilation

occurs.

Finegrained incremental recompilation also enables the development of sophisticated

debugging tools, such as the algorithmic debugging methods that have been added to

DICE [Fritzson92, Fritzsong4]. In such environments, the ability of a fine-grained in-

cremental code generator to insert and modify very small fragments of object code is

exploited to provide powerful capabilities in the debugging environment.

A goal of this work is to investigate very fine-grained incremental compilation. An

incremental instruction selection algorithm capable of suÞexpression level granularity is

presented. An incremental code generator based on this algorithm is likely to prove a

suitable basis for the investigation of applications of fine-grained incremental compilation

to debugging and visualisation.

However, to have any chance of gaining widespread acceptance, the level of maturity of

incremental compilation technology must be closer to that of traditional compilers. Both

the quality of the emitted code and the perforrrarce of incremental compilers requires

consideration, as does the question of their retargetability to other architectures. The

work of Bivens and Pollock showed that the techniques used in traditional compilers to

improve the quality of emitted code may be transported into an incremental setting.

Sawamiphakdi suggested a parallel architecture that exploits coarse-grained parallelism

to improve the performance of integrated environments based on incremental compilation.

Missing from the literature is a systematic approach to incremental instruction selec-

tion that allows the possibility of retargeting to new architectures. A retargetable incre.

mental instruction selection algorithm is systematically derived from a non-incremental
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a-lgorithm in Chapter 5. This algorithm incrementally generates high-quality object code

from an abstract syntax tree program representation. However, the reconciliation of this

algorithm with a high-quality incremental register allocation technique or suitable incre-

mental optimisation strategies is not investigated.

Two other matters are, however, addressed before the presentation of the deriy¿tion

of the algorithm. The next chapter presents a distributed architecture for an integrated

environment that allows the incorporation of an incremental code generator. Chapter 4

presents an algebraic model of abstract syntax and abstract syntalc trees; this model serveg

as the theoretical ba.sis of the derivations in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

The instruction selection algorithm derived in Chapter 5 is based on bottom-up tree

rewriting. The adaptation of this algorithm that is derived in Chapter 6 is capable of

operating in parallel with the other functions of an integrated programming environment

(such as editing). The implementation of a prototype of this parallel incremental code

generator is described in Chaptet 7. Retargetability is an immediate consequence of the

generation of the architecture'dependent components of the code generator from a precise

specification of the target architeöture.
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Chapter 3

A distributed architecture for
an integrated programmit g
environment

Integrated programming environments assist a software developer engaged in the im-

plementation and testing of software. They typically provide a mechanism for browsing

and manipulating the program under development, and an execution facility to assist

with program testing and debugging. Incremental compilation is one means by which a

program execution facility can be provided in an integrated programming environment.

The MultiView distributed integrated programming environment is based on a client-

server a¡chitecture. The server stores an abstract syntax tree representation of compilation

units. Concurrently executing clients communicate with the server via message passing;

they typically enable the browsing and manipulation of a single compilation unit. The

prototype of the greedy parallel incremental code generation algorithm of Chapter 6 is

implemented as a MultiView view. This implementation is described in Chapter 7.

This chapter commences with a discussion of two contrasting approaches to the con-

struction of integrated programming environments, and a range of program execution

facilities. Of particular interest is the manner in which an incremental code generator

can be integrated into each architectural paradigm that is described. This integration is

influenced by several a.spects of the environment design:

. the data structure that represents the program under development,

. the manner in which the tools of the environment share data, and

. the mechanisms through which the tools of the environment communicate.

The remainder of the chapter presents the architecture of the MultiView environment;

in particular, the message-based communication mechanism and the internal structure of

a MultiView view are described. The client-server architecture of MultiView realises
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several advantages of each of the two approaches to environment design discussed ea¡lier

in this chapter.

3.1 Integrated programming environments

Integrated programming environments are intended to support the coding phase of

the software engineering lifecycle. Of particular interest in this thesis are those environ-

ments that provide at least a languagesensitive progr¿ìm editor for program creation and

modification, along with support for prograrn execution. Ideally such an environment

would be integrated into a larger environment, which would also contain tools to support

other phases of the software lifecycle.

Several approaches to the provision of execution support have been exploited in ex-

isting integrated programming environments, including

. interpretation of pseudocode,

. an interface with an existing compiler, and

. incremental code generation.

Environments such as the Cornell Program Synthesizer [TeitelbaumSl] and Pecan

[Reiss84a, ReissS4b] support interpreted program execution. Each of these environments

maintains some internal representation of the program under development; this represen-

tation is directly translated to pseudocode, which is then interpreted. The pseudocode

may, in fact, be an integral part of the underlying program representation, as is the ca^se in

the Cornell Program Synthesizer [TeitelbaumSl]. Alternatively, it may decorate the pre

gram representation, as is the case with Mughal's threaded interpreted code [Mughal88].

A further possibility is that the program representation may be annotated with references

to the pseudocode that is stored in a separate structure, as in SEP [SawamiphakdiS4].

Interfacing the programming environment with an existing compiler is a rapid path to

the provision of execution facilities. In order to facilitate the use of a traditional compiler,

the environment must reconstruct the program text from its internal representation to

serve as input to the compiler. The compiler listing is then analysed and error messages are

related back to the internal program representation. For example, the second prototype
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of the MultiView environment wa^s interfaced to an Ada compiler [Altmanngl]. In this

case, the abstract syntax tree program representation is unparsed into a text file, the

compiler invoked and then the resulting listing is analysed. In a compiler listing, each

error message is associated with a text position in the source file. This position is mapped

to a particular node of the abstract syntær tree, referred to as the best fitting noile. The

best fitting node for some location in the program source file is the root of the deepest

subtree of the abstract syntær tree whose unparsing subsumes the location of the error

in the compiler listing. Each error message is attached to its corresponding best fitting

node and displayed appropriately to the MultiView user.

The approach to the provision of execution support that is explored in detail in

this thesis is the integration of an incremental code generator into the programming

environment. As described in Chapter 2, an incremental compiler maintains the object

code of a program. After a change to the program, the object code is recompiled in time

proportional to the usize' of the edit. The integration of the incremental compiler into

the integrated environment is constrained by the architecture of the environment. For

example, the DICE incremental compiler directly accesses the abstract syntax tree that is

manipulated by the structure editor (see Section2.4.2, p.30). Thus, the editor is able to

communicate with the code generator by storing information in the abstract syntax tree.

ConverselS the incremental compiler proposed by Gafter a¡¡sumes no such interaction with

any other tool in the environment [Gafter90]; instead, it analyses the program source file

and a log of edit operations.

The interaction between the compiler and the other tools of the environment can be

characterised by two a.spects of the environment architecture:

. the manner in which data is shared, and

. the mechanism through which the compiler is invoked.

The Unix programming environment serves to illustrate each of these aspects of the

interaction between the compiler and the environment. Discrete Unix tools are explicitly

invoked by the programmer and share data via the fiIe system.
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Unix editors manipulate an internal representation of the program source that is

optimised for editing. Prior to compilation, this internal representation is translated into

onedimensional text and saved in a Unix file. The compiler pa"rses the text in order

to construct its internal program representation and generate the object code that is

subsequently linked with system libraries into an executable file. In addition to object

code, the compiler embeds a representation of its symbol table, and the mapping between

the prograrr source a¡d locations in the object code, into the executable file. The symbolic

debugger analyses this embedded data to synthesise its internal data structures.

The only data structures sha¡ed between tools a¡e onedimensional Unix files. In order

to export information to other tools, a tool must translate its internal representation of the

information into a onedimension form and save it as a Unix file. To import information,

other tools must analyse the onedimension representation and construct a structured

internal representation.

The invocation of the various tools is under the direct control of the programmer.

When compilation ig desired, the editor is explicitly told to save the file and the compiler

explicitly invoked against the same file. When execution is desired, the debugger is

directed to load the new version and run the program.

3.f .1 Monolithic integrated programming programming environments

When the editor and compiler share the program source as text, using the file system,

the editor must translate its internal representation into onedimensional text and the

compiler parses this text in order to build its internal representations. However, if a

single structured representation of the program source is shared by both the editor and

the compiler, then this overhead is eliminated.

The distinguishing feature of monolitlrdc integrated programming environments is that

the program source is stored in a single data structure, referred to as the cønonicøl progrom

representøúdon. For example, LOIPE is a monolithic integrated programmingenvironment

in which the canonical program representation is the program tree (see p.35).
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Figure 3.1 Cornell Program Synthesizer derivation trees [TeitelbaumSl].

Tighter coupling between the compiler and the environment permits a range of inter-

action paradigms:

. the LOIPE compiler is automatically invoked whenever the editing cursor moves

out of a modified procedure,

. the SEP incremental compiler is automatically invoked immediately after a pro-

gram update, and

. the DICE incremental compiler is invoked in response to an explicit request from

the programmer.

The components that implement the diverse functionality of the environment, such

as editing or interpretation, each access the shared canonical program representation.

Consequently, the disparate information that is required in order to implement the func-

tionality of each tool must be stored in this single representation. Execution facilities are

no exception. Existing monolithic environments have used a range of paradigms for the

provision of execution facilities. Several such examples will now be presented.

The Cornell Program Synthesizer is an integrated programming environment that

supports coding, execution and debugging of programs written in PL/CS, an instructional
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variant of PLII [TeitelbaumSl]. Execution is facilitated by an interpreter that executes

pseudocode.

Derivation trees are used as the internal representation of the program. Figure 3.1(b)

illustrates the derivation tree for the code fragment shown in Figure 3.1(a). Nodes in

the derivation tree include pseudocode for the interpreter. Goto instructions for the in-

terpreter serve a"s the arcs between nodes. Unexpanded nodesl are indicated by a halt

pseudeinstruction in place of the goto link. In particular, note that the tree structure is

realised via the links between the code fields of the nodes. Thus, the interpreted pseu-

docode representation is an integral part of the program representation. The derivation

trees, and the pseudocode, ¿ì,re constructed and modified as the program is edited.

A similar approach has also been used to provide execution facilities, based on the in-

terpretation of threaded code, in a programming environment for Pascal generated by the

Synthesizer Generator [Reps89a]. The Synthesizer Generator generates syntax-directed

editors from a specification of the abstract syntax, the concrete syntax and unparsing

schema. The resulting syntæ<-directed editor directly manipulates an abstract syntax

tree. An incremental attribute evaluator is constructed from the specification of an at-

tribute grammar over the abstract syntax. Attributes are stored in the nodes of the

abstract syntax tree.

A scheme whereby fragments of pseudocode are created as attributes of nodes in the

abstract syntax tree is described in [Mughal88]. Also, associated with each node is an

entry and a cornpletion attribute. The entry attribute of a node defines the location

of the entry point of the code fragment associated with the node. When the execution

of a fragment attached to a node is completed, the cornpletion attribute of that node

determines the next fragment to be executed.

I The Cornell Program Synthesizer editor enforces a topdown approach to program

construction. Thus, incomplete nodes will occur in the derivation tree during program

construction. Such incomplete nodes are represented by unexpanded placeholders.
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Figure 3.2 Attribution of a tree with threaded code [Mughal88, Figure 2].

The pseudocode attribution of a fragment of an abstract syntax tree corresponding

to a while loop is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Abstract syntax tree nodes, denoted by

circles and connected by da-shed lines, a,re juxtaposed with representations of the entry,

completion and code attributes. The entry attribute of a node points to either the start

of the code fragment for that node, or the entry attribute of some other node. The

completion attribute points to the entry attribute of some other node. The ta.rget of a

branch instruction in a code attribute is either the compleú¡on attribute of the node, or the

entry attribute of some other node. Thus, the discrete fragments of object code are linked,

or threaded, by these attributes. In this case, the pseudocode executed by the interpreter

decorates the canonical program representation but, in contrast to the Cornell Program

Synthesizer, the pseudocode is not an integral part of the canonical representation.

The pseudocode attribution is specified, as part of an attribute grammar, in the Syn-

thesizer Specification Language [Rcps89a]. The resulting editor includes a¡ incremental

attribute evaluator. Attribute values are immediate err¿luated after program edits. Thus,

the pseudocode is incrementally regenerated immediately following any program update.

The SEP system (see Section 2.4.5, p.38) is a monolithic environment that uses

operator-operand trees as the canonical program representation, as depicted in Figure 2.12

(see p.39). The SEP incremental code generator emits P-code that is stored in a data
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structure, called the code file, separate from the shared operator-operand tree. The

source-toobject-code mapping is realised by decorating nodes of the tree.

The SEP incremental compiler is invoked immediately after the operator-operand tree

is updated by the editor. That is, the incremental compiler interacts with the editor in a

greedy manner. In PSEP, which was developed from SEP, the single program represen-

tation is shared by concurrently executing code generator and editor [SawamiphakdiS4].

A mechanism is proposed in which the operator-operand tree is maintained in a file that

is shared by the two processes.

In the DICE system (see Section 2.4.2, p.30), the program editor a¡d incremental

compiler access the same shared data structure. The editor communicates with the code

generator via the eilitmork attribute stored at statement nodes in the shared abstract

syntax tree. The code generator stores information to implement the sourcetoobject-

code mapping in the codesize attribute of statement nodes. The actual object code is not

stored in the canonical program representation.

The DICE incremental code generator is demand driven (see Chaptet 2, p.9). That

is, the compiler is not invoked until the programmer either requests progr¿un execution

or explicitly commands recompilation.

The above examples of previous systems illustrate a spectrum of techniques that have

been used to provide execution facilities in monolithic integrated programming environ-

ments:

. interpretation of pseudocode that is an integral pa,rt of the canonical program

representation,

. interpretation of incrementally generated, threaded code that decorates the canon-

ical program representation,

. interpretation of incrementally generated P-code that is stored in a separate data

structure and linked into the canonical program representation, and

. direct execution of incrementally maintained object code.

The sharing of a single data structure between all the tools, the hallmark of monolithic

integrated programming environments, ha-s performance benefits for the complete system.
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Furthermore, this sha,ring simplifies several aspects of the design and implementation of

an integrated programming environment. For example, the DICE code generator exploits

its ability to directly access the abstract syntax tree by

. communicating with the editor through the edítmor¡t attribute of statement nodes,

which may be set by the editor, and

. storing information that must persist between successive recompilations in the

abstract syntan tree, specifically in the form of the cod,esize attribute of statement

nodes.

However, the use of a sha¡ed program representation also imposes limitations on

monolithic integrated programming environments. For example,

. the addition of new functionality may require that the form of the shared data

structure be modified in order to store additional information,

. the shared data structure is loaded with information specific to single tools, rather

than containing just prograrn information that is useful to all tools,

. integration with external tools is difficult, and

. the exploitation of any available parallelism is difficult because of the complexities

inherent in the simultaneous manipulation of a single data structure by several

concurrent processes.

A range of paradigms for invoking the incremental compiler is also apparent. For

example, the demand-driven incremental compiler in DICE is invoked after a specific

request from the programmer. Conversely, the greedy incremental compiler in SEP is

invoked by the environment immediately after a program update. In each case, the

compiler is tightly integrated into the environment, which is able to directly invoke the

compiler.

3.1.2 Broadcast message servers

In contra^st to the monolithic approach, an environment design that is focussed on

a loosely coupled integration mechanism can more easily embrace disparate tools. The

Field environment [Reiss9Oa, ReissgOb] integrates Unix tools via a broadcast message
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Figure 3.3 Integration of a compiler into the Field environment

server. Textual messages delivered to the message server are selectively rebroadcast to a

collection of other tools.

In contra^st to the monolithic approach, in which each tool must manipulate the shared

program representation, the message-based integration mechanism allows existing Unix

tools to be integrated into the Field environment. The integrated tools still share data

through the file system, but they are adapted so that actions are triggered by the delivery

of messages from the message server.

For example, the Unix na-ke utility [FeldmanTg] is integrated by via the buílil tool

[Reiss90b]. The build tool provides a graphical interface to nahe. Makefiles can be

interactively created, updated and saved to the file system. The nake utility is invoked,

from the graphical user interface, to compile and link the program.

The build tool is also connected to the broadca.st message server. During initialisation,

it registers a set of text patterns with the server. Whenever a message that matches one

of these patterns is delivered to the message server, it is rebroadcast to the build tool. In
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particular, a pattern that matches the string "BUILD COMPILE filenane" is registered.

Suppose that the editor sends the message "BUILD C0MPILE p. c" to the message server'

as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The message server selectively broadcasts this message,

sending it to the build tool. When the build tool receives the "BUfLD COMPILE p.c"

message, it invokes the ¡nake utility to compile p. c. Error messages from the compiler

are analysed and, for each such error message, the build tool sends a "BUILD ERROR p. c

.. .', message to the server. Figure 3.3 shows the broadcast of an erÌor message to the

editor. The editor can then indicate the location of the errors to the progr¡unmer. After

synthesising a "BUILD ERROR p.c ..." message for each error, the build tool indicates

that all errors have been found by sending a "BUILD FINISH p. crr message.

The interaction between the build tool and the editor illustrates the use of the message

service both for issuing commands, exemplifi"d by the sending of the "BUILD COMPILE

p. c', message by the editor, and for signalling events, exemplified by the sending of the

"BUILD ERROR p.c ..." and BUILD FINISH p.c ..." messages by the build tool. Aoy

tool connected to the message server is able to signal events by sending an appropriate

message. For example, during program execution, the Field ddt debugger [Reiss90b]

exploits the message server to signal the status of the execution.

In general, tools in the Field environment interact via the message server and share

data via the underlying file system. Suppose that an incremental compiler is to be inte'

grated into the Field environment. Recompilation is triggered by the reception of mes-

sages. The program source is accessed, a.s text, via the Unix file system. During recompi-

lation, the incremental compiler compares the new version of the program against the old

version in order to incrementally update its internal representation of the program source

and its semantics to reflect any changes. Then, any obsolete object code is regenerated.

The onus is placed on the incremental compiler to maintain some structured represen-

tation of the program and its semantics, in order to satisfy the incrementalism condition.

Furthermore, the information gleaned by the compiler is not directly available to other

tools that could usefully exploit it. For example, the debugger is unable to access the

source to object code mapping kept by the incremental compiler, unless the compiler
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specifically writes out a representation of this information in the executable file. Further-

more, any such representation that is generated by the code generator must relate the

object code to positions in the source text, rather than to the internal representation kept

by the code generator.

The message server can be used ro implement a range of pa"radigms for the interaction

between editing and incremental compilation. Demand-driven recompilation occurs if

the incremental compiler recompiles updated source code in response to build messages.

Greedy recompilation occurs if the editor is adapted to regularly save the updated source

code and to send a notification whenever the source code is saved. In general, the form of

the interaction is constrained by the frequency with which the program source is saved,

and the existence of messages signalling that the shared program source file has been

updated.

Gafter's design for a¡ incremental compiler is well suited to this style of integration

[Gafter90]. In Gafter's approach, the incremental compiler reads a log of text editing

operations, along with fragments of the source program, in order to recompile the object

code. However, the oft-repeated analysis of program source code would adversely a.fiect

the speed of such an incremental compiler. While not considered further in this thesis,

this approach to incremental recompilation is worthy of further investigation because of

its applicability to a wide range of environments.

3.2 
^ 

client-server architecture

The monolithic paradigm, in which a single data structure is shared by all the tools

of the environment, simplifies the sharing of information between the tools. However, the

integration of existing tools is particularly difficult and the construction of a new tool

will often require changes to the form of the canonical representation. Conversely, the

broadcast message server paradigm simplifies the integration of new and existing tools,

but the sharing of information is more difficult.

An architecture in which a high-level canonical representation is understood by all

tools, and in which the concurrently executing tools communicate via message passing,
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potentially combines the ease with which program-related information is sha¡ed in mono'

lithic environments, with some of the flexibility of the message server approach. Further-

more, tÀe provision of an appropriate infrastructure can simplify both the creation of new

tools and the integration of existing tools via a simple adaptor.

The MultiView distributed integrated programming environment is based on a client-

server architecture [McCarthy85, Marlin86, AltmannS8, Marlin90, Altmann9l, Marlin93,

McCarthyg4]. Multiple client processes connect to a single server process, as illustrated in

Figure 3.4. The server, called the MultiView døtøbøse, maintains a central representation

of any prograrn source that is being manipulated by the environment. Source code mod-

ules, referred to as units,, are stored as decorated abstract syntax trees. Clients, called

MultíVíew views, are connected to the database, and enable the browsing and editing of

source code.

The database maintains the canonical representation of each unit that is currently

loaded into the environment. A typical view facilitates the browsing or manipulation of

a single unit. A copy of the unit is cached by the view and displayed, either graphically

or as text. When a unit is modified, via an editing view, the cached copy is updated

and the database notified of the edit. In turn, the database notifies other views that

have cached copies of the same unit. Observe that the database, in addition to its other
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functionality, does in fact provide functionality similar to that of a broadcast message

server, with respect to the views.

The design of the MultiView environment is guided by several basic principles:

. the use of a treebased canonical representation of the program source code,

. language independence,

. the exploitation of parallelism, and

. the provision of multiple, simultaneously updated, views that allow both browsing

and editing of the source code.

Source code is stored and manipulated only as decorated abstract synta>< trees. That

is, units are realised in the database a^s abstract syntax trees, as are the copies that are

cached by each view. The abstract syntax tree nodes may be decorated with arbitrary

data. For instance, the database of the current prototype implementation is able to

decorate the nodes with attributes resulting from incremental static semantic analysis

of the prograrn, and the textual editing view decorates each node of its cached copy of

an abstract synta>< tree with data that reflects the screen coordinates of the unparsed

representations of the node.

The implementation of abstract synta>r trees in the MultiView environment is based

on a precise model of abstract syntax. This algebraic model facilitates the design of

an abstract syntax specification language and also the implementation of the associated

Ianguage compiler. Furthermore, the experience of implementing the abstract syntax tree

and associated operations has reinforced the benefits of basing design and implementation

decisions on a clear and unambiguous semantic model.

The provision of a formalism for the specification of the supported programming

language makes the MultiView system essentially language independent. Constructing

a MultiView environment for a new language requires the defrnition of the language in

this formalism. The specification language is described further in Section 4.6, after the

presentation of the algebraic model of abstract syntax in the earlier sections of Chapter 4.

The distributed architecture allows the exploitation of the coarse-grained parallelism

available on modern multiprocessor workstations and networks of workstations. In the
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prototype, the database and views are implemented as concurrently executing processes

that communicate using the Unix interprocess communication primitives. In turn, these

discrete processes are implemented as multita^sking Ada prograrns, further increasing the

potential exploitation of any pa.rallelism provided by the underlying hardware. Commu-

nication between the database and views is facilitated by a message passing system, called

the communication subsystem (CSS) [McCarthyg4], that is implemented on top of the

underlying interprocess communication mechanisms provided by the operating system.

Difierent kinds of view provide difierent visual representations of the program source.

The views currently available will now be characterised briefly; ea¡lier versions of some

of these views were also constructed [Altmann86, Lee87, Brook90, Beck92]. TextView

unparses the program representation to text and enables editing of the program using

either structural editing operations or the more traditional text based editing operations

[Read93]. FlowView unparses the canonical representation into flow charts [Jacobs9l,

JacobsgS]. A tree view has also been implemented that graphically displays the tree

structure of the canonical representation. Simultaneously executing views of a pa.rticular

unit are simultaneously updated in response to a single program edit. For example, if the

user inserts a new statement using a textual view, a simultaneously executing flowchart

view of the same unit is immediately updated to reflect the edit.

Of particular interest in this thesis are the model of the canonical program represen-

tation, namely abstract syntæ< trees, and the interaction between the databa.se and the

concurrently executing views. As already mentioned, the model of abstract syntax trees

is described in Chapter 4. The interaction between the databa^se and views is described

in the following section.

3.2.1Communication between the database and views

Interaction between the MultiView database and views is via the exchange of mes-

sages. A message consists of a tag field, indicating the type of the message, and a collection

of data fields, fully determined by the tag. For instance, the query message from a view
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message LOAD-UNIT is
query

FILE]IAME: STRING-TYPE;
reply

STATUS: STATUS-TYPE;
UNIT: ASTJDENT-TYPE;

end LOAD-UNIT;

Figure 3.õ The highJevel specification of the L0AD-UNIT query

query

(a) asynchronous broadcast (b) synchronous query

Figure 3.6 Communication between the MultiView database and views.

that is tagged with the narne L0AD-IJNIT contains the file narne corresponding to the

program source that is to be loa.ded by the database.

Message types and their associated data fields are specified in a high-level protocol

specification language [McCarthyga]. For example, an extract of the high-level prote

col specification for MultiView is shown in Figure 3.5. This specification defines the

LOAD-UNIT query. The query contains the string-valued field FILEJ{AME. The reply, from

the database, contains the two fields STATUS and UNIT. The complete set of messages that

together define the MultiView protocol are specified in this protocol specification lan-

guage. A protocol compiler generates the protocol-specific components of the MultiView

implementation from the protocol specification (see p.182).

Two forms of interaction between the database and views are distinguished. Asyn-

chronous broadcøst by the database, as illustrated in Figure 3.6(a), occurs when the

database notifies a collection of views of some event, such as an edit to an abstract syntax

tree or the creation of a new unit; the same message is broadcast to an arbitrary collection

of views. From the perspective of the view, broadcasts from the database may arrive at

View

Database

View

View Database
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stack.ødb

Viewa

notifu

edit notify

Figure 3.7 Broadcast of an edit notification.

any time, and so must be handled asynchronously. Synchronous qveries, as illustrated in

Figure 3.6(b), are initiated when a view sends a query to the database. The view then

awaits the arrival of a reply from the database. Any information requested by the query is

encapsglated in the reply message. This interaction is synchronous, from the perspective

of the view, in that the view initiates the interaction with the database and then waits

for the database to respond.

The fields of the synchronous query and reply messages are specified as part of the

highlevel protocol specification. For example, as already explained, the L0AD-UNIT query

defined in Figure 3.5 contains a single string field, namely FILEJ{AHE, and the correspond-

ing reply contains two fields, namely STATUS and UNIT. A similar mechanism serves for

the specification of the fields in asynchronous broadcast messages.

Notifications of edit operations are delivered to viev's by the asynchronous broadca^st

mechanism. For example, consider the snapshot of a MultiView session shown in Fig-

ure 3.7. Viewl sends an edit message for the unit rn¿dn.adb, a's a synchronous query, to

the databa^se. Two other views, View2 and View3, have also cached main.adb and, presum-

ably, registered an interest in this unit with the database. Thus, when an edit operation

occurs on main.ødó, notifications are broadcast to these views, as in Figure 3.7. Viewa,

having cached the unit stock.øilb,, has not registered an interest in main.ad,ó; consequently,

the notification is not broadca"st to this view.
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Figure 3.8 Structure of a MultiView view.

3.2.2 The structure of a view

The prototype incremental code generator, described in Chapter 7, is implemented as

a MultiView view. This section gives a general overview of how a view is constructed.

In general, views are event driven. Input events are either asynchronous broadcast

messages from the database or input from the user. For an incremental code generator

view, the relevant input events come from the database and are notifications of subtree

replacements.

The structure of a typical MultiView view is illustrated in Figure 3.8. A broadcast

message arriving from the database is delivered, by the underlying interprocess commu-

nication mechanism, to the CSS. The CSS decodes the message and passes it to the

ilispatcher. Message processing by the dispatcher is view-dependent; in general, however,

the dispatcher will either update the cached abstract syntæ< tree, in response to an edit

notificatiofr, or invoke some view-specific action in the view ta.sk, or both. The ur'eu,r

úøslc, executing concurrently with the CSS, implements the view-specific operations and

functionality. In the prototype code generator view, the view task is an incremental code
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Figure 3.9 A MultiView code generator view.

generator. In the tree view, the view ta.sk implements a mapping from the cached abstract

syntax tree to a treelike visual representation. The graphical user interface is, of course,

determined by the nature of the view. Indeed, it is by no means mandatory that a view

has a graphical user interface at all.

The query hondler provides an abstraction, corresponding to remote procedure call

(RPC), over the synchronous query form of interaction with the database. For each query,

there is a procedure call with an input parameter corresponding to each field of the query

and an output parameter corresponding to each field of the reply. The query handler

procedure constructs the necessary query, passes it to the CSS for transmission to the

database, and then waits for the reply. The fields of the reply are extracted and returned

in the output parameters of the query procedure.

The protocol compiler assists the view writer in the implementation of the dispatcher

and the query handler (see Section 7.1.4). Furthermore, a mechanism is provided that

allows the distillation of behaviour that is common to several views into a reusable com-

ponent, such as that for caching an abstract syntax tree in the view.

The way in which an incremental code generator can be implemented as a MultiView

view is shown in Figure 3.9. The code generator view caches a unit from the database.

When an edit notification is delivered to the code generator, the incremental compiler is

invoked to update the object code file. Such a code generator view is the basis for the

approach to parallel incremental code generation discussed in Chapter 6.
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3.2.3 A brief history of MultiView

To date, there have been four separate prototype implementations of the MultiView

environment. Lessons have been learned from each successive prototype. In chronological

order, the prototypes are

. the initial prototype implemented in Lisp,

. a reimplementation, in Modula2,

. a reimplementation, in Ada, and

. the current prototype, also implemented in Ada.

The initial implementation, described in [McCarthy8S], wa{r a preliminary exploration

of the basic client-server approach to building an integrated programming environment. I

programmed this prototype in Lisp to execute on a network of Sun workstations. The only

view provided was a simple, structureoriented, syntax-directed editor. This prototype

demonstrated that the basic architecture, based on selective rebroadcast and querying, is

a viable approach to the construction of integrated progr¿ì¡nming environments.

Following the initial prototype wa¡¡ a reimplementation in Modula2, by Altmann and

Hawke. This version, described in [Altmann88, Marlin90, Altman''9l], provided both a

textual and a tree view for the Modula2 and Ada prograrnming languages. Problems with

the communications layer of this prototype indicated that a more sophisticated message

passing protocol was required, and that the caching of abstract syntax trees in views is

necessary to achieve acceptable performance.

The third MultiView prototype was implemented in Ada, to support editing of Ada

source code. This prototype is reported in [Marlin90, JacobsgS]. An experiment in which

this prototype was integrating with the Merlin process-centred software development en-

vironment is described in [Marlin93]. Experience with this prototype highlighted the need

for:

. a well-defined and simple canonical representation,

. a systematic approach to the evolution of the communication protocol,

. a methodology for the development of views,
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. the provision of specific tools to aid the evolution of the protocol, the implemen-

tation of views and the instantiation of MultiView for new languages, and

. the provision of facilities to aid the integration of MultiView with other systems.

The abstract syntax trees used in the first three prototypes allowed both fixed and va¡i-

able arity operators. This program representation is analagous to the operator-operand

trees used in the Mentor syntax-directed editor [DonzeauGougeS0, Kahn83]. This di-

chotomy of operator types, and the absence of an unambiguous model of abstract syntax,

complicates the creation and manipulation of abstract syntax trees. Furthermore, no pre

processor existed to compile formal specifications of an abstract syntur into the tables

used in the MultiView implementation. Thus, the abstract syntæc was encoded in tables

that were essentially maintained by hand.

The lexicon of message types was also hand coded into the implementation of the

communication subsystem. The addition of new messages types and the modification of

frelds of existing messages required the editing of quite intricate code. This led to nu-

merous errors in the implementation of the message passing subsystem, and a consequent

reluctance to experiment with the protocol. The intricate and repetitive nature of much

of the message handling code makes it a prime candidate for automatic generation from

a higher level specification.

The implementation of views in the third, and earlier, prototypes followed a largely ad

hoc methodology. At best, a crude skeleton based on the text editing view was used as the

ba^sis for new views. However, the use of this skeleton precluded any experimentation with

the lexicon of message types without also altering the implementation of each view based

on the skeleton. Furthermore, the use of the view skeleton placed onerous constraints on

someone implementing a view.

I addressed the difficulties manifested in the earlier prototypes in the fourth, and

most recent, prototype. Firstly, I developed the precise model of abstract syntax that is

described in Chapter 4. From this model, a formalism for the specifrcation of abstract

syntax wa^s constructed and the corresponding compiler implemented. Next, the mes-

sage structure and communication subsystem were completely redesigned, along with the
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implementation of the protocol compiler. Finally a new MultiView database r¡as con-

structed, based on the new notion of abstract syntax and the restructured communication

subsystem. The first view written for this prototype was the TextView implementation by

Read, described in [Rcad93]. Subsequently a tree view has been written and the flowcha¡t

view described in [Jacobs95] has been ported to the new prototype. Furthermore, based

on the experience of integrating MultiView with Merlin [Marlin93], explicit support for

the construction of adaptors is included in the CSS; such adaptors are the basis for the

integration of MultiView into other environments.

The protocol compiler underpins the evolution of the communication protocol. New

messages are added to the lexicon by editing the high-level protocol specification and

regenerating the messagespecific components of MultiView with the protocol compiler.

Furthermore, view implementations are considerably less sensitive to v¿riations in the pro

tocol than in the previous prototypes; this flexibility is a direct consequence of the explicit

support for view construction inherent in the protocol-specification compiler described in

[McCarthyg4].

3.3 Conclusions

The design of MultiView integrated programming environment is guided by four prin-

ciples:

. the use of a tree-ba.sed canonical program representation,

. language independence,

. the exploitation of parallelism, and

. the provision of multiple, simultaneously updated views of the source code.

Source code is stored in MultiView a"s decorated abstract syntax trees. A typical view

caches a copy of a single abstract syntax tree. This canonical representation is annotated

with semantic and view-specifrc data. The implementation of abstract syntax trees that is

described in Chapter 7 is based on the algebraic model of abstract syntax tree presented

in the next chapter.
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The language-specific components of the environment are generated from a formal

specification of the supported programming language. The MultiView language speci-

fication language (LSL) is described in the next chapter, after the presentation of the

algebraic model of abstract syntax on which LSL is founded.

MultiView is based on a distributed client-server architecture. The database and views

communicate by exchanging messages. The lexicon of messages is defined in a high-level

specification that is compiled by the MultiView protocol compiler. The database and

views a,re implemented as separate Unix processes in the MultiView prototype described

in Chapter 7.

Each type of view in MultiView enables the browsing or manipulation of a single

compilation unit. Both textual and graphical views of the program are provided. The

creation of new view types is facilitated by explicit assistance for the view implementor

provided by the protocol compiler.

An incremental code generator can be realised as a MultiView view. Such a view

receives notifications of edits from the database, updates a cached copy of the abstract

synta>c tree and recompiles the afiected parts. Chapter 7 describes the implementation

of a prototype MultiView incremental code generator view that is based on the greedy

parallel incremental code generation algorithm of Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4

Abstract syntax trees

The incremental instruction selection algorithm, presented in Chapter 5, is based on

the incremental rewriting of abstract syntax trees. The derirr¿tion of this algorithm is

founded on a precise model of abstract syntæc trees, editing of abstract synta:c trees, and

the static semantics of programs represented as abstract syntær trees.

This chapter presents the algebraic model of abstract syntax used in this thesis; in this

model, abstract syntax trees are considered to be words which are freely generated by a

heterogeneous algebra [Higgins62, Birkhoff70]. The algebraic notation used is taken from

[Higgins62]. The algebraic characterisation of abstract syntax trees is reconciled with the

more fúnilia¡ tree notation by relating abstract syntax trees, considered as words over an

algebra, to tree domains [Kron75]. The model is then equipped with a notion of program

semantics that is based on attribute gramma"rs, and a notion of editing based on the

replacement of subtrees in abstract syntax trees.

Finally, the MultiView language specification language (LSL) is introduced. The

specification of a prograrnming language in LSL consists of

. the abstract syntax of the programming language,

. the concrete syntax and a mapping to the abstract synta><, and

. an attribute grammar.

Appendix A contains a glossary of the symbols used in the algebraic model of abstract

syntax presented in this chapter, and in the analyses in subsequent chapters.

The approach to the modelling and specification of abstract syntax described in this

chapter is similar in spirit to the Asr+Sop formalism described in [BergstraSg] and

[Klinte3].
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4.1 Abstract syntax

Letthe setof sorfs,S,beanysetof symbols; inthisthesis,.Sisalwaysafinitesetof

symbols. For the abstract syntan example that follows, let 5 - {Int, Reol, Erpr}.

An n-term relation over 5 is a subset of .S*. An (n * l)-a.ry relation ¡r C .9'+1 is

an operation with arity n over.S if (s1,...rsrrs) € f¡, and (s1,...rr*,t) e p implies

s -- t. These operations with arity n, or n-axy operators, over 5 are used to specify the

signatures of operators in the abstract syntax; 0-ary, or nullar¡ operations are considered

to select a single member of .S. Let ß(S) denote the set of relations over S and f¿"(S)

denote the set of n-ary relations over .S. For conciseness, 7?"(S) will be written as Tt" if

5 can be uniquely inferred from the context.

Let the set of operøtors, O, be the union of the disjoint sets of symbols O., n, :

0,t,2,... such that each O, is disjoint from 5. An O-structure, <r, on 5 is a mapping

a : O -) ß(S) such that O* is mapped to ß,."*r. E : (5, a) is calleð, an operotor scheme

over 5.

O" will contain the symbols for operators with a"rity n of the abstract syntarc, and the

image of an operator symbol ¿¿ € O,. under a will be the signature of that operator. Finite

O-structures a,re adequate to express the abstract syntax of programming languages; thus,

only finite O-structures are considered in this thesis. That is,

. .9 is finite,

. O,. is finite for all n, and

. Or. : Ø for all but a finite number of values of n.

Furthermore, because 5 is finite, then rl"(5) is also finite and so ud ç,R"+l(.S) is

finite for all ø € O*.

Continuing the example, define O1 : {consú}, O2 : {plus} and O* : Ø for all other

values of n. Define the O-structure, a, over O by

(Int, Erpr)

(Reol, E"pr)
const a: plus a : {(Eapr, Erp", Erpr)}
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The relations that form the image of an operator under o will be written using a function

like notation:

cor¿st a:
Int -) Erp,

Real -) Ery,
plus a: {Etyr x Eapr + Eapr}

An øbstrøct syntax, L: (8,çre), is an operator scheme, E, over 5, together with an

.S-indexed family of sets g : {Ç"}rs € 5, called the generotors of the abstract syntax ,C,

and a symbol ( e S called the stort sorú. For notational simplicity {Çr}rs €.S, is usually

written as just {9,} and the range of indices is inferred from the context.

Using the operator scheme E, from above, and lettingQnt be the integers, Çn"abe

the real numbers and gp,p" be the empty set, then (t, {9"}, ErW) is an abstract syntar<.

Abstract syntax trees are defined a.s words generated by the abstract syntax. More

precisely, f"(¿), the set of obstract syntax trees of sort s € 5 generated by an abstract

syntax Ê : (E,Ç, () with E : (O, d), an O-structure over the sorts 5, is recursively

defined by:

(i) if g € 9,, then g is in f"(^C), md

(ii) ifr.r ç O,.,("r,...,s's) €uaandú1,...rtna¡eabstractsyntalctreesofsortsl,...,s,r,

respectively, then u(h, .. . , ú,,) is in l"(,C).

lf.T : ø(úr,...,t,) € f"(¿), ø € O,,, then ? is said to have arity n, written as

ority-of (T).

Also, for an operator, ar € Or., such that øo contains the single tuple ("t,...s,,,s,),

define the set, l-(¿) 6 f",(^C), of abstract syntax trees over.C, rooted by ø, by

l,(¿) - {r(tr,...¿");ú¡ € l,¡(L),;:1,...,n}

The set, l[4], of proper abstract syntax trees generator by É is the set f6(^C), where (

is the start symbol of the grammar. The set, f(¿), of all abstract syntan trees generated

by É is given by:
f(¿) : U"es f,(É)

Continuing with the example abstract syntax from before, plus(plus(l,2),3) is a well-

defined abstract syntax tree of lype Expr. However, plus(l) is not well-defined because
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plzs is a binary operator. Abstract syntax trees may be depicted using a graphical nota-

tion; specifically, plus(plus(l,2),3) is drawn as

plus

plus

/\t2
This notion of abstract syntax trees is quite general. In practice, the model will

restricted in some fashion. For example, if the image of an operator symbol, u, under c,

is constrained to be a singleton set, then the sorts ofthe *subtrees' ofabstract syntax trees

labelled with ø are uniquely defined, as is the sort of trees rooted with ø. Syntax-directed

editors generated by the Synthesizer Generator [Reps89a] manipulate trees generated from

an abstract syntax of this kind. In this thesis, the restriction of ua to a singleton set is

assumed in the interest of notational simplicity.

Restrictin gua to a singleton set for all c.r implies that the O-structure, ø, is a function

from oþerators to tuples. That is, a : O,. -) Sn+r where .9'+r is the set of (n * l)-tuples

over 5. For a given programming language, extra operators may be required in an abstract

syntax to compensate for the lo.ss of expressive power resulting from this restriction on

@d,. For example, in the simple abstract syntær modelling expressions, two operators

would be required for constants. For example, int-constant and. real-constanú could be

introduced, with signatures Int + Eapr and Real 1 Eapt, respectively.

4.2 T)ee domains and tree addresses

The preceding definition considers abstract syntax trees as words generated by an

algebra. Often, a more tree.like notation is required, allowing particular unodes' of ah'

stract syntax trees to be selected and permitting the definition of various tree traversal

operations. The above model can be equipped with these operations by constructing a

tree domain from a word and defrning the tree operations in terms of the associated tree

domain and the inverse mapping back to the word. This section presents the ba"sic defini-

tions of tree domains and then establishes the relationship between abstract synta>r trees

and tree domains. The notation and definitions are taken from [Kron75].
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Let A be a set. ,4t is the set of all finite seqttences of elements of ",{. The empty

sequence is denoted by e. The concatenation of two strings a and p from ¿{' is denoted

by o.þ. If a is a sequence over ¿{ and I : {ar,...,d*} is a finite set of sequences over

.,4,, then a.Q : {o.or, ...,d.dn}. The length of a string is denoted bV lol.

Suppose that lol : n and that we can write d.: al.az...(L¡¡ where ø¡ e A. Define

the following functions accordingly:

heød,(k,a):

Porent(a) : heød(lal - t, a),a f e

løst(a):(nn¡a#e

fitst(a)=oLta#e

If F is the set of positive integers, a position is a sequence from P"; that is, a position

is a sequence of non-negative integers.l For p € F, p t e, and lasú(p) > 1, define

left-síblins(p) - porent(p).(lost(p) - L)

A tree d,omoin is any non-empty subset of F* closed under the parent and left-sibling

functions. As will be seen later, a tree domain, D, when associated with an appropriate

labelling function, with domain 2, uniquely defines a tree.

For example, the set {e,1,1.1,1.2} is a tree domain. It may be depicted pictorially as

1 r.2

I This definition deviates from the vocabulary used in [Kron75], which uses node rather

than posr'údon. The term posiúdon is used in this thesis to distinguish a location in a tree

from the contents of the node.

e,

lI1.o2 . . .lI¡,

d)

if k -- 0 or n:0
ifl<k1n
ifk>n

e

1

1
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. However, the set {e,L,I.2} is not a tree domain, because left-sibling(1.2) is not in the

set. Similarlg e € D, fot any tree domain 2; otherwise, D would not be closed under the

parent function.

If D is the set of tree domains, then a mapping, d,orn, from l(É) to D ca¡ be defined,

for T € f(¿), as follows

,, for some s € 5

, for some ø € Oo

(Tr,...,h), for some ø € O,.,n ) 0

The construction of dom(T) for inner nodes, defined by the third alternative of the above

definition, ensures that the function is closed under the left-sibldng and portnt relations;

thus, dorn is well-defined.

For example, the abstract synta>c tuee plus(plus(l, 2), 3), depicted graphically onp.74,

is mapped by dorrr into the tree domain {e , 1, 2,L.1,L.2}-

For a tree domain 2, and positions p and g, p is an ancestor of q if and only if p is a

prefix of q. More precisely, for positions p¡e €,D, the ancestor relation is defined by

poncqeSneDrq:P.n

Positions p and g in a tree domain D ate inilependenú, denoted by plg, if p is not an

ancestor of q and g is not an ancestor of p. That is,

pLq ç reTii ønd6

For an abstract synta>< tree ? € l(¿), over an abstract syntær t, and any position

p e durn(T), the subtree of ?, rooted at p, denoted by ?@p, is defined by

(f ifp-e
?@p: {

I nO¿ if.p:i.p',T:u(Tt,...,7*), ø € O¡, í <k

For example, use T to denote the abstract syntax treeplus(plus(l,2),3), illustrated

on p.74. Then, ?@1 is plus(L,2), ?@1.1 is I and T@2 is 3.

A label function for an abstract syntax tree ? € f(^C), is defined by

u), if.T:u(Tt,...,Tr), ø € Or

g, if.T: g, g €Ç"for some s € S
Iabel-of (T) :
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Conversely, a tree domain, and labelling function over that tree domain that maps

tree positions to operators, uniquely determines a tree. Appropriate restrictions on the

labelling function are required to ensure that the resulting tree is a well-formed abstract

syntær tree.

For example, the tree domain {e,1, L.1,1.2,2} and the labelling function e r+ ArL +

B,l.l è C,1.2 r+ D,2 *>.8 together determine the tree T - A(B(C,D),.E) which can

be depicted as

A
,/\

,zB . E

CD

Thus, Iabel-of (T@1.2) - D, løbel-of (T@1.1) : C,løbel-ol(f@l) : B(C,D). If the

labels are identified with the tree positions, then B ønc C, A onc C, C LD and, C LE.

It is convenient to be able to talk about the sort of a node in an abstract syntax tree.

For example, in the abstract syntæ< defined earlier, nodes labelled with plzs could be said

to have sort Expr. However, for a general abstract synta>r, it is not possible to uniquely

determine the sort of a node. For example, in the abstract syntax below, the sort of nodes

labelled with plzs is ambiguous.

g : {Int, ReaI}, plus a :

Int x Int

Real x Int

Int x Real

Real x Reøl

+

-)
+
-)

Int

Reøl

Reøl

Real

In the general case, the best that can be done is to test for membership in 1", for

s € .S. However, if the restriction on p.74 is valid and the signature of the operator

r¿ € Or is t.r : s1 x ... x sÈ -l su, then the sort of the operator u.r is s",.

4.3 Tree patterns

Abstract syntax trees with some of their leaves replaced by variables are required

for the specification of patterns. Let X : {.t"}"es be an ,S-indexed family of variable

symbols. The set f"([, X) of tree patterns of sort s with variables from ,t is defined by:
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(i) if g e g" then g is in l"(É,.t),

(ii) if a € X" then ø is in f"(.C,.Ï), and

(iii)if ar € Or,, ("t,...,s*,s) €.ua andú1,...rt,. areabstractsynta:ctreesof sorts

Jlr. . . , s?¡, respectively, then ø(ú1, . . ., úr.) is in l,(,C,.t).

The set, l(Ê,rX), of tree patterns generated by L, with v¿riables from I : {X"}"es,

is given by:

t(t,x) - u t"(L,N)
t€'t

Only linear tree patterns are used in this thesis; a tree pattern P is linear if, for all

va¡iables ø, o occurs at most once in P.

The function d,om : l(É) -+ D can be extended to a mapping dom : l(t., X) + D

in the obvious fashion. It is useful to distinguish which of the leaves of a tree pattern

are labelled with variable symbols. Thus, for a tree pattern P, define uor(P), the set of

variable positions in P by

uar(P) : {p e dom(P); label-of (P@p) : x, n € X"}

The tree pattern P is said to motch the subject tree T at n e dom(T\ if

. for all p € uør(P), ?@n.p € l,(¿), where P@p € X,, and,

. for all p e dom(P) \ uar(P), lobel-of (P,p) : lobel-of (T,r.p).'

4.4 Attribution of abstract syntax trees

An abstract syntax tree is able to capture the syntactic structure of a program. How-

ever, this is clearly insufficient for many purposes, including the incremental generation

of object code. Some mechanism for expressing the semantics is required. It has proved

appropriate in this work to use attribute grammars for representing program semantics.

I.et L: (E,9,0 b" an abstract synta>r, where E : (O,o) is an O-structure.

First, sets of symbols that will serve as attribute names are defined. Let A :

{.4"}, s € S, be a disjoint S-indexed family of sets of symbols such that eanh A" is the

disjoint union of the sets ,Syn" and Inlr"; furthermorc, Inh¿ - Ø, where ( is the start

2 If Aand B are sets, then A\ B denotes the set {a e A; " É B}
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symbol of the abstract synta>r. Let Local - {Local.},eo be a disjoint O-indexed family

of sets of symbols. Syn" ar.d, Inh" contain the symbols that narne the synthesised a.nd

inherited attributes for nodes in f". LoæL. is the set of symbols that name the local

attributes of nodes labelled with ø. A', the complete set of attribute nanne symbols, is

given by

A':UA"uULocol-
¡€S .r€O

If the abstract synta:c satisfies the restriction of p.74, meaning that, for all operators

ø € Or,, u)d: {("t,...,s,,s-)}, then the sort of the operator a.r is well-defined. Thus,

the sets Inh.: Inh". and Syn,, are well-defined.

Next, the set of sorts and the associated families of generators are expanded. Let

5" : .9 U.S' and let Ç" : g U 9' wherc çt : {9"}rs € 5', is an S'-indexed family of sets.

5' extends the sorts available for attribute types, while Ç' provides generator sets for the

new sorts. Attributes are typed with the type-of function that maps attribute symbols

into symbols from,5":

type-of: A'+Et'

Now, the attribute dependencies and err¿luation functions for tree nodes labelled with

some operator are defined. Let u € O,. be an operator symbol of a^rity n such that

ttd. : ("t, . . . , s' sr), and then let

occurrences(c.r) : {< 0, ø }; ø ç A". or ø € Locølr} l)

{<i,o}1 i- 1,...,nand øeA",}

inputs(u\: {< 0, ø ); ø e Inh"-} l)

{<i,o>; i-1,...,n and aeSyn",}

outputs(u) = {< 0, ø ); o € Syn"- or a € LocøL.} l)

{< d,o >; d - 1,...,n and a € Inh",}

The set of attribute occurrences at nodes labelled by ø are enumerated by the set

occurrences(r,r). These occurrences are partitioned into input and output occurrences by

inputs(u) and outputs(ø). For each output occurrence, a defining function, in terms of the
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input occurrences, is required. This defining function establishes a graph of dependencies

between the attribute occurrences of a node. Usuall¡ the dependencies will be implied

by the attribute definitions; however, in this model, the dependencies must be explicitly

defined in order to specify the domain and range of the definition functions. Thus, if

9(occurences(u)) denotes the set of permutations ovet occurnences(u), then for each

operator, or, the function dependencies, of the form

dependencies.: outputs(u) + 9(occunences(u))

must be specified. Then, for each operator symbol ø, and for each occurrence l lcra )
from outputs(u) such that dependencies-(< kro >) : ø1.ø2...(r¡¡ øi e occuffences(ø),

an øttribute ilefinition function, uølue.,n,¡, must be specified, where

úølue-,n,¡: çTyp"-o¡1",) X " 'Çiypnof t'.) - çIyp"-o¡ç¡

Furthermore, for each sort s € 5", such that 9" # 0, and each attribute o € Syn", a

function

euøIn:9t' + 9"

must be specified. Usually, this will be the identity function.

An attribute grammar is therefore associated with an abstract syntax by specifying the

attribute symbols, the new sorts for attribute values and the attribute definition functions

as defined above. The evaluation of an attribute at a node in an abstract syntax tree is

defined by the eualfunction; for 
" 

e l(C)",p € dorn(T\, and o e A"ULmI.,this

function is defined by

eval,(g), if T@p : 9t 9 €.9", a € Syn"

opply.,o(T,p,0), if ø € Syn"U Locol., u : Iobel-of(T@p)

opply u,n(Trp' , 
j\, if a € Inh", p : p' .j, løbel-of (T@p') : f,

eual(T,p,ø\:

in which

apply.,"(T, p, k) : vøIueu,o,*(ót, . . ., ó^)

d,ependencles(< fr, o >) =1 prrøt ) . .. 1 P,nra,n )
( euol(T,p,o¡), if p; : I

Ó;: I
leuøl(T,p.p;,a¡) if p¡ > 0
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plus + 6
evøI(Trâ, sum) : g

evøl(T,1, sum) - 3

eual(Tr2,svm) - 3

euol(Tr1.1,sunz) : I
eaøI(T,L.2rsum) - 2

plus + 3 ê3

<-2

(a) instances of the s¿m attribute (b) decoration with attribute iustances

Figure 4.1 Er¡aluating instances of attributes.

For example, define a.n abstract syntæ< by 5 - {Int}, Qy : {consú}, and O' : Ø for

all other rr¿lues of n. Define the O-structure, a, over O by

plus a-{IntxInt+Int}

Let the generator set of Int be the set of natural numbers. A simple attribute gramma,r

can then be defined over this abstract syntax by the following specifications.

Synn - {surn}

Inh¡n¿ - Q

Localrn": Ø

outputs(plus) - {< 0, surn >}

dependencies ru"(1 0, sunt, ) ) :< l, sum ), 1 2, sum )

ualue¡r",ru,o(r,y) : n * y

euol"u (a): ør for all natural numbers, ø.

Then, for each position of the abstract syntax tree ? : plus(plus(l,2),3), the sznz

attribute can be evaluated. Figure a.l(a) enumerates the values of each instance of the

szrn attribute in ?. The sarne instance values a¡e illustrated graphically in Figure 4.1(b).

An attribute grammar over an abstract syntax Î, is non-circulor if the euøl function

is well-defined for all abstract syntax trees l[,C]. In particular, for ordered attribute

grammars, the set TDP(tl) can be constructed for each operator ø from dependencies,,

as shown in [KastensS0]. Then, because TDP(ø) is acyclic for each u, eual can be shown

to be well-defined. However, this construction is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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4.6 A simple model of editing

The input to an incremental instruction selection algorithm will consist of

. the initial source code,

. the initial object code, and

. the edit operation.

In this work, source code is represented as an abstract syntax tree and object code

may be considered as a onedimensional axray of instructions. Intermediate information

requirements, including the source to object code mapping, will be inferred from the

algorithm. Edit operations, however require precise definition.

The simplest edit operation on an abstract syntac tree is the replacement of a complete

subtree. More complicated editing paradigms, based on a model of tree transformations

that preserve unchattged components of mutated program fragment, have the potential to

reduce the extent of recompilation. However, this work considers only complete subtree

replacement.

The substitution of ú for T@p, where p e dorn(T), is denotedTt : Tp*'b and is defined

by constructing a tree domain and a labelling function 1 : dom,(T') -r O, as follows

d.om(T') : {s e don(T); @fi U p. dom(t)

l(n) -
?@n if@
ú@q if p onc ¿ and n: p.g

The replacement of the subtree at p of the proper abstract syntax tree ? by the

abstract syntax tree ú is defined to be Tpetif this results in a well-formed, proper abstract

syntax tree.

The size of a replacement is defined to be the number of nodes in the new subtree.
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sort EXPRESSION;

operator plus: EXPRESSIoN EXPRESSIoN -) EXPRESSIoN;

operator minus: EKPRESSIOI¡ EXPRESSION -) EXPRESSI0I{;

type IDENTIFIER is
regexp " la-zlrZf (i? la-zL-20-91 ) *";

end;

Figure 4.2 Declatation of a sort, an operator and a generator set

4.6 A language specification fe¡malism

A language for the specification of programming languages has been based on the

algebraic model of abstract syntax. In this language specification language (LSL), an

abstract syntax specification consists of

. declarations of the generator sets,

. declarations of the sorts, and

. declarations of the operators and their signatures.3

An extract from a language definition is shown in Figure 4.2. The declaration on

line 1 asserts the existence of a sort called EKPRESSI0N. The generator set of the sort

EXPRF-SSI0I{ is the empty set. Line 2 asserts the existence of a binary operator called

plus such that

prus a: {ExpRESSroN x ExpRESSToN-t ExPRESSIoN}

A generator set is declared on lines 5-7 of Figure 4.2. This declaration asserts the

existence of a sort called IDEI{TIFIER such that the generator set of this sort is the set of

strings that may be derived from the given regular expression.

The context-free grammar of a programming language is called the concrete syntax.

Concrete syntax is specifled as a set of context-free productions. A mapping from strings

over the context-free grammar into abstract syntax trees over the abstract syntax is

specified by the association of an abstract syntær tree.v¿lued expression, called a tree

constructor, with each production of the concrete syntax.

3 The signature of an operator ar, is the image of c¿ under an O-structure.

1:
o.

3:

J:
5:
6:
7:
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Etpressíon
Eapression

::: Etpressron "+" Expression { plus (Eapressionl, Expressiora) }
::: E¡pression''u Expressíon { ninus (Ezpr'essíon1, Expression2)}

Figure 4.3 Productions from the concrete syntax.

Two productions from a concrete synta:r specification ¿ìre shown in Figure 4.3. The

tree constructor associated with the first production, indicates that bina¡y expressions

involving the infix "*" operator, a,re translated into binary abstract synta>r tree nodes

that are labelled with the plus operator.

The tree constructors implicitly associate a sort from the abstract syntæc with each

production of the concrete syntax. For the first production of Figure 4.3, the abstract

syntax tree fragment is labelled with the plus operator. Thus, the sort of the fragment is

EXPRESSI0I{. The first appearance of a non-terminal N, on the left hand side of a context-

free production defines the sort of the non-terminal to be the sort of this production. The

sort of ãl subsequent productions, with left-hand side N, must be the same as the sort

of N.

Optionally an attribute gra,mmaf, over the abstract synta:< can be specified. Typed

attributes of sorts, and local attributes of operators, may be decla¡ed. For each output

attribute occurrence, the defining function is specifred as a simple expression.

The declarations of two synthesised attributes of the sort EKPRESSION a¡e shown in

Figure 4.4. Thus, for each operator of type EXPRESSION, defining functions are required

for both of these attributes. The defining functions for the output occurrences of the

is-constent and value attributes for the PLUS operator a,re illustrated.

To date, specifications for the C, Ada, Modula2 and VHDL programming languages

have been have been written in LSL, as has the specification of the small language used

to prototype the incremental code generator that is described in Chapter 7. Of these,

a full attribute grilnmar exists only for the latter; the descriptions of C, Ada, Modula2

and VHDL contain only specifications of the abstract synta>r and the context free syntax

of these languages. An extract from the specification of this small language appears in

Appendix B.
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sort EXPRESSI0Nis
syn is-consta¡t : BO0LEAN;

syn value: IMEGER;
end;
operator PLUS is

$$ i s-consf, ¡ nt -- $ 1. i s-const ant and $2. i s-coust a.nt ;

$$value --if $$.is-constant then $l.value + $2.value else 0 fi;
end;

Figure 4.4 Attribute decla¡ation a¡d definition.

4.7 Conclusions

An algebraic model of abstract syntax has been constructed in which abstract syntax

trees are considered as words freely generated from the abstract syntax. Attribute gram-

ma,rs are used to capture the static semantics of programs represented as abstract syntax

trees. Program editing is modelled by the replacement of subtrees in abstract syntax

trees. The derirr¿tion of the BURS-based incremental instruction selection algorithm in

Chapter 5 and the greedy parallel code generation algorithm in Chapter 6 are based on

this model.

Abstract syntax tree are the canonical program representation used by the MultiView

distributed integrated programming environment, described in Chapter 3. The implemen-

tation of abstract synta>c trees described in Section 7.1.1 is firmly grounded in the algebraic

model of abstract syntax trees presented in this chapter.

The MultiView language specification language (LSL) is also based on this algebraic

model of abstract syntax. The LSL compiler described in Section 7.1.2 then generates

the language'dependent components of the MultiView implementation from a formal LSL

specification of the programming language.
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Chapter 5

Incremental instruction selection

Chapter 2 described several techniques that have been used for fine'grained incre-

mental compilation. However, none of these techniques exhibit a systematic approach to

incremental instruction selection. DICE, for instance, made use of the Portable C Com-

piler code generator (see Section2.4.2), while SEP used a naive template'based approach

to emit P-code (see Section2.4.5). A systematic approach to incremental instruction selec-

tion should improve of the quality of the emitted code, reduce the difficulty of retargeting

the code generator and, ideally, allow the provision of tools to aid retargeting.

The construction of fast, retargetable code generators for traditional compilers has

been a goal of compiler research for at least two decades. Since the work of Graham and

Glanville [Glanville77, GlanvilleTS], a number of approaches to generating code generators

from descriptions of target architectures have been proposed. To date, such an approach

has not yet been applied to incremental code generation.

Section 5.1 surveys several retargetable instruction selection techniques in which the

architecture.dependent components of the code generator a.re generated from a descrip

tion of the target architecture. Of these methods, bottom-up rewrite system (BURS)

based instruction selection is argued to be the most suitable foundation of an incremental

instruction selection algorithm.

The first pass of the BURS instruction selection algorithm labels nodes of the subject

tree with pattern matcher states. Section 5.2 considers the issue of incrementally restoring

a consistent labelling after a subtree of the subject tree has been replaced. The formal

model of abstract syntæ< from Chapter 4 is the foundation for this analysis.

Abstract syntax trees are a suitable canonical program representation in an integrated

progr¡ìrnming environment. However, they contain insufficient information for BURS

pattern matching. An intermediate representation must be constructed from the abstract
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syntax tree, so that all necessary information is captured in the labelling of the tree.

Section 5.3 presents a suitable intermediate representation that may be inferred in a

single top-down traversal of a subtree and realised with a simple relabelling of nodes

in the abstract syntax tree. The remainder of this chapter presents the BURS-based

incremental instruction selection algorithm, drawing on the analysis of Section 5.2 and

the relabelling transformation of Section 5.3.

5.1 Reta.rgetable code generation

The contemporaxy compiler writer has a well stocked chest of tools available to au-

tomatically generate many of the components that make up a compiler. Typically these

tools generate languagedependent and target-dependent compiler components from for-

mal specifications. Front-ends have proved particularly amenable to such treatment; how-

ever, somewhat ironically, these are probably the least difficult parts of a compiler to

implement by hand. For example, scanner and parser generators a¡e able to generate

the lexical and syntactic analysis phases from definitions based on regula.r expressions

and context free grammaxs, respectively. A va,riety of techniques have proved suitable for

the specification of static semantic analysis and the subsequent generation of semantic

analysers. For example, the Eli system [Gray92] uses an attribute grammar specification

of the static semantics of a language from which an attribute ev¿luator is derived.

Code generation is the final phase of compilation. The code generator emits sequences

of machine instructions, either raw machine code or some low level code, such as P-

code, which is then interpreted. Input to the code generator is typically some form

of intermediate program representation, such as quadruples or expression trees. This

intermediate representation is derived from both the program source and information

inferred during semantic analysis.

A code generator is considercd retorgetoble is there is a well{efined procedure by

which it can be altered to generate code for a new a¡chitecture [GlanvilleTT]. In prac-

tice, retargetability implies that a tool is available to generate most, if not all, of the

machine dependent parts of the code generator from some formal description. Commonly
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used formalisms include register transfer language (RTL) [Stallmang4], machine grarnma,rs

[GlanvilleTT] and rewrite system specifications [Hatcher85, PelegrlllopartSsa, Aho89].

In this section, a technique amenable to the derirr¿tion of an incremental recompilation

algorithm is chosen from the existing approaches to constructing retargetable code gener-

ators in non-incremental compilers. The ensuing survey examines several such techniques

and discusses their suitability as the basis for an incremental algorithm.

Henry's taxonomy of reta,rgetable code generation [Henry84] methods partitions work

into that predating Graham and Glanville's contribution and work since this contribution.

While considerable work was done in the ea¡lier period, such as the Production Quality

Compiler Compiler project [Cattell79, Cattell80], only several of the more mature tech-

niques from the later period are considered here. The survey below first considers the

seminal Graham-Glanville approach, examining its suitability for incremental instruction

selection. Subsequently several techniques based on tree pattern matching are considered,

from which a technology is chosen on which to base an incremental instruction selection

algorithm.

The assessment of the suitability of code generation methods for incremental code

generation requires consideration of the goals enumerated in Section 2.2. Of these goals,

speed of compilation, code quality and storage overhead a¡e of pa.rticula,r interest in an

assessment. Consistency and separability axe more traits of the derived incremental al-

gorithm, rather than of the base code generation technology. Each of the technologies

considered here generates a machinespecific code generator from some machine descrip

tion, and so the retargetability goals (r* p.13) are implicitly satisfied.

5.1.1 Graham-Glanville code generators

Graham-Glanville code generators [Glanville77, GlanvilleTS, HenryS4] exploit LR

p¿user technology [Aho86] in order to generate object code. A grarnmar that represents

the instruction set of the target architecture is used to construct a parser that analyses a
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linear intermediate program representation. Object code is emitted according to the re

sulting derivation sequence. Reta,rgeting the code generator to a new architecture involves

the creation of a machine description grarnmar for the new target.

The analysis phase of compilation produces a set of tables and an Abstrøct Progrum

Tree (APT) to represent the executable portion of the source program. Thie intennediote

replsentaúron (IR) must have the locality property [Glanville77, Section 3.1]; that is, the

meaning of an intermediate expression must not be afiected by the context in which it

appeaÌs. An immediate consequence of this is that the representation must be low level;

implementation decisions, such as storage allocation, must have been made prior to the

generation of the APT.

As already mentioued, the Gra.ham-Glanville approach to code generation is based on

traditional LR parsing techniques. Such parsers are unable to directly analyse trees; in

particular the input to a parser of this kind must be linear. A Polish prefix representation

of the APT serves as the linea¡ IR that is the iuput to Graha,m-Glanville style code

generators.

Ta,rget architectures are described using the Torget Møchine Descriptíon Languøge

(TMDL). A TMDL specification consists of:

. a list of target machine registers,

. declarations of terminals and non-terminals, and

. a description of the instructions of the target computer.

An extract from a TMDL description is shown in Figure 5.1, in which À represents

the null non-terminal symbol. Nonterminal symbols in TMDL descriptions, in general,

represent registers. The terminal symbols must include all the operators of the IR. Target

machine instructions are related to the IR by the productions of the target computer

description. For example, instruction description ( ) in Figure 5.1 contains a production

that enables the LR parser to reduce a-n occurrence of k to the non-terminal ur'. This

reduction models the loading of a constant v¿lue into a register and so is associated

with the load machine instruction. Because r. 1 does not appear on the right-hand

side of the production, reductions by rule (4) cause the allocation of a value from the
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$registers
$allocatable [r0,r1,r2,r3,r4]
$dedicated [r5,16,r7]

$synbots
$nonterninals

r - r0 rttrt2rr3rr4rr5 ¡6rr7
$ter¡ninals

k 0...32767
+ binary
I utrary
:: biuary

$instructions
r.2 :::
r.1 :::

(+ f + k.1
(+ r.1 1+

r.1
k.1

add
add

.1rr.1

.t rr.2
(1)
(2)

,\ (:: 1 + k.l r.t r.2) store 12,+Y.1,t.1 (3)

( k.l ) load r.1,-þ.1 (4)

set {r0,r!,112,13,14,15,16,17}. This value is then pushed onto the pa,rser stack as a

semantic value.

From the TMDL description, a code generator based on a deterministic shift-reduce

paxser is constructed. As mentioned above, input to the parser is the Polish prefix rep

resentation of the APT. As reductions are signalled, semantic actions are invoked and

code is emitted. Because the context free grilnmar in the TMDL description is likely to

be ambiguous, a simple heuristic is used to resolve ambiguities while parsing. Rules are

ordered by the preprocessor in a "best instruction first" sequence and are subsequently

tested, at code generation time, in that order. Semantic information is recorded on the

parser stack along with the pa¡ser state. For example, when a reduction to a nontermi-

nal that denotes a register is signalled, either a free register is allocated, or an operand

register is reused and the register identifier is pushed onto the stack.

For example, Figure 5.2 shows a fragment of an APT whose equivalent Polish pre'

fix form is "+ 1 + t k k". A derivation sequence that reduces this fragment to the

r.1

r.2rk
r. 1rk

r.2)
r.2)

Figure 5.1 Extract from a TMDL description [Glanville77, Figure 3.1]
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reduce to r, by rule (1);
semontic utolue is n 

-./,/
*\ 

propagotion of semantic ualue
tß'

\ ' 
reduce to r, by rule (l);
semantic value is n

Ê- rcduce to r, by rate (l);
semøntic uølue is rn

Figure õ.2 Reduction by a Graham-Glanville code generator.

non-terminal r can be constructed from the instruction descriptions of Figure 5.1. The

appropriate reductions are indicated graphically in Figure 5.2.

Register allocation occurs during reduce operations. After a reduction to a non-l

nonterminal, if the result is not semantically linked to another register in the pattern by

sharing a common suffix, a free register is allocated. If the result is linked to a register

in the pattern, then the sarne register is used. In the example of Figure 5.2, using the

machine description of Figure 5.1, the result register of rule (a) is not semantically linked

to a right-hand side register (since there is no register on the right-hand side), and so a

free register is allocated and pushed onto the stack. However, rule (1) semantically links

the result register with a right-hand side register (the rightmost one, in fact), as indicated

by the common subscript. Thus, the register v¿lue is propagated up the deriv¿tion tree

as shown in Figure 5.2.

The propagation of semantic information associated with a non-terminal symbol is

equivalent to the evaluation of a single synthesised attribute over the strings derivable

from the machine description grammax. Ganapathi and Fischer extended the use of

attributes in code generators based on LR parsing [Ganapathi8S]. In their affir gratnrn&r

drioen approach to code generation, the target machine is described by an afrx grammar,

allowing symbols to be associated with a finite set of synthesised and inherited attributes.

Attribute ev¿luation can occur as the parser takes a reduction step and is able to influence

later reductions. ConsequentlS information flows about the intermediate representation,

albeit in a manner constrained by the left to right nature of the parsing algorithm.

1
I

k k
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The LR parsing based approaches to code generation exhibit a left bias. That is, in

the case of a binary operator in the IR stream, reduction of the left operand will occur

before the right operand is examined. Thus, code selected for the left operand cannot be

influenced by the right operand, leading to suboptimal code in many instances.

An approach to both eliminating the left bias of LR parsing and also the systematic

resolution of ambiguities is described in [ChristopherS4]. Earley's pa.rsing algorithm [Ear-

ley70] is used to efiectively generate all deriv¿tion sequences of the linea¡ intermediate

code string. Dynamic prograrnming is used to select a least cost sequence and object code

is emitted according to this least cost derivation sequence.

An incremental derivative of the Graham-Glanville code generation algorithm would

demand, at the very least, replacing the LR parser with an incremental LR parser. An

intermediate representation, functionally equivalent to the linear Polish prefix form, would

thus be required to be maintained incrementally. In an environment using abstract syntax

trees a.s the canonical representation, as is assumed in this work (r.. p. 17), the cost of

maintaining this representation is likely to be high, both in time and storage. This

approach to incremental code generation has not been further investigated due to the

apparent greater suitability of tree rewriting methods. In addition, the tree rewriting

based techniques do not sufier from the left bia.s inherent in LR parsing based methods.

For similar reasons, neither the a,ffix grammar approach, nor the approach based on

Earley's parser and dynamic programming, are considered further as the basis for an

incremental method for instruction selection.

6.l.2Instruction selection by tree pattern matching

In the previous section, the Graham-Glanville algorithm $,as abandoned as the basis

for an incremental code generator. The primary rea{¡on for this was the requirement

for a linear intermediate representation, or an equivalent structured form amenable to

LR parsing. Algorithms that directly operate on a tree-ba.sed intermediate representation

appear to be more appropriate for incremental code generation. In particular, a technique

which operated directly on abstract syntax trees would be well suited to implementing an
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Figure õ.3 Extract from a trepattern based architecture description.

incremental code generator in a programming environment which used abstract syntax

trees as the canonical program representation.

Tree pattern matching has been used as the basis of a number of code generator gen-

erators. In this approach, code generators a¡e derived from an architecture description

that relates patterns in the intermediate code tree to the desired object code. Figure 5.3

shows an extract from such a description. The a¡chitecture is defined by a set of produc-

tions and the right-hand side of each production is a tree pattern. The left-hand side of a

production is a symbol which is distinct from the operators of the intermediate code trees.

Associated with each production is a fragment of object code. Generation of object code

from an intermediate code tree commences by finding a cover of the tree with patterns

from the productions of the a¡chitecture description.

A cover of an intermediate code tree, ?, from a set of tree productions is a set of

tuples of the form (g ) P,n) where g is a non-terminal symbol, P is a tree pattern as

definedinSection4.S(seep.77),g+Pisatreeproductionandnisapositionin?such

that

(i) if p e. dom(T) and u : lobel-of(?@p), then there is exactly one tuple, (g + P,n), in

the cover, such that n anc p and label'of (P@q) : ø, when p -- n.q, ar.d

(ii) if (g + P, n) is in the cover and g e dom(P), such that Xo - Iobel'of (P@q) is a

non-terminal symbol, then there is exactly one tuple of the form (Xo + Q,n.g) in the

1. lvalue -)
2. rttolue -)
3. rttolue -|
4. rrolue -)
5. rvalue -)

local-uørn
luølue
cottstonÇ
plus (nsalue, rtalue)
plus (raolue, constonÇ)

add, TosprnrToto
ld [Tot¡],%r"
ld. n,To4
úd. ToqtrTow2rToro
Åd. Vo\,nrTo¡o

cover.
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sh
(a) the subject tree

(A + o(B,c(f)),
(B + b(D,e),
(D + d(g,h),

A+ ø(B,c(f)) J

B + b(D,e)

(t
A

ø

e

b c

c

f
f B

I
b

e)
1)

1.1)

(b) a cover of the tree (c) covering the subject tree

Figure õ.4 Covering a subject tree with a set of tree patterns.

A cover of the subject tree T in Figure 5.4(a), with the following tree productions:

A -> a(B,c(f))

::::,:,,;,

is shown in Figure 5.4(b); the same cover is illustrated graphically in Figure 5.4(c). Note

that capital letters are used for non-terminal symbols and lower case letters for terminal

symbols in the above productions. Consider the position 1.1 of the subject tree. If

1 : d(9,,/r,), then (D -+ ?, 1.1) and. Iøbel-of(r@t) : d. Furthermore, no other pattern

in the cover contains the operator d. Thus, the first condition for a cover is satisfied

at the position 1.1 of the subject tree. A similar construction applies for every other

position in the subject tree. If 6:b(D,e), then the tuple (B + d, 1) is in the cover and

label-of (6@1) is the non-termital D. There is exactly one tuple in the cover at 1.1, that

is (D -+ d(grl¿), 1.1). Thus, the second condition for a cover is satisfied for the tuple

(B -+ b(D,e), 1). A similar construction applies for every other non-terminal occurrence

in the patterns of the cover.

Figure 5.5 shows two alternative covers of the same intermediate code tree, using

the patterns in Figure 5.3. Nodes at which a pattern has been matched are annotated
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Id [/.ro] ,lÉr0
add LrO,L8,tl,rO

add t(sp, 10 ,7.r0
Id 0(rol ,lro
Id LrL,tB
add Lr0,lrt,Ir0

Figure õ.õ Two covers for an intermediate code tree.

with the number of the matching rule. Consider the uppermost cover in Figure 5.5. The

leftmost leaf has been matched by the right-hand side of rule I in Figure 5.3; the subtree

may thus be replaced by a leaf labelled with luolue which is the left-hand side of rule 1.

This new node is then matched by rule 2, causing it to be replaced with rualue. Finally,

the root node is matched by rule 5 and consequently it is replaced by rualue.

Given a cover that enables the reduction of the intermediate code tree into a symbol,

often denoting a register of the ta.rget machine, object code is then emitted during a

topdown traversal of the covered intermediate code tree. Again consider the first cover

of Figure 5.5. The reduction of the leftmost leaf to luølue, as a result of applying rule

1, results in the emission of "add ?(sp,10,I$d'. The subsequent application of rule 2

causes 'ld [7.r0] ,Lîd' to be emitted. Finally, the application of rule 5 at the root emits

"add 7.r0 , 18,7.r0n.r

Two features distinguish code generators based on tree pattern matching:

. the nature of the pattern matcher used to generate covers, and

. the methods used to select the ubestn cover from all the possible covers of the

intermediate code tree.

The tree matching problem consists of a finite set of tree patterns prr . . . ¡p* over some

alphabet, and a subject tree ú over that alphabet. A solution to the matching problem is

a list of all the pairs (n, i), where ¿ is a node in ú and p; matches at ¿ [Hoffmann82].

I Register allocation is conveniently ignored in this example, and for much of this thesis
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Tree pattern matchers operate either in a top-ilou,n or a bottom-up fashion. A bottom-

up matcher attempts to find, at each point in the subject tree, all patterns and parts of

patterns that match at this point. In such a pattern matcher, the match set associated

with a node depends only on the label of the node and the match sets assigned to its

subtrees.

[Hoffmann82] describes a topdown tree pattern matcher, subsequently used in the

Twig system (r"" p.97), that reduces tree matching to string matching by considering

the subject tree in terms of the paths from the root to the leaves. The state assigned

to a node by a topdown mãtcher depends only on the label of the node and the states

assigned to its ancestors.

Topdown pattern matchers are inherently less powerful than bottom-uP matchers

[PelegríLtopart88a, Section 2.21; that is, the class of patterns recognisable by a topdown

tree automaton is smaller than the class recognisable by a bottom-up automaton. Fur-

thermore, bottom-up matching is faster than top down matching; a sufficiently powerful

bottom-up matcher can assign states, representing match sets, to nodes of the subject

tree in time proportional to the size of the subject tree.

Finding a cover of a subject tree by a set of tree reducing productions is a different,

but related, problem to that of finding all the matches of a subject tree by a tree pattern

set. The pattern matchers of the code generators described here are adaptations of tree

pattern matching algorithms inferring the list of possible matches of a subject tree, which

have been adapted to find covers of the subject tree.

For a given intermediate code tree, there will usually be several covers by patterns

from the architecture description. In particular, this will arise where the description

includes patterns for a general case and several patterns to recognise specific restrictions

of the general case. Consider, for example, the extract from an architecture description

in Figure 5.3. The pattern of rule 4 is a general pattern for the addition operator. Rule

5, on the other hand, is a more specific rule for this operator when the right operand is

a constant. When the pattern of rule 5 matches, better code will be emitted. This is

reflected by the two covers shown in Figure 5.5. The first cover uses the more specific
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rule, resulting in object code that uses three instructions and one register to implement

the addition. The second cover uses the more general rule, resulting in four machine

instructions and using two registers. To produce high quality code, a code generator

using such patterns must employ some method to select the most appropriate cover.

In each of the three tree pattern matcher based code generators described below,

ambiguities a¡e resolved by associating a cost metric with each of the patterns of the

architecture description. The total cost of a cover is the sum of costs of the individual

patterns that make up the cover. The least cost cover is then taken to be the best cover.

Locally optimal code is defined to be the code resulting from a least cost cover of the

intermediate code tree. Thus, object code is considered optimal if it is locally optimal

with respect to a particular pattern set a¡d associated cost metric. If several least cost

covers are found, an arbitrary choice may be made from among them.

The deriv¿tion of an incremental version of a tree pattern based code generation

algorithm will depend on inferring incremental versions of both the tree pattern matching

algorithm and the ambiguity resolution strategy. Ideally the incremental pattern matcher

should be able to operate on abstract syntax trees, so that the expense of incrementally

maintaining an intermediate representation may be avoided.

The Twig system combines topdown pattern matching with dynamic programming

to select a least cost cover of intermediate code trees [Aho85, Aho89]. Rewrite rules, in

which the right-hand side is a tree pattern and the left-hand side a symbol, are associated

with a cost and an action. The cost may be au arbitrary expression and, in the application

of Twig to code generation, the action is a fragment of object code. Figure 5.6 shows a

collection of rules, costs and actions of the kind recognised by Twig.

The Twig preprocessor generates a topdown pattern matcher from the patterns of

the architecture description. The matching algorithm employed is adapted from Hofi-

mann and O'Donnell's topdown tree pattern matcher [Hofimann82]. A to¡down tree

automaton a.ssigns states to nodes of the subject tree. The states of a node, n, denote

the sets of path strings and partial path strings that match at n. Bit strings are gener-

ated at each node in order to track partial matches and determine the nodes that start
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Target Pattern Cost Inrtructio¡
(1) regi + conet" rov *c,rd

(2) regi + mem6 2 loY trrl

(3) À -+ 2 * coet.reg¡ tog rlrl

mem6 ¡eg¡

(4) À -r 2 + cost.tegi loY brrrd

global6

(5) regi + ind 2 f coet.reg¡ rov c(rj),rd

const" regj

(6) regi -+ + 2 { cost.reg¡ f coot.reg¡ add c(rj),rd

leg¡

(7) regi + I { coet.reg¡ { cost.reg¡ add rj,rí

reg; regi

(8) regi -) + I * cost.¡eg; 1nc rt

regi conetl

Figure 5.6 Twig treerewriting rules [Aho89, Table I].

complete pattern matches. For each node, n, and tree template, ú¡, of the pattern set, a

bit string, n.b¡, of length equal to one more than the length of the longest path in t¡ is

required.2 Nodes that start complete pattern matches must be reduced to the appropriate

goal symbol for consideration in pattern matches that start at an ancestor.

2 Details of the creation and usage of the bit strings are not important to the present

discussion; of interest here is the amount of information that must be associated with

each node.

2

ind

I

leg¡

ind

I

+
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Dynamic programming is used to determine if a reduction is potentially part of a least

cost cover. At each node of the subject tree, a vector of costs is calculated; n.cos(l) is

the cost of the cheapest match of some rule I {- ú¡ that reduces to l. The index of the

rule that results in the cheapest reduction to I is stored in n.rlule(I). If I (- úr matches at

n and iÎ cost(t¡,n) < n.cos(I), where cost(t¡rn) is the cost of rule úr matching at n, then

cost(t¡,n) is assigned to cost(l) and, n.nile(l) becomes lt.

The use of dynamic programming ensures that Twig is successful at generating good

quality object code. Furthermore, [Aho89] reports good compilation time when compared

to the Portable C Compiler. However, a number of aspects of the Twig code generation

algorithm suggest that it is not a good choice as the basis for an incremental code gener-

ator.

Firstlg Twig associates a large amount of state information with each intermediate

tree node. [Aho89] indicates that Twig requires 200 bytes for each node in the intermediate

tree. A large a,rrount of information would have to be stored in order to satisfy the

incrementalism condition; at the very least, the cost vectors associated with nodes would

have to persist aÆross recompilations. Consider the case where the left operand of a binary

node has been replaced. The topdown nature of the pattern matching automaton ensures

that the state assignments and cost vectors of nodes in the right operand are unchanged.

Furthermore, the cost vectors from the right operand will be required to evaluate possible

new reductions of the binary node. If cost vectors of the right operands are not kept as

intermediate information, then they must be re.evaluated, violating the incrementalism

condition.

Secondly, evaluating the cost expressions at code generation time is potentially ex-

pensive because Twig allows arbitrary expressions for the cost metrics of productions.

Furthermore, dynamic programming requires that the cost of each potential reduction of

a node be evaluated. Thus, several cost metric evaluations will be necessary at each node.

Finally, topdown tree automata are inherently less powerful than bottom-up tree

automata. That is, the set of tree languages recognisable by topdown automata is a

subset of those recognisable with bottom-up tree automata [PelegríLlopart88a, Section
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2.21. Patterns that enable potentially useful optimisations may not be recognisable by a

top-down tree automaton.

For the above reasons, Twig is not a suitable base on which to develop an incremental

recompilation facility. The topdown matcher not only requires considerable intermediate

information, but is also less powerful than a bottom-up automaton. A code generator

based on bottom-up pattern matching would address these deficiencies. Additionally if

more cost analysis is performed at preprocessing time and less cost analysis is ca¡ried out

during recompilation, then faster recompilation, without sacrificing code qualitg becomes

possible.

In contrast to Twig, the code generator described by Hatcher in [HatcherSS] is based

on bottom-up tree pattern matching. A Graham-Glanville style description, in which

rules are annotated with a cost datum, specifies the ta,rget architecture. The resulting

instruction selector uses three pas¡ses over the input trees to emit optimal object code.3

The first pa{¡s uses an adaptation of Hofimann and O'Donnell's bottom-up pattern

matcher [Hoffmann82] to assign matcher states to each node of the input tree. States

encode the set of patterns and subpatterns matching at the node. The set of all patterns

and subpatterns to be matched is finite, because there is a finite number of rules in

the target architecture description; thus, the powerset of the set of the patterns and all

subpatterns is finite. As a result, an integer state assigned to each node is able to uniquely

denote the set of matching subpatterns. A node's state is determined by its label and

the states of its children. The state transitions are encoded in tables generated at code

generator generation time.

The second pass is a topdown traversal that selects the best sequence of patterns

that were matched during the first pass. A goal symbol, taken from the set of non-

terminals of the ta,rget a¡chitecture description, is inherited by each node. The goal of

the root node is determined by the target architecture description. The goal of a non-root

node is determined by the pattern selected at its parent. A table, called ¡natchsettob in

3 Code resulting from a least cost cover is assumed to be optimal in Hatcher's approach.
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[HatcherSS], guides this choicel motchsettob is generated from cost

code generator generation.

The third and final pass emits code based on the pattern sequences selected by the

second pass. Hatcher observes that while code could be emitted during the second pass,

the use of an extra pass allows the e\ròluation order of operands to be chosen in a way

which minimises register usage.

In contrast to Twig, ild other methods that use dyna,rric Progr¡unming to select

optimal object code, Hatcher shows that cost analysis can occur during code generator

generation. Optimal code can then inferred, during code generation, via table lookup.

However, Hatcher is unable to guarantee that the tables produced by his Preprocessor will

always choose a lea.st cost sequence of patterns [Hatcher85, Section 3.5]. Furthermore,

Henry observes in [Henry89] that the theoretical underpinnings of Hatcher's work are

"shakY?.

Cost analysis performed at code generator generation time, referred to as støtic cost

onolysis in [Henry89], requires that the cost metric of a pattern is consta.nt. In contrast,

performing cost analysis at code generation time (that is, when the code generator is

executing) allowe greater freedom in the choice of the cost metric. For example, an

a.rbitra.ry expression may be specified as the cost metric in Twig. The costs shown earlier in

Figure 5.6 indicate that, during code generation, the total cost of each potential reduction

is formed by adding some constant, determined by the rule, to the sum of the costs of

each reduction at positions corresponding to non-terminals of the pattern.

Hoffman and O'Donnell indicate that their bottom-up pattern matcher can be easily

adapted to quickly rematch a subject tree after a perturbation [Hoffmann82]. Ilatcher's

va¡iant of the Hofiman and O'Donnell matcher inherits this property and could thus form

the basis of an incremental instruction selector. Particularly attractive is the static cost

analysis that ensures the selection of high quality object code without requiring expensive

analysis to be performed during recompilation. Furthermore, coalescing the second and

third passes into a single pass would contribute to the speed of the algorithm, albeit at

the expense of relinquishing the ability to reorder operand evaluation'
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1: reg + /\

reg reg

plus
2: reg + /\

cost 1, sadd regi,r€gj,regËt

cost 1, (add regirconstrreg*t
neg const

3: reg + const cost 1, "or 'l,g},const,regÊD

Figure 5.7 Rewrite rules from a BURS architecture description

Assuming that the algorithm could be modified to operate on ãn abstract syntax

tree, the state and goal symbols would need be stored at each node in order to satisfy the

incrementalism condition. If the pattern set contains patterns with depth greater than

one, then an indication of the ancestor that determined the goal is also required. Further

decoration of nodes is needed to implement the source to object code mapping.

5.1.3 Code generation based on bottom-up rewrite systems.

For Twig and for Hatcherts code generators, the target architecture descriptions con-

tain tree patterns that are associated with reduction symbols and are annotated with

cost data. Reduction of matched subtrees drives code generation. A theory of boftom-up

reatrite systems (BURS) is developed in [PelegríLlopartSSa] and then applied to the con-

struction of code generators. This approach characterises instruction selection as solving

the problem of finding a least cost rewrite sequence that rewrites intermediate code trees

into a predetermined goal symbol [PelegríLlopa,rt88a, PelegríLlopartS8b].

A target architecture is described as a list of rewrite rules. Each rewrite rule consists

of a linear tree pattern and a reduction symbol. Associated with each rule is a constant

cost datum and an action, usually consisting of fragments of object code to be emitted

when the rule appears in a chosen rewrite sequence. Figure 5.7 illustrates rewrite rules

annotated with instruction fragments a¡rd cost data.

The object code for an intermediate code tree can be obtained from any rewrite

sequence that rewrites the tree into a predetermined goal symbol. For a given subject

tree, there may be many suitable rewrite sequences. Figure 5.8 shows, with respect to
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consto plus

const6 const"

(a) a subject tree (b) sequence of cost 5 (") sequence of cost 4

Figure 5.E Two rewrite sequences of a subject tree.

the rewrite rules in Figure 5.7, (a) a subject tree, (b) a rewrite sequence of cost 5 that

rewrites the tree into the symbol reg, and (c) a sequence of cost 4. From the first rewrite

sequence, the following code is generated:

or 7.g0, const o,LLO
or /.g0, const ".LLLadd '1,L0,ïLt,LL2
or /.g0, constn, lI3
add l,L2,LL3,IL4

The seÖond rewrite sequence results in the following, shorter, piece of object code:

or 7.g0, conat¡, ?l10
add /.10, const.,LL2
or lg0, const n,LL3
add LL2,LL3,IL4

In this example, the cost metric corresponds to the number of target machine instruc-

tions resulting from the application of a rule. Thus, the total cost of a rewrite sequence

corresponds to the number of instructions resulting from that sequence. With such a cost

metric, a least cost rewrite sequence of an intermediate code tree clearly results in the

shortest object code sequence that implements the program fragment represented by the

tree.

A code generator is able to emit locally optimal code, with respect to a given cost

metric, by first finding a least cost rewrite sequence to the goal symbol and then emitting

the code associated with the corresponding rewrite rules. Such a code generator may be

characterised as solving the fixed goal C-REACHABILITY problem [PelegríLlopart88a,

Chapter 6].

The fixed goat C-REACHABILITY problem is, given a rewrite system A, a tree ?

and a goal symbol 7, to determine whether there is a rewrite sequence in R that rewrites

l: rule 3 at 2.I
2: rule 3 at 2.2

3: rule I zt 2

4: rule 3 at I
5: rule I at e

l: rule 3 at 2.1

2: rule 2 at 2

3: rule 3 at I
4: rule I at e
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? into 7 and, if so, to find the one with minimum cost. The existence of a bottom-

up tree automaton capable of solving the fixed goal C-REACHABILITY problem for

finite bottom-up rewrite systems in time proportional to the si?,e of the subject tree is

established in [PelegríLlopart88a, Chapter 6]. From a solution to C-REACHABILITY, in

the case that ? is an intermediate code tree and Æ corresponds to a ta,rget architecture

description, locally optimal code for T can be generated.

The automaton that solves C-REACHABITITY for finite BURS requires no cost

analysis at code generation time. Instead, cost analysis, based on dynamic programming

and occurring during automaton generation, encodes cost information into the states of the

bottom-up tree automaton. Eliminating cost analysis during code generation contributes

significantly to a faster compilation speed.

The BURS-based approach to instruction selection described in [PetegrlllopartSSa,

Chapter 6] provides a suitable theoretical foundation upon which an incremental instruc-

tion selector cÀn be built. This approach is well suited because:

. the resulting incremental instruction selector is fast,

. the code generator state that must persist between recompilation is of a manage'

able size, and

. locally optimal object code is emitted.

The remainder of this chapter describes, in detail, an incremental instruction selection

algorithm based on BURS. However, a number of the fundamentals of Pelegrí-Llopart's

BURS theory require further exposition before proceeding further. Firstlg the extent

of the information encoded into the states of the automaton is used to show that the

algorithm can satisfy both the incrementalism condition and the goal of consistent re'

compilation. Secondly, the concept of the local rewrite sequence assigned to a node is

used to determine the particular fragments of object code a^ssociated with the node. Note

that the ensuing definitions are extracted from [PelegríLlopartSSa].
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Two requirements are placed on the states associated with nodes of the subject tree

by the tree automaton:

(i) the collection of states contain enough information to characterise the minimum cost

sequence that rewrites the subject tree to the goal symbol, and

(ii) the states can be computed in a bottom-up pa{rs over the input tree.

Pelegrí-Llopa.rt's d-LR graphs satisfy both of these requirements. Furthermore, if the

rewrite systems belongs to the finite BURS class of rewrite systems, then the number of

possible á-LR graphs is finite. Consequentl¡ a single integer may be used to uniquely

denote the d-LR graph assigned to a node. Readers interested in further details of both the

properties and construction of the d-LR graphs, and of finite bottom-up rewrite systems,

are referred to [PetegríLlopartS8a].

The rewrite sequence can be inferred from the statee assigned to the nodes of the

subject tree and the fixed goal symbol. Each state may be mapped into a vector, z, of

rewrite rules indexed by the goal symbols of the rewrite system. If node z is assigned

state ø by the automaton, then v"(l) denotes the rewrite rule that must be applied at n

in a least cost rewrite sequence that rewrites the subtree rooted at n into 7. The pattern

of this rule determines the goal symbols for the rewriting of the operands of n as part

of this rewrite sequence. Thus, by using the fixed goal symbol as the goal of the root, a

least cost rewrite sequence for the subject tree may be inferred from the states assigned

by the tree automaton.

During incremental compilation, the object code associated with a node must be

identifiable for each node of the subject tree, in order to maintain the source to object

code mapping. In a tree rewrite based code generator, this is tantamount to associating

the appropriate subsequence of the least cost rewrite sequence with each node of the

subject tree. However, for an arbitrary rewrite system, there is no guarantee of a one-

to-one mapping from nodes of the subject tree to subsequences of the rewrite sequence.

For instance, if a rewrite sequence contains loops, there may be several subsequences

associated with a particular node. Restricting the least cost rewrite sequences that may be
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chosen by the automaton to nortnal form rewrite sequences [PelegrlllopartSSa, Definition

5.1] overcomes this problem.

If r is a rewrite sequence without loops, then r is in nortnal tonn at e if it is of the

form n ...T¡To¡ where r¡ is a subsequence of r, and

(i) for all ;,1 < d < n, all rewrite rule applications in r¡ are at positions that a¡e descen-

dants of i,

(ii) there is no rewrite sequencer', equivalent to r, and of the form 1 ,..TnT|, where rj

is a permutation of ro sta¡ting with a rewrite rule application at a position ,t.p, for

some fr, 1 ( k 1 n, and position p, and

(iii) for all d,1 < i < n, (r¡)o¡ is in normal form at i.a

For any non-looping rewrite sequence, r, for a rewrite system .8, there is a permutation

of r that is in normal form [PelegríLlopart88a, Proposition 5.1]. Thus, a least cost normal

form rewrite sequence from .R for a subject tree, T, is also a least cost rewrite sequence

from R for ?. A rewrite sequence for a tree in normal form assigns a local rewrite sequence

[PelegríLlopart88a, Definition 5.1] to each node of the tree.

Let r be a normal form rewrite sequence of the form r¡ ...TnTo that is applicable to

a tree ?. The local rewrite sequence assigned by r to a position p in T is defined by

F(T,r,p), where

(i) .F' (", r, e) is rs, and

(ii) ifpisof theformd.qforsomed, 1( i 1n, and Tisof theformc.r(?r,...,T^),ø € O,,

then F(?, r,p) is F(T,r¡,q).

Furthermore, the local rewrite assignment of r and ? is the function a"ssigning the

corresponding local rewrite sequence to each position in T.

Consider the rewrite sequence in Figure 5.8(c). The local rewrite assignment of the

root node is (rule I at e). The local rewrite assignment of the left operand of the root

is (rule 3 at 1). However, the rightmost leaf has an empty local rewrite assignment.

Code associated with a node by the incremental instruction selection process will depend

4 If 4 : (r1 at i.p1).(r2 at i.p2). . .("* at i.p*), where p¡ is a path (see p.74), then

("r)o, is defined as (rule1 at p1).(rule2 at p2)... (rule" at p^)
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on the local rewrite assignment. For instance, recalling the object code associated with

the rewrite sequence on p.103, the object code from the local rewrite assignment of the

root is "add, IL2,LL3,IL4". The code associated with the left operand of the root is

"or 'l,g},const.,%13". No object code is associated with the rightmost leaf.

5.2 RURS-based incremental instruction selection

The code generated for an intermediate code tree by a BURS-based instruction se.

lector is determined by a least cost normal form rewrite sequence of the tree. In the

BURS-based incremental instruction selection algorithm proposed in this thesis, the code

associated with a node of the abstract syntax tree is determined by the local rewrite

sequence a-ssigned by a least cost normal form rewrite sequence. Thus, BURS-ba^sed in-

cremental instruction selection is equivalent to incrementally maintaining, for each node

of the subject tree, the local rewrite sequence assigned by a least cost normal form rewrite

sequence.

The least cost normal form rewrite sequence deduced for the subject tree, and hence

the local rewrite sequence assigned to each node, is determined by:

(i) the state assigned to each node by the matching automaton, and

(ii) the goal symbols inherited by nodes that appear in the rewrite sequence.

The incremental evaluation of each of these requires consideration. Furthermore,

such consideration will lead to an understanding of the intermediate information that

must persist between recompilations.

Consider a subject tree, ?, whose nodes are fully annotated with the states assigned

by a BURS matching automaton. Next, suppose that the subtree of T rooted at position

p is replaced, resulting in the new subtree ?'.õ Relating the state assignment of ?' to the

state assignment of ? will establish the subset of the nodes of ?' for which recalculation of

states is needed. This will thus establish the extent of incremental rea.ssignment of states

after subtree replacement. Analysis of the relationship between the state assignment of ?
5 Recall that subtree replacement is the only editing operation considered in the thesis

(see Section 4.5, p.82).
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Figure õ.9 Subtree replacement.

and that of ?' is facilitated by a partitioning of the nodes of. Tt, based on the replacement

point, p.

Pa¡tition the set dorn(T') into the disjoint union of

Py- {nedom(T');ptn}

Pz - {n e d.om(T');p anc n}

Ps- {nedorn(T');n onc pand,nt'p}

P1 contains all the positions of ?' that are independent of p. P2 is that subtree of ?'

corresponding to the replacement subtree. Finally, Ps is not a subtree of T'; instead, it is

the collection of all the nodes of ?'on the path from p to the root of ?', excluding p but

including e. Observe that Pr can be further partitioned into a set of subtrees of T' with

the root of each subtree an immediate descendant of some member of P3.

For example, Figure 5.9(a) shows an initial subject tree. Figure 5.9(b) shows the

same tree after the subtree rooted at p (which is position 1.1) in the initial tree has been

replaced by a new tree fragment. The partitioning of this new tree is indicated by dashed

lines in Figure 5.9(b).

Denote by o(?, p) the state assigned by the pattern matching automaton at position

p in T. Recall that one of the stated goals for these states is that they can be computed

in a bottom-up pass of the subject tree (r* p. 105). Thus, ø(?, p) is fully determined by

p and p onc n), that is the descendants of p. An immediate consequence of this is that

if ? and T' are isomorphic, then o(T,p): o(T',p),Vp e dom(T).

Pz
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Consider a node n €. Pt. The subtree ?'@n of T' is isomorphic with the subtree ?@n

of T. Thus, o(T,n) : o(T',æ) for any n € Pt.

Next, consider the partition Pz. This is the subtree of T' with no corresponding

subtree in ?. For n €. P2,o(T'rn) is independent of o(Trm),Ym e dom(T).

Finally, suppose that node n €. Ps and ¿ f e. Furthermore, suPPose that ø(T', n) :

o(T,n). Let ntbe the parent of n, k - ority'of(?@n'), and let i e {L,...,fr} be the

integer such that n: n'.j. Now ø(?',n') is fully determined by label-of(T@n') and

o(T'@n'.i), for d € {1,...,k}. For i: L..k, i # i,n" havep.d ç Pri thus, ø(?',p.i):

o(T,p.i). Furthermore, o(T',n'.j) : o(Trn'.j), because of the supposition that o(T',n) -
o(T,n). Thus, because the label of ?'@n'is certainly the sarne as the label of T@n',

it follows that o(T',n'): o(Trn'). An immediate consequence is that if n € P3 and

o(T',n): o(T,n), then o(T',q): o(T,g), for all q € P3 such that g tnc n.

Thgs, when a subtree of the subject tree is replaced, the extent of recalculation

and reassignment of BURS pattern matcher states is determined by the partitioning of

the nodes of the subject tree into the sets PtrP, and Ps. States of the new nodes, of

course, require calculation. States of nodes independent of the replacement subtree a¡e

unchanged. Nodes between the replacement point and the root of the tree need to be

considered sequentially from the replacement point towards the root, calculating and

reassigning states until the newly calculated state of a node is the same as the previous

value.

In the example of Figure 5.9, the nodes labelled with C and E belong to P¡ and so

the states are unaffected by the subtree replacement. The newly created nodes F, G and

H belong to P2; thus, they require state calculation and a"ssignment. This leaves nodes

A and B, both of which belong to P3. The new state of node B requires calculation and

assignment. However, the state at A requires calculation only if the new state of B difiers

from the old state.

The extent of incremental state reassignment therefore consists of the replacement

subtree and a subset of the nodes between the point of replacement and the root of the

subject tree. This is reflected, later in this chapter, by the algorithm of Figure 5.19. To
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Figure 5.10 Inferring goal symbols for subnodes.

satisfy the incrementalism condition, states assigned by the automaton to each node must

persist between successive incremental recompilations.

The goal symbol of a node, other than the root, that appears in the least cost normal

form rewrite sequence of a subject tree is determined by a rule application at one of its

ancestors. Suppose the pattern of a rule contains the non-terminal symbol N at position

n and that the rule appears in the least cost normal form rewrite sequence for the subject

tree 1 at tree position p. Then, the goal symbol of the node at position p.n in ? is trf.

For example, suppose that a rule, r, contains the pattern shown in Figure 5.10(a)

and that the rewrite application (r at 2) occurs in a normal form rewrite sequence for the

subject tree shown in Figure 5.10(b); that is, the pattern has matched at position 2 of

the subject tree. The table in Figure 5.10(c) summarises this match. For instance, the

second entry indicates that position 2.1 in the subject tree corresponds to position I of the

matched pattern. Thus, the goal symbol reg is assigned to node 2.I of the subject tree.

Position in subject tree Position in pattern tree Goal at this position

in the subject tree

2

2.L

2.2.1

2.2.2

e

I
2.r

2.2

vndefined

feg

const

reg
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The normal rewrite sequence for the subject tree must then assign local rewrite sequences

to the nodes at 2.Lr 2.2.I znd 2.2.2 of the subject tree that rewrite these subtrees to the

indicated goals.

In general, suppose that (g + P at n) occurs in a normal form rewrite sequence for

a subject tree l. Define vør(P), where P is a pattern, by

uør(P) : {m e dom(P);P@rn is a non-terminal}

Then, for each q €. vør(P), P@q is the goal symbol of n.g in the subject tree, ?, and n is

the goal iletenníning nod,e for T@n.g. For nodes q € dom(P)\uar(P), the node T@n.q has

neither a goal symbol nor a goal determining node. If the maximum height of a pattern in

the rewrite system is lc, then the goal determining node of ?@n, where n : u.n2...rtm¡

tld en integer, is one of {?@n1 ...rtn-r¡?@n¡ ...rùn-2t... T@n1 ...n^-k!..

To jncrementally determine the local rewrite assignment to a node æ, the state and

the goal symbol of the node must be incrementally inferred. However, the goal symbol of

n is determined by the local rewrite assignment to the goal determining node, d. Thus, if

either the goal or the state assigned to d changes, as the result of an edit to the subject

tree, the goal of n must be reassigned. This incremental processing is complicated by

both the range of possible goal determining nodes for n and the possibility that n may

not have a goal at all. Restricting the rewrite system so that rules a¡e in norrnal form

[Balachandrang0, Section 3.1] simplifies this incremental processing.

A rule is in normøl fonn if it is either a chain rule of the form X -> Y, or a pattern

rule of the form X + u(Xtr...,X.), where XrYrX1r...Xn are non-terminals and ø an

operator of arity n. Note that if ø is nullar¡ the pattern rule becomes X + u.

Observe that, by the addition of extra non-terminal symbols, any rewrite rule can be

replaced by .n equivalent set of normal form rewrite rules. For example, the non normal

form rewrite rule goal + P, where P is the pattern of Figure 5.10(a), can be replaced by

the pair of normal form rewrite rules in Figure 5.11, introducing the new non-terminal

plus.
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Figure õ.11 Normalisation of a rewrite rule.

If each rule of the rewrite system is in normal form, then the local rewrite assign-

ment to node n by a normal form rewrite sequence of a subject tree ? is of the form

(oatn),(c1 atn),...,("ratn),where,for,t)0,qisthechainruleX¡+Xandoisthe

pattern rule Xo + u(21,. . ., Z^), where ?@n is labelled by ,, and Yr - Xs. That is, a

pattern rule application followed by a possibly empty sequence of chain rules. X¡ must

be the goal symbol of the node n. In turn, the pattern rule determines the goal symbols

for the rn children of ?@n, that is Ztr.. . , Z^.

If each rule application of a normal form rewrite sequence of a subject tree ? is in

normal form, then each node is assigned a non-empty local rewrite sequence. For each

node n of ?, the goal determining node of n is the pa.rent of n, with the exception of the

root, for which the goal symbol is the predetermined fixed goal. In turn, the local rewrite

sequence of n, determined by the state assignment, ø, and the inherited goal symbol, g,

of n, is given by 4@rn), where6

( (rule v,(g\ zt n) if v"þ) is the pattern rule g + u(X1,. ..X^)

''"(g'n): \r,"(x,n).(rule v,(g) at n) if v,(g)is the chain rule g + x

In turn, if (g + u(Xt,...,X-) at n) is the first rule application of the local rewrite

assignment of n then, ror j - L,...ffi, the goal symbol assigned to n.j ir x¡.

The relationship between the goal symbols of nodes of a subject tree before an edit

operation, ?, must now be related to the goal symbols of the new subject tree T' formed

by replacing the subtree of ? at position pby l.
Recall the pa,rtitioning of the tree domain of ?'into P1,P2 and P3, based on the

position p, where T' : Tpet (t* p. 108). Now define the subset Pi of Pg by

Pi - {n € Ps; o(T,n) I o(T',n)}

+

6 Recall the definition of v6 o'n p.105.
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which is the subset of Ps for which new states are calculated. If Pj is empty, then the

state assignments for nodes from P1 and P3 of ?' a¡e identical to the corresponding nodes

in ?. Consequentl¡ the goal symbols and the local rewrite assignments of each of these

nodes of ?' are the same as for ?. Define the node ú by

1_L-

In the first case, the state assignment for each node of Pt and Ps of ?' is unchangd

from the state assignment of the corresponding node of T. Thus, for these nodes, the

local rewrite assignment is unchanged from T. The goal symbol of ?'@p is inherited from

its parent and thus is equal to the goal symbol of ?@p. The local rewrite sequence of

T'@p, and those for all its descendants, can then be evaluated.

In the second ca.se, ú is the node of ?' such that for any node t' of Tt such that the

state assignment difiers from the state of the corresponding node of ?, then t anc ú'; that

is, ú is the node closest to the root of ?' such that the state assignment in ?' is difierent

to the state assignment in ?. The goal symbol of T'@ú is inherited from its parent and

so is equal to the goal symbol of ?@f. However, ?'@ú having a difierent state assignment

than ?@ú will have a difierent local rewrite sequence. The local rewrite sequence of T@ú

and all its descendants can then be evaluated.

Thus, after an edit operation, the states of the nodes in the modified subtree are

incrementally updated and the node ú inferred during the update. Then local rewrite

sequences and goal symbols for the subtree rooted at ?'@ú are evaluated and assigned.

This is reflected in the algorithm of Figure 5.20 on p.L29. The goal symbol for each node,

along with the state assignment, is required intermediate information for the incremental

BURS instruction selector.

In fact, it is possible that some nodes belonging to Pr, but in the subtree rooted by

f'@¿, may have a goal and local rewrite assignment equal to that of the corresponding

nodes of ?. All of the descendants of any such node also have a goal and state assignment

equal to the corresponding nodes in T, because the goal assignment to the children of a

node n depend only on the label, goal and state assignment of n. If, during evaluation of
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Figure õ.12 Some operators from PCC-IR [Henry84, figure 2.1]

the new goal symbol for a node from Pz such that ?'@¿ is an ancestor, the goal symbol is

equal to the corresponding node in T, then the local rewrite assignment and goal symbol

of that node, a¡d all its descendants, are equal to those of the corresponding nodes of ?.

This possible optimisation, while contributing to the speed of incremental recompilation,

is not exploited in the algorithm of Figure 5.20.

5.3 Ibansforming abstract syntax trees

The BURS iustruction selection algorithm, as originally presented by Pelegrl-Llopart

in [PelegríLlopartSSa] and Proebsting's rn¡iation in [Proebstingg2], as¡sumes that the input

to the code generator is a sequence of intermediate code trees. Pelegrí-Llopart made use

of the front end provided by the UW-CODEGEN system [Henry84] to provide this input

to his prototype code generator [PelegríLlopart88a, Chapter 8]. Consequently, it uses the

PCC-IR intermediate representation. The low level nature of the operators of PCC-IR

is apparent from the examples of PCC-IR operators shown in Figure 5.12. The BURS-

based code generator used in the lcc compiler uses a similarly low level intermediate

representation as input [Fraser9la, Fraserglc, Fraser92, Proebstingg2].

The shape of the intermediate code tree is the tree domain and the label assignment;

it does not include any additional information that may annotate nodes. For example,

if a node is labelled with Rnc, then the label and the position of the node in the tree

are considered as part of the shape. However, the index of the register allocated to
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that node is not pa.rt of the shape. In each of the implementations of BURS-based code

generators, the assignment of states by the pattern matcher depends only on the shape

of the intermediate code trees.

The shope of the emitted object code is the sequence of machine opcode that is se'

lected to implement the intermediate code tree. Details of the operands are not considered

to be part of the shape. In each of the BURS-ba.sed code generators, the shape of the

emitted object code is uniquely determined by the state assignment of the intermediate

code tree.

Semantic information is exploited during the generation of the intermediate code trees

to distinguish between the alternative interpretations of fragments of source code. For

example, an identifier occurrence could denote a global va.riable, a parameter allocated to

a register, or some other entity, depending on the source language. In the first instance,

the cor¡esponding node of the PCC-IR expression tree would be labelled with the Nnun

operator in Figure 5.12, and in the second with the Rnc operator.

The pattern matcher cannot directly exploit semantic information when assigning

states. Instead, all semantic information that can a.fiect the shape of the emitted code is

encoded in the shape of the intermediate code tree. This notion of syntox as semantics

is elaborated on in [Henry84].

Incrementally maintaining a separate intermediate representation could adversely af-

fect the speed of recompilation and thus the response time of the integrated programming

environment. It would certainly afiect the memory demands of the environment. How-

ever, the shape of an abstract syntax tree does not by itself contain sufficient information

for a BURS pattern matcher to encode states that distinguish between the alternative

object code shapes for a particular fragment of source code. This can be illustrated by

two simple examples.

Firstly, consider the loading of an integer literal into a register. In the SPARC archi-

tecture [Sun87], the literal may be loaded into a register with either a single instruction,

if the constant will frt into a 13 bit field of the instruction, or with two instructions if

the constant is too large for a 13 bit field. Object code fragments for these two cases are
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Figure õ.13 Loading an integer constant into the SPARC register l(10.
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st i(10 ,ll,tp-tz1

I

X
(a) a tree fragment (b) when X is a local v¿riable (c) when X is an out parameter

Figure õ.14 Identifier resolution in an abstract syntax tree.

shown in Figure 5.13(a) and (b), respectively. In order to claim locally optimal instruc-

tion selection, the code generator must choose the two instruction form only if the literal

value ii greater than or equal to 2r3. Consequently, the bottom-up pattern matcher in

the BURS instruction selector must assign a state to the node representing the literal,

where this state reflects the range to which the r¡alue belongs. Because the BURS pattern

matcher cannot exploit semantic information, the range must be coded into the interme

diate representation. On the SPARC, two operators a¡e needed to distinguish the ranges

of interest for integer literals in the intermediate representation.

As a second illustration, consider the many meanings of an identifier occurrence in an

abstract syntor tree. An identifier on the left hand side of an assignment statement can

denote a local variable, a global nariable, a pa,rameter or some other entity depending

on the source language. Figure 5.14 shows an assignment statement and object code

appropriate to two such alternatives for the statement. If X in Figure 5.1a(a) denotes

a local variable, then the literal value must first be loaded into a register and then the

value stored into the local activation record, as shown in Figure 5.14(b). If X is an out

parameter that is allocated to the SPARC register lo0, then the literal is loaded directly

into 7.o0, as shown in Figure 5.14(c). The correct object code for the tree fragment of

Figure 5.1a(a) clearly depends on semantic information. In order to generate correct

uar 13
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object code, the state assigned by the BURS pattern matcher to the node labelled *: ='

must distinguish between the possible meanings of X. Given that the pattern matcher can

examine only the labels of nodes in the abstract syntax tree, it is clea¡ that BURS-based

instruction selection cannot directly operate from an abstract syntax tree, since it lacks

the ability to access semantic information.

In a¡ integrated environment that uses abstract syntax trees as the canonical program

representation, the incremental code generator has access only to the abstract syntax tree

and any sema¡rtic information that has been derived from this tree. Furthermore, the

inputs to the code generator are notifications of edit operations on the abstract synta>r

tree. As illustrated by the preceding section, insufficient information is encoded into the

shape of an abstract syntax tree for BURS-based instruction selection to operate. In

particula,r, semantic information that can a,fiect the shape of the emitted code must be

reflectod in the shape of the tree analysed by the BURS pattern matcher. In a non-

incremental BURS-based code generator, the intermediate representation encapsulates

the necessary semãntic information. Likewise, the shape of the input to a BURS-based

incremental code generator must also encapsulate any semantic information that can a,fiect

the shape of the emitted code.

A sepa.rate data structure to implement an intermediate representation would con-

sume considerable extra memory, and its creation and incremental manipulation would

adversely afiect the speed of incremental recompilation. However, an intermediate repre-

sentation can be defined that is both suitable for BURS pattern matching and sufficiently

close to the abstract syntax tree that the expensive maintenance of a separate structure

is not required.

The notion of sufficiently close to the abstract syntax tree, mentioned above, requires

more careful examination. Suppose that ?' is the tree structured intermediate represen-

tation of the abstract syntarc tree T. If dom(T) : dom(T'), then ? and T' are isomorphic

up to a relabelling of nodes, and ?' can be implemented by providing a field for a new

label in each node of ?.
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Figure õ.1õ Semantic relabelling of an abstract syntarc tree.

For example, Figure 5.15 shows how the tree fragment in Figure 5.1a(a) can be re

labelled so that the shape of the tree indicates the nature of the identifier occurretrce.

Observe that the unary node that is labelled by the uar operator in the abstract syn-

tax tree fragment of Figure 5.15(a) corresponds in each of Figure 5.15(b) and (c) to a

node that is labelled with an operator that provides sufficient sema,ntic information about

the v¿¡iable X to determine the shape of the generated code. A distinguished operator

"ignored" indicates nodes in the intermediate representation that have no efiect on the

pattern matcher state assignment.

Constructing the intermediate representation is therefore reduced to a problem of

incrementally maintaining the relabelling operator for each node in the abstract synta><

tree. This relabelling can be precisely described as a function that maps an abstract

syntax tree, T, over the canonical abstract synta>r, Ê, to an abstract syntær tree, ?', over

a nevy abstract synta>r, E', that is an extension of ,C. Appropriate constraints on both ,C'

and the nature of the transformation ensure that ? and T' a¡e structurally isomorphic,

and that the tra¡sformation has an efficient incremental implementation.

The relabelling transformation requires access to semantic information. Such infor-

mation is inferred from the program text during incremental semantic analysis. The

relabelling transformation can be precisely described only if the means of accessing the

semantic information through the abstract synta>c tree is determined. This thesis de'

scribes a class of transformations that assume that the canonical abstract synta>< tree

is decorated with semantic information derived from an attribute grammax. The trans-

formation is then specified ¿u¡ a mapping of the abstract syntax tree into a new abstract
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syntÐ( tree over a modified abstract synta:< that accesses attributes associated with nodes

of the source tree.

Iæt E: (E,9, €) b" an abstract syntax. Suppose that the set S of sorts of ,C includes

the symbol Boolean and that the generator set of the soú Booleanis {truerfølse}. Sæ-

tion 4.4 showed how abstract syntax trees ca,n be attributed and the er¡aluation function,

euøL, can be defined (r* p.80). Suppose that an attribution has been defined for f(¿).

Then, for each operator ø with type s € 5,7 define the set, Prrof predicates for ar by

P-: {a e (Syn U Inl6U Locol); type-of (ø) - Boolean}

Let O' be the disjoint union of the sets Ol, n : 0, 1r2,. .., such that O' is disjoint from

O, the set of operator symbols of the abstract syntax, .C. Furthermore, for each Q^ # Ø,

the set Of is the disjoint union of the finite sets of symbols Cutn, fnnern and {gn}. Cut^

containp the extending operators that label subtrees that may be efiectively excised from

the intermediate tree. Innern contains the extending operators that label inner nodes

of the intermediate tree, that is the non-leaf nodes of the intermediate tree. g,, is a

distinguished operator used to indicate nodes of the intermediate tree that have no efiect

on code generation (that is, the "ignored" nodes of Figure 5.15). For each operator ø € O,,

of the abstract syntæc, define a set of pairs

poirsr: {(o, r')io ÇP.tc.r'e Oi}.

That is, each operator ø in the abstract syntax is associated with a, possibly empty, set of

tuples that associate a predicate with a relabelling operator. The attribute will be used to

guard a mapping of nodes labelled with ø into nodes labelled with a relabelling operator.

Furthermore, the relabelling operator must have the same arity as ø. Constraining the

arity of the relabelling operator ensures that an abstract syntax tree will be isomorphic,

up to relabelling, with its intermediate representation. That is, if the relabelling of a
7 Recall the assumption on p.74 that allows the type of an operator to be precisely

defined
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canonical abstract syntær tree ? results in the intermediate tree ?', then dorn(T) -
dom(T').

Let a be the O-structure of the abstract syntax t, and define a¡ O-structure c' over

.S mapping O, UOI into ß("+r)(.S) by

u)dt --

ua ifø€O,

Uuequ¡u'a ifueQ!"

ß(È+r)(.S) ifu=p*
where d(t r) - {z € O¡; 3a € P,,(o,r) €. pairs,}

In the first case, the signatures ofoperators from O are uncha¡ged in the O-structure

a'. The second case constructs the signature for a relabelling operator c..' e O'" as the union

of the signatures of each operator potentially relabelled by t'. The final case specifies

that the signature of g* includes all the (k + l)-tuples over.S.

Thçn, E': (5,4') is an O-structure of 5, and [,' : (E',9,€)i" an abstract syntax

called the semantic extension of the abstract synta>< L: (Erçrq. For an abstra.ct synta><

tree ? € l(¿), a semantic extension f,' of L, and p e dam(T) a position in ?, define the

transformation function from,C into Et by

transforrn(Trp) :

?@p if ?@p €.9" for some generator set Ç" of. L

u' (trønsfortn(T, p.L), . . ., trønstorm(T, p.k))

if ødiue(T,p): {(o,r')}, u' € Inner¡

u' (cut(T,p.1), . . ., cut(T, p.lc))

if. øctiue(T,p): {(o,r')}, u' €. Cut¡

u (transf orm(T, p.t), . . ., transf o rrn(T, p.k))

if. octiue(T,p) : ó, u : Iabel-of (T,p), c.r € O¡

und,efineil otherwise

where øctiue(T,p) -- {r'€ O'; (c, r') e pairs,,u: lobel-oÍ(T,p),euol(T,p,o): true}

cut(T,p) :
po if T@p e g"

9o if ?@P : u,u e dlo

P*þut(T,p.1),.. .,cut(T,p.k)) if ?@p:u(h,...,t*),ø € Or
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The trønsform function constructs an abstract synta>r tree that is isomorphic up to

relabelling with its parameter ?. Generator instances are unaffected by tr'onsfortn, as

is appa,rent from the first case in the definition of transfonn. The transformation of an

operator application at a position p in ? is determined from the er¡aluation of the gua.rd

attributes applicable at T@p. The set øctiue(Trp) contains the relabelling operators for

which the guard attribute instances at p era,luate to trtte.E If octiue(T,p) contains the

single inner operator cu', then the tra¡sformation of the subtree T@p is the application

of u' to the transformations of the subtrees of ?@p. If øctiue(T,p) contains the single

cutting operator a;', then the transformation of the subtree ?@p is the abstract syntax

tree that is isomorphic up to relabelling with ?@p, such that each position is labelled with

gr, for the appropriate value of k. If octiue(T,p) is the empty set and T@p is labelled

with ø, then the transformation of ?@p is the application of ø to the transformations

of the qubtrees of ?@p. Finally the result is undefined when actíve(T,p) contains more

than one member.

The function trønsfortn-øst:f. -+ L' that maps an abstract syntan tree to its interme

diate representation is then defined by

tronsfortn- ast (T ) : tronsfonn(T r t)

A suitable semantic extension and transformation function to partition integer con-

stants in order to select the appropriate SPARC instruction sequence from Figure 5.13

can now be defined. Suppose that Ê, contains the operator constonú with signature

constønt: Ixt + Expn

Define the boolean-valued attributes is-small and is-lørge, both of which belong to the

set of local variables for the operator constønú; these attributes indicate to which range

E Recall that gua.rd attributes are defined to have type Boolecn, whose generator set is

{hnre, følse}.
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the integer belongs. Define the operatorc smøll-constønt and, large-co¡tstønt as members

of Cut1. Then, the semantic transformation is determined by defining

pøirs 
"o 

*¡ønt : {(s- small, small- constont), (i,s-larg e, lorg e- constønt)}

A transformation function for the identifier resolution exa,rnple in Figure 5.14 and

Figure 5.15 is obtained by making the following ¡u¡sumptions:

{locøl-voriable, fonnal-parometer} g Cuto

{is-locø[, is-formal-pørameter} Ç Puo,

{(is-formøl- pøramet er, fo rrnal- porameter),

(is-local,locol-uariøble)\ C pøirsoo"

These new operators from O'encode the semantic information in a manner that may

be utilised by a BURS pattern matcher. A number of benefits of such a transformation

can be identified:

. subtrees of the abstract synta:< tree not associated with any object code a¡e efiec-

tively excised by mappingto g*, for various lc,

. the transformed tree shares storage with the canonical abstract syntær tree, and

. the transformation may be implemented incrementally.

For a given abstract syntar< tree, there will be subtrees that are not mapped to object

code. For example, an uninitialised declaration will not usually require object code to

be emitted. In a traditional compiler, no intermediate code trees are produced for such

declarations. Relabelling the nodes of subtrees corresponding to such declarations with

g¡ indicates to the incremental instruction selector that the subtree can be skipped.

If T is an abstract syntax tree and T' : semontic-trønsform(T), then the semantic

transformation function is defined to ensure that T'is structurally isomorphic to T. That

is, dorn(T') : dom(T). Thus, the representation of ?' can be implemented by providing

storage for the relabelling operator in each node of ?.

After a subtree replacement operation, the new transformed subtree can be inferred in

a single top-down traversal of the new tree fragment. Figure 5.16 shows the incremental
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1 : Prr,ne-subtree(T, p) :

2: let ,t : arity-of("@p)
3: T@p.reløbel + gx

/: ford:1,...,ßdo
5: Prune-subtree(T,p.k)
6: od

(a) Prurre-subtree.

1 : Tlønsfortn-subtree(7, p),
2: let ,b = ørity-oÍ(f@p)
3: if ocüue(T,p):0 then
l: T@p.reløbel + løbel-of (T,p)
5: ford:1,...r/cdo
6: Trønsform-subtree(T,p.i)
7: od
8: elsif øcú¿'ue(T,p): {r}, ø € Or then
9: T@p.rclabel ç u

10: if ø € Cut¡ t}¡en
11: fori:1,...,frdo
12: Pnne-subtree(T,p.i)
13: od
1.4t elsif c.l € Inner¡ then
15: ford:1,...,/cdo
16: Tronsforrn-subtrte(T,p.i)
17: od
lg: elsif ø : 9¡ then
19: Prune-subhue(T,p)
20: fi
21: ff

(b) Transform-subtree

Figure õ.16 Semantic transformation after an edit.

semantic transformation algorithm. If, before the edit operation, T@p.relabel : gt ¡

for some fr, then the edited abstract synta:< tree is consistently relabelled by calling

Prun e- subtrce (T,p) ; otherw ise, Tronsfo rnt- subtree(T, p) is called.

Prune-subtree(T,p) in Figure 5.16(a) sets the relabelling field of ?@p and all its

descendants to p¡, for v¿rious /c.

Trønsform-subtree(T,p) in Figure 5.16(b) traverses the subtree of ? rooted at p in

order to determine the relabelling operators of each node. If the active set of the root

of the subtree (Figure 5.16(b), line 3) is empty, then the root's new label is the same as
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the original label (line 4) and the remainder of the subtree is then visited (lines 5 and 6).

If the active set contains a single operator ø (line 8), then the node is relabelled to this

operator (line 9). If ø is a cutting operator (line 10), then the remainder of the subtree is

pruned from the semanticallytransformed abstract syntax tree (lines 11 a¡d 12). If ar is

an inner operator (line 14), then the remainder of the subtree is recursively transformed

(lines l5 and 16). Finall¡ if the ø is the cutting operator rp¿, then the entire subtree is

pruned (line 19).

This transformation method accesses sema,ntic information as attribute rr¿lues deco

rating the nodes of an abstract syntax tree. The prototype implementation described in

Chapter 7 uses an incremental visit sequence analyser [Reps89a, Chapter 12] to perform

incremental semantic analysis. Chapter 7 describes the implementation of the abstract

syntax tree transformation (see p. 187).

Thç transformation depends on semantic information to infer the actiue set for each

node that is not excised from the tree. As presented, octiue is defined in terms of pure

attribute er¡aluation. Alternative definitions of octiue would allow the above method

to be used with difierent kinds of incremental semantic analyser. However, it is neces-

sary that actiue can be efficiently realized. Furthermore, evaluation of octiue should be

dependent only on the node under consideration. For example, Hedin's door attribute

grammars [Hedin92], or Horwitz's symbiosis of relations and attributes [Horwitz85, Hor-

witz86l, would readily lend themselves to this technique.

Transforming the abstract syntax tree in this fashion avoids the necessity of main-

taining a separate intermediate representation. However, in order to generate code from

transformed abstract syntax trees, the rewrite sequence becomes larger and more complex.

In particular, there are now non-terminals and a^ssociated rewrite rules that efiectively

model translation to an intermediate representation.

The class of transformations described in this section ha^s proved adequate to im-

plement a BURS-based incremental instruction selector for a small expression-oriented

language (see Appendix C). However, further experimentation is required to gauge the

applicability of this method to more realistic languages.
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5.4 The incremental instruction selection algorithm

The analysis in Section 5.2 demonstrates that it is possible to base an incremental

instruction selector on bottom-up rewrite systems. Section 5.3 shows the need for the

generation of some form of intermediate code, derived from the canonical abstract synta:r

tree and semantic information, prior to bottom-up pattern matching. An inte¡mediate

representation, suitable for use in an integrated programming environment, along with an

efficient transformation algorithm (Figure 5.16) is described in Section 5.3.

The BURS-based incremental instruction selection algorithm can now be described.

The algorithm is first presented without the complications of managing the object code

file or branch updating. Next, the source to object code mapping is considered, and the

algorithm is extended to incrementally manage the object code file and the mapping from

source code to object code. Finallg the problem of branch updating is considered.

ó.4.1 Updating after statement edits

The basic incremental instruction selection algorithm updates the code file in response

to an edit. Recall that an edit operation is considered to be the replacement of a subtree

of the abstract syntax tree. Subtree replacement is modelled as the substitution of a

subtree at a given position of the initial tree (see Section 4.5). It is assumed that the

replacement results in a well formed abstract syntær tree (see p.73) and that incremental

semantic analysis has been performed.

A part of the abstract syntax tree will require recompilation after an edit. The part

requiring recompilation is the extent of recompilation (see Section 2.1, p.9). In this

approach to incremental recompilation, this extent is always a subtree of the abstract

syntax tree. Thus, the extent is uniquely determined by the position of the root of the

subtree. In the ensuing discussion, this subtree is referred to as the extent, and the root

of the extent is referred to as the extent detertnining position.

The size of an edit operation is defined to be the number of nodes in the subtree

rooted by the extent determining position of the modified abstract syntax tree.
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1: Recompile (Trprgoal) z

2: if is-pruned (T@p) then
9: Prune-subtree (Trp)
l: else
5: Trønsfortn-subtree (Trp)
6:fi
7: let&-arity-ol("@p)
8: if T@p.relabel I g¡ then
9: Møtch-subtree (T@p)

10: top F Expønd (T,p)
11: íf top - p then
12: Reduce(Trp, goøl)
19: else
1.4: Reiluce(T,top,T@top.goal)
15: fi
16: fi

Figure õ.17 Recompilation after subtree replacement.

After an edit operation, the Recomprlc procedure, shown in Figure 5.17, is invoked.

It requhes three parameters:

. f, the abstract synta:r tree containing the program representation,

. p, the position in the abstraÆt synta:r tree at which the replacement occurred, and

. goø1, the goal symbol inherited from the parent of ?@p.

It is possible that the subtree replacement occurred in a part of the tree previously

pruned during subtree transformation. In this instance, the new subtree is also pruned

on line 3 of Figure 5.17 by calling Pntne-subúrve, defined in Figure 5.16(a). The predicate

is-pruned, called on line 2 of Figure 5.17, exa¡nines the relabelling operator of the parent

node: if this is either a cutting operator (that is, a member of the set Cut¡ defined on

p.119) or pkt where /c is the arity of the parent, then the replacement has occurred in a

pruned subtree of the abstract syntax tree and should thus be pruned.

If the new subtree is not contained in a pruned subtree, then it must be semantically

transformed prior to BURS state assignment. Tfansforrn-subtree, defined in Figure 5.16(b)

and called on line 5 of Figure 5.17, relabels the abstract syntæ< tree as described in

Section 5.3.
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1: Match-subtree (T) :

2: for d : 1,..., ority-of(T) do
3: Motch-subtree (T¡)
l: od
5: T state çtrønsition(T)

Figure õ.lE The BURS pattern matching automaton.

If the new subtree is not pruned, either by containment in a pruned subtree or as a

result of relabelling, then object code must be incrementally regenerated for the abstract

syntax tree. Recall from Section 5.2 that BURS-based incremental instruction selection

is equivalent to incrementally inferring the local rewrite sequence of each node in the

abstract syntar< tree. In turn, the local rewrite assignment is dependent on the state

assigned by the BURS pattern matcher and the inherited goal symbol. Thus, incremental

recompilation requires two passes over the extent. The first pass updates the BURS

pattern matcher state assignments. The second pass is a topdown traversal of the extent

that infers the local rewrite assignment from the state and the inherited goal symbol of

each node.

Consistency of recompilation requires that, after incremental pattern matching, the

assignment of states to each node of the abstraÆt synta>c tree is the same as that resulting

from matching the entire abstract syntær tree. The analysis of Section 5.2 determined the

set of nodes of the abstract syntax tree that will require consideration by the incremental

pattern matcher. The partitioning of the abstract syntalc tree into three disjoint sets of

nodes guides the determination of the extent (r". p. 108). Partition P1 contains nodes that

a,re independent of the replacement position. No rematching of nodes from P1 is required.

However, the extent may contain subtrees of Pr, rooted by nodes from P3. Partition Pz

is the new subtree of the abstract syntax tree; it is always contained in the extent. Nodes

from partition P3 need to be sequentially examined until the updated states converge with

the original states; some nodes of P3 are thus potentially part of the extent. In summary,

the extent will be either just P2, or a subtree of the abstract syntax tree rooted by a well

defined node of P3.
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1: Expanil (T,p) ,

2: topt + p
3: pa,rtnt + parent-ot(p)

l: while top' # e and T@pørcnt.stote f úrcns(?@porcnt) do
5: T@pørent.stote + trøns(T@pare,nt\
6: top' + porcnt
7: porent 1- paænt-of(top')
8: od
9: return úop'

Figure 5.19 Expansion of the extent of recompilation.

State assignment is required for all nodes of P1. The Møtch-subtree procedure, shown

in Figure 5.18, performs a bottom-up traversal of a subtree, assigning the pattern matcher

state at each node to the state field of the node, denoted by T.stote in Figure 5.18 and in

all subsequent figures . Match-subtrce is an implementation of the BURS pattern matching

automaton. The trønsition function, called on line 5 of Figure 5.18, is the state transition

function of this automaton. The label of a node n, and the state assignment of its

immediate descendants, are examined by tronsition to determine the state assignment of

n. In practice, the tra¡sition function will be generated from a formal specifrcation of

the rewrite system. Section 5.4.2 briefly elaborates on the generation of the transition

function.

Let ó(P3) be the subset of Ps containing those nodes at which the state assignment

changes as a result of the edit operation and which must be included in the extent of

recompilation. If ø(p) denotes the state assignment of the node at position p prior to the

edit and ø'(p) denotes the correct state assignment after the edit, then ó(Pr) is defined

by

ó(P.) : {p e Ps;o(p) # "'(p)}

If ó(Ps) : Ø, then the extent of recompilation is the new subtree of the abstract

synta>r tree; that is, the extent of recompilation is simply P2. Otherwise, iÎ 6(Ps) + ø

and, top in Figure 5.19 is the member of P3 such that q € ó(P3) t top anc q, then úop is

the root of the subtree that is the extent of recompilation. The function. Expand. whose

algorithm is shown in Figure 5.19, searches for the deepest node of P3, denoted by parent
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1:
t),

9:

t:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

10:
11:
12:
13:
1.4'

Reduce(Trp, goøI) :

rule <- v"(gool) where o : T@p.støte
templøtes e templates-of (rule)
for i : 1,... , Iength-of (templotes) do

if ú¡ - (fragment, A) then
frcgment + Exponil(A, I, p)
Outp ut- cod e- line (fra gment)

elsif ú¡ : (childr', goøl') then
T@p.j.goal <- goøl'
Reduce(T,p.j, gool')

elsif ú¡ - (chain, gool') then
Reduce(Trp, goal')

fi
od

Figure õ.20 Topdown reduction and generation of object code.

in the algorithm, such that the state assignment is unchanged. This node must then be the

immediate ancestor of. top (eventually denoted by top'in Figure 5.19) because BURS state

assignåent depends only on the label of a node and the states assigned to its immediate

descendants. That is, if a position g € Ps, is located such that q É 6(P"), then no encestor

of g can be in d(Pr). Thus, if ó(Ps) : 0, then porcnt is the immediate ancestor of bp,

the extent determining position. Expønd returns top if d(Ps) # Ø; otherwise, Eryønil

returns the point of subtree replacement. Thus, the position returned by Eqond-nod,e is

the extent determining position.

The first, bottom-up, pffis of recompilation is completed after Recompile has called

Expand (see line 10 of Figure 5.17). At this point, the extent of recompilation ha^s been

determined to be the subtree rooted by top and the state assignment of all nodes is

consistent. The second pa{¡s can then regenerate object code as determined by the local

rewrite assignment.

Reduce, shown in Figure 5.20, is passed the abstract syntax tree ?, a position p in

? and a goal symbol goøL It emits the object code resulting from the rewriting of the

subtree of ? rooted at p into the symbol gocf. Thus, having determined the extent of

recompilation, the call to Reduce in Recompdle regenerates all object code necessary to

make the object code consistent with the source code.
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raolue + szm(rualuersmallint.l), cost 1

01
add ,(17, $1 . cousta¡t-value
(a) an operator rule

ruølue + lvalue, cost 1

00
rd [Í16],117
(b) a chain rule

Figure 5.21 Template specifications for rewrite rules.

The initial insta,nce of Reduce is created for the extent determining node by Recompile

in Figure 5.17. If the extent determining node, denoted by top in Figure 5.17, is the root

of the abstract syntarc tree, then the goal symbol for the initial instance of Reduce is the

fixed goal of the rewrite system; in this case, the initial instance is created on line 12 of

Figure 5.17. Otherwise, the goal for the initial instance of Reduce is obtained from the

intermediate information stored in the gool freld, of each node of the abstract syntax tree;

in this case, the initial instance is created on line 14 of Figure 5.17.

No_explicit representation of local rewrite assignments is kept. Instead, rewrite rule

applications at the node p are implicit in the recursive instances of Reduce. Each such

instance corresponds to the application of a single rewrite rule at a subtree of the abstract

syntax tree. More preciselS the instantiation Reiluce(Trp, gool) represents the application

of a rule from the local rewrite assignment of ?@p that rewrites to the symbol goø1. Púor

to the creation, on line 10 of Figure 5.20, of the first recursive instance of Reduce at a node

p.j of T, the goal symbol is stored in the gool fretd, of the node, denoted by T@p.j.goal in

Figure 5.20, and in all subsequent figures. The rule applicable to this rewrite is uniquely

determined by the state of T@p and the goal symbol. Recall that, for each state ø, the

vector vo rnaps goal symbols to rules (see Section 5.1.3, p. 105). Thus, line 2 of Figure 5.20

is able to infer the rule applicable to this iustance ol Reiluce.

The recursive invocations of Reduce a,re guided by a list of templates that are aÁ¡s(>

ciated with each rule. This list is derived from object code template specifications in an

architecture description. An object code template specification is either

. en instruction fragment specification,

. the symbol 0d, where d is an integer, or

. the symbol 00.
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For example, Figure 5.21(a) and (b) show the list of template specifications associated

with an operator rule and a chain rule, respectively. The specifications associated with the

operator rule denote a (child¡,ruølue) and a (fragment, A) template. The specifications

associated with the chain rule denote a (chain,lvohre) and a (fragment, A) template.

The interpretations of these templates are described below.

The function templotes-ol called on line 3 of Figure 5.20, returns the list of templates

associated with the rewrite rule applied by the particular instance of Red,uce. This function

is derived from the template specifications of the architecture description at code generator

generation time.

A (fragment, Â) template in an instantiation of Reduce at position p inserts a frag-

ment of object code into the object code file; A is a string template synthesised from an

instruction fragment template specification associated. The function cùl Eryønd(L^,T,p)

on line.6 of Figure 5.20 constructs a piece of object code from a pattern A, and the

semantic information encoded in the abstract syntax tree node T. For example, ex-

pansion of the string template resulting from the instruction fragment specification in

Figure 5.21(a) involves the substitution of the v¿lue of the instance of the attribute

consta¡t-value at the first child of p for the string "$l.constant-value' in the string

"add l(17, $1 . constant-value'.

A (child¡, gool') template denotes the reduction and generation of object code for the

júA operand of the rewrite application corresponding to an instance of Reiluce at position

p. It is derived from a template specification of the form 0j, associated with an operator

rule, such as in Figure 5.21(a). The symbol goøl', given by the jtr operand of the rewrite

rule, is stored as the goal symbol for the local rewrite assignment of ?@p.j on line 9 of

Figure 5.20 and the recursive call to Reduce on line 10 creates an instance of Reduce that

generates the object code associated with the subtree 
"@p.j. 

Storage of this goal symbol

in a field of the node is required to enable later incremental recompilation after edit

operations at ?@p or a descendant. The new instance o1 Reduce thus created represents

the local rewrite a.ssignment of the node ?@p.j that rewrites the subtree into the symbol

gool'.
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->B
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+ a(x,c)
+ b(D, E)

A+ o(X,C),G + A

B + b(D,E),X -> B b
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c

D+d d e

(a) a rewrite system (b) a local rewrite assignment (c) instances of Re¡luce

Figure ó.22 knplicit representation of a local rewrite assignment.

A (chain, goal') template denotes the application of a chain rule to rewrite the subtree

into the symbol goal'. It is derived from a template specification of the form 00, that is

associated with a chain rule, such as in Figure 5.2f(b). The recursive call to Reduce

on line L2 of Figure 5.20 creates the new instance of Reduce that emits the object code

associated with the chain rule that rewrites T@p into goal'. The new insta¡ce of Reduce

thus created represents the inclusion of a chain rule into the local rewrite assignment of

the node ?@p.

The implicit representation of local rewrite assignments is illustrated in Figure 5.22.

A simple rewrite system consisting of frve pattern rules a,nd two chain rules is defined in

Figure 5.22(a). The subtree shown in Figure 5.22(b) can be rewritten to the symbol G

with a normal form rewrite sequence. The local rewrite assignments for the nodes labelled

with ø, ô and d are shown in the figure. At the point when code is being generated for the

node labelled d, the code generator run-time stack will contain the instances of Reiluce

depicted in Figure 5.22(c), where I is used to denote the abstract syntær tree fragment

in Figure 5.22(b). The two rewrite applications in the local rewrite assignment of the

node labelled ¿ are manifested in the two instances of Reduce at position e. Simila.rly,

the rewrite applications for nodes ô and d are manifested in the other depicted instances

of Reduce.

Reiluce(TrerG)

Reiluce(Tre, A)

Reduce(TrlrX)

Reduce(T,t, B)

Reiluce(T,1.1, D)
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As the algorithm is specified in Figure 5.20, a recursive instantiation of Reìluce is

required for each chain rule application at a node. Chain rules ca" be eliminated from

the rewrite system by generating additional pattern rules as follows:

. close the set of chain rules of the rewrite system,

, if g 1 P, with cost C, is a pattern rule, then for each chain rule of the form

g' 1 g, with cost C', include the pattern rule g' ) P, with cost C + C', and

. remove all chain rules from the rewrite system.

For example, chain rules can be eliminated from the rewrite system of Figure 5.22(a)

by adding the pattern rules G -> ø(X,C) and X + b(D, E), and removing the chain rules

X + B and G + A. The local rewrite assignment to the node labelled ø in Figure 5.22(b)

would then consist of just the application of G -r ø(XrC) and only a single instance of

Red,uce for position e would appear on the run-time stack.

Thig elimination of chain rules from the rewrite system guarantees that the local

rewrite assignment of each node contains the application of a single pattern rule that is

uniquely determined by the state of the node and the inherited goal symbol. Thus, the

chain template components a¡e no longer required. While this optimisation simplifies

other aspects of the incremental instruction selection algorithm, it is not exploited in

the prototype implementation described in Chapter 7. Further resea¡ch is required to

determine the efiect of chain rule elimination and the introduction of additional operator

rules on the size of the tables required by the BURS pattern matching automaton.

An additional optimisation is to coalesce the semantic relabelling of the abstract

syntax tree with bottom-up pattern matching. Transformation would then be performed

prior to descending to subtrees. If a subtree is not pruned, then its children are visited,

followed by the state assignment to the node. While this eliminatation of a tree traversal

would further speed recompilation, the prototype implementation does not exploit this

optimisation, to avoid the additional complexity in the BURS pattern matcher generator.
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As presented so far, the BURS-based instruction selection algorithm fails to address

several important issues:

. handling of changes to declarations,

. ma¡agement of the object code and the source to object code mapping, and

. branch updating.

Changes to declarotions

An edit to a declaration has the potential to require a recompilation which has a

large extent and consists of several independent subtrees of the abstract syntax tree. For

example, the insertion of a new decla¡ation in a block may a.fiect the allocation of space in

the activation record of other rariables declared in the sarne block. Each use of a r¡ariable

so a,fiected must be included in the extent of the recompilation. Efficient handling of such

edits is mandatory in an integrated programming environment. Careful consideration of

the interaction between incremental semantic analysis and incremental code generation

is required to handle decla¡ation edits well. An analysis of the propagation of semantic

information after the replacement of a subtree in the abstract syntax tree appears in

Section 6.2.

Monoging the object cod,e

As presented so fa¡ in this section, the BURS-based incremental instruction selection

algorithm has a very fine, suÞstatement level granularity. Potentiall¡ any node in the

abstract synta>< tree may be incrementally recompiled. Thus, the location and size of the

object code for any node in the abstract synta:c tree must be available.

Two pieces of integer data are stored in each node to implement the object code map.

Firstly, the size attribute indicates the length of the object code associated with the

subtree rooted at the node. Secondly, lhe ofrset attribute indicates the location of this

code within the code associated with the local rewrite sequence assigned to the parent.

The maintenance of these attributes is required only at abstract syntax tree nodes that

are a.ssociated with object code.
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rr¡alue + if (rv'alue, rualue, rvalue)
01
subcc l].-7 ,L,7,go
be ((1))
a2
ba ((2))
<<1>> 03
<<2>>

tf
{size - A.size * B.size * C.size * 3)

ABC
{ofrset: Q} {offset - 2} {offset: l}

(a) rewrite rule and local code (b) attribution of a tree fragment

Figure 5.23 The size and offset attribution.

The size ar'd, offset attributes are illustrated in Figure 5.23. Figure 5.23(a) gives a

rewrite rule for nodes labelled with the r/ operator in some unspecified expression-oriented

language; it also depicts object code for such nodes, within which a!, a2 and o3 indicate

the places for the object code for the child nodes of this d/ operator. Figure 5.23(b)

shows o fragment of an abstract syntax tree that has been matched by this rule. The s¿ze

attribute of the fragment is ev¿luated by summing the size attributes of the subnodes

and adding the siz,e of the code associated with the local rewrite sequence assigned to the

node. No instructions precede the expansion of node A, and so A.ofset ia z,eto. The local

rewrite sequence for the i/ node inserts two instructions between the expansions of its

first and second children. Thus, B.offset is two. One instruction sepa^rates the expansions

of the second and third children; hence, C.ofset is one.

From the synthesised sdze attribute and the inherited offset attribute, the object code

location a^ssociated with an abstract syntax tree node may be inferred. For example, if L

is the object code location for the if node in Figure 5.23(b), then locations for its children

are ¿u¡ follows:
location-of(A)= L+0

Iocøtion-of(B) : location-of (A) + A.size * 2

locøtion-of(C) = locotion-of(B) + B.size * L

Evaluation of size and offset can occur during the second, to¡down, pðs of the BURS

incremental instruction selection algorithm. A modification of the Red,uce procedure,
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2:
9:

t:
ô:
6:
7:
8:
9:

10:
11:
12:
13:
11:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

1: Redrce(Trp,goal):
rttle <- v"(goøl) where o : T@p.state
templotes + templøtes-of (rule)
offset + 0
for i : 1,.. ., length-of (templøtes) do

if ú¡ : (fragment, A) then
ftvgment <- Expønil(L,T, p)
T@p.size + T@p.size * length-of (fragment)
offset <- ofset t length-of (ftagment)
B af e r- o bj ect- c o d e -fro g m e nt (frø g m e nt)

elsif ú¡ - (child¡, gool') then
T@p.j.goøl <- goøl'
T@p.j.size + 0
T@p.j.offset + ofrset
Reduce(T,p.j, goøl')
T@p.size + T@p.size * T@p.j.size
ofset + 0

elsif ú¡ - (chain, goøl') then
Reiluce(Trp, gool')

fi
od

Figure 5.24 Err¿luation of size and, offset in Reduce.

performing the requisite calculation, is presented in Figure 5.24; this is an extension of

the algorithm in Figure 5.20.

The size attribute of the node at position p is zetoed, prior to the creation of the first

instance of Reduce for p (Figute 5.24,line 13). Similarly, the offset attribute for the jtå

child of p is set, at line 14, to the current value o1 offset in the pa,rent instance of Reduce,

prior to creation of the instance for p.j. The size is subsequently adjusted when a new

fragment of object code is added to the code bufier (line 8) and when code has been

generated for a child (line 16).

The handling of object code fragments is very much dependent on the implementation

details of the environment. However, conceptually, the object code can be considered

to be a one-dimensional array of target machine instructions, referred to as the code

fl". Operations are provided to move blocks of code about the code file and to copy

instructions from a bufier into the code file.
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1: Recompile (7,p, goal, olùsize) z

2: if is-pruned (f@p) then
3: Prune-stbtree (Trp)
l: else
5: Transfonn-subhue (T,P)
6:fi
7: Cleørobiect-code'bufrer0
8: letft-añts-oÍ(f@p)
9: if T@p.reløbel l p¡ then
10: Møtch-subtrce (T@P)
11: top + Expønd, (T,P)
12: if top - p then
13: Reduce(Trp, goal)
11: else
15: Reduce(T,top,T@top.9ool)
16: fi
17: else
18: T@p.size + 0

19: fi
20: move block llocøtion-of (T@top) * oldsize... end-of-filel
21: to locøtion-of (T@top) +T@top.size
22: Copy-coile-buffer(locotion-of (T@top))
23: q ç porent-ot$op\
21: while qledo
25: T@q.size + T@q.size * T@top.size - oldsize

26: q + pøncnt'ol(q)
27: od

Figure 5.2õ Object code management in Recompile.

The bufier must be clea¡ed prior to invoking Red,uce in Recompile. A, modified version

of Recompíle, originally presented in Figure 5.17, is shown in Figure 5.25. The bufier

is cleared at line 7, prior to the generation any code. Red'uce stores the generated code

in the code buffer (see Figure 5.24, line 10). After generation, if the size ol the object

code fragment associated with T@top has changed as a result of the recompilation, then

the code file must be adjusted accordingly. If the new fragment is larger than the old

fragment, then space must be created in the object file by moving the block of code that

occurs after the code for T@top down the code file. This is illustrated in Figure 5.26(a),

where oldsize is the size of the old code fragment and newsize is the size of the new code

fragment. Conversely, if the new code fragment is smaller than the old fragment then the

following block must be moved up the code file; this is illustrated in Figure 5.26(b). The
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ç størt of code fle

ç location-oÍ (top)

? størt of code file

+ locøtion-oÍ (top)

"Hs;r{

t- end of code file ? end of coile fle

(z) oldsize 1 newsize (b) oldsize ) newsize

Figure 5.26 Code file adjustment

block movement operation called on lines 20 and 2I of the modified version of Recompile

in Figure 5.25 performs the required code file adjustment. Finallg the bufiered object

code is copied into the correct location of the code file on line 22 in this figure. This

scheme is the same as the object code management scheme used in DICE [FritzsongS].

Variation of the size of the object code associated with the subtree T@top also af-

fects the object code size of ancestorc of. top. The final pa.rt of the modified, Recompile

procedure, starting on line 23 of Figure 5.25, updates the eize attribute of these nodes

accordingly.

Storing adequate information to locate the object code for any node in the abstract

syntax tree represents a significant cost in the storage requirements. This does not com-

pa,re favourably with the DICE system (see Section 2.4.2). However, not every node of

the abstract syntax tree requires the storage of object code information. Indeed, there are

typically many nodes in a¡ abstract syntax tree that are not associated with any object

code. The fraction of nodes for which this information is required can be further reduced

if the granularity of recompilation is made coa¡ser (see p. 142).

Bronch updating

Branch instructions are used to implement the statement level sequence control con-

structs of programming languages; such constructs include loops and conditional state

ments. The targets of branch instructions must be modified after incremental recompila-

tion. For example, consider the simple f construct in Figure 5.27(a). The object code

I

I
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for this statement, shown in Figure 5.27(b), consists of the object code for the condition,

then a conditional branch (on line 2) and finally the code for the statement. The ofiset

field of the branch instruction is determined by the length of the object code emitted for

Statement. If Støtemenú is edited, resulting in a change of the length of its object code,

then the offset field of the branch instruction must be altered.

A simple addition to the BURS-based incremental instruction selection algorithm is

able to handle a restricted class of such branch instructions. Consider the list of code

templates associated with a rewrite rule and a¡¡sume that the rewrite system has also

been extended to eliminate chain rules from the local rewrite assignments. The Reduce

algorithm of Figure 5.20 must then handle child rewriting templates and instruction frag-

ment templates. Introduce a new kind of template, the lobel template, which defines a

position in the code generated due to the application of a rule to a node. The offset

field of branch instruction in an instruction fragment template may then be defined as

a reference to a label template that is associated with the same rewrite rule. The code

templates applied to a node uniquely determine the occurrences of branch instructions in

the code associated with that node. The templates, in turn, are uniquely determined by

the rewrite rules applied to that node.

For example, the list of templates for the rewrite rule súaú -> if (eapr, súøú), that

could apply to the abstract synta:r tree representing the code in Figure 5.27(a\, is shown

in Figure 5.27(b). No code is emitted for the label template on line 4 of Figure 5.27(c).

Instead, it denotes a possible destination for branch instructions occuring in the template.

The branch instruction on line 2 uses the label <<1>) as its destination. Reduce can then

be modified so that, after generating code for the children of a node, the offsets to each

label in the list of templates can be calculated and the instruction fragment modified

accordingly.

After incremental recompilation, that is after line 27 of Recompile in Figure 5.25,

branch instructions that occur in nodes that are ancestors of top must be adjusted. Nodes

that require branch updating can be visited in a tree walk from top to e. Label offsets are
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if Conditíon then
Støtement

end if

(a) a conditional statement (b) object code (c) template list

Figure ó.27 Branching in a conditional statement.

calculated and references to labels in the instruction templates patched when the node is

visited.

An outline of a suitable algorithm for branch updating is shown in Figure 5.28. The

elimination of chain rule applications from the rewrite sequence allows the inference,

on line 2 of Figure 5.28, of the templates applicable at the node p from just the state

assignment at p. The offsets of each label in the list of templates can then be calculated on

lines 3 to 13 of Figure 5.28. Next, label references in the fragments of code are corrected

on lines L4 to 2L. Finally, any branches at ancestors of p are updated by the recursive

call to UpdateSronches on line 24.

This approach to incremental bra¡ch updating is similar to the scheme used in the

DICE incremental code generator [FritzsongS].

While this scheme is adequate for the simpler control structures, the branching tem-

plate a¡d its destination label must appear in the list of templates for the same rewrite

rule. This is inadequate for a number of common control structures, such as the Ada ecit

statement. For such structures, a more sophisticated scheme, requiring the propagation

of branch information about the abstract syntax tree, is required.

In order to handle branch updating for control structures where the target of the

branch does not appeax in the list of templates for the same rewrite rule, information

about branch targets must flow between nodes of the abstract syntax tree. This requires

much closer integration with the incremental semantic analyser of the incremental code

generator. For example, the prototype incremental code generator described in Chap

ter 7 uses an implementation of the incremental visit-sequence evaluator described in

[Reps89a]. In the case of an Ada eør'ú statement, the branch target must first be inferred

1: Object code for Condition
2: bne (srlze of Statenent)
3: Object code for Støtement

1: 01
2: bne ((1))
9: 02
l: <<1>>
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1:
Ð.

9:

l:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

10:
11:

12:
19:
11:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
21,
25:

UpiløteBronches (T, p),
templotes ? templates-of (T @p. state)
ofset <- 0
for d : 1,..., Iength-of (templotes) do

if ú¡ - (fragment, A) then
frøgment + Expand(A, T, p)
ofset + ofset { length-of (frogment)

elsif ú¡ - (child;, goøl') then
ofrset ? offset *T@p.j.size

elsif ú¡ : (label, l) then
I offset + ofrset

fi
od
for i : 1,. .., length-of (templates) do

if t¡ - (fragment, Â) then
fragment + Erpand(ArT, p)
if frøgment contoins any label references then

substitute lobel ofsets for løbel referc,nces in frogment
emit fragment to the object cod,e file

fi
fi

od
ifp#ethen

U p il ot e -B røn ch es (7, p arent- o f (p))
fi

Figure õ.2E Simple branch updating.

using appropriate rules in the semantic description; then, the ofiset can be inferred and

propagated to the node that represents the exit statement. This is not implemented in

the proof-of-concept prototype that is described in Chapter 7.

A weakness of this approach is that varying length jn-p instructions cannot be han-

dled. In many architectures, the length of a jump instruction varies with the magnitude of

the offset concerned. However, because instruction selection occurs before any branches

are computed, a pessimistic assumption about the magnitude of the branch must be made.

This has a detrimental efiect on the quality of the generated code.
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ó.4.2 Generation from a target architecture description

Several aspects of the BURS-based incremental instruction selection algorithm de-

scribed above depend on the target a¡chitecture description. This description consists

of:

. decla¡ation of the new operators used in the semantic relabelling,

. definition of the sema,ntic relabelling function, and

. rewrite rulee a,nd associated lists of instruction templates.

The semantic relabelling function is generated from the first two of these. The tran-

sition function of the BURS pattern matcher, along with the vector vn that maps states

and goal symbols into rules, is generated from the rewrite system. Finally the template

table used by Reifuce is generated from the template lists.

A formal specification of the relabelling and of the rewrite system a.re compiled into

modulçq that are used in the prototype implementation described in Chapter 7. The

prototype also supports the generation of the environment from a formal specification of

the source progr¡unming language a¡d its static semantics. Details of the generation of

components of the integrated programming environment from a formal specification are

to be found in Chapter 7.

5.5 Variations

The basic incremental instruction selection algorithm can be modified in a number of

ways. For example,

. adjusting the granularity of recompilation, and

. integration with a systematic approach to register allocation.

Intermediate information required for incremental code generation can significantly

increase the storage requirements of an integrated programming environment. The basic

algorithm presented in this chapter requires that each node of the transformed abstract

syntax tree be decorated with such information. However, the storage requirements can

be reduced if the intermediate information is eliminated from certain classes of node.
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For example, in an abstract syntax describing the Ada programming language, the

soú, Expr includes the operators that represent Ada expressions. Subtrees rooted at ex-

pression nodes are typically quite shallow; thus, calculating the intermediate information

on demand is not expensive. Eliminating intermediate information from these nodes will

reduce the storage requirements of the intermediate representation at a small cost in re

compilation time. The specification of operators for which intermediate information will

be maintained would be part of the a¡chitecture specification for a particula.r programming

language and ta"rget a¡chitecture.

This \¡ariation has the effect of increasing the recompilation grain sizæ. The BURS-

based incremental instruction selection algorithm requires that, for a given subtree replace-

ment, the recompiled subtree is rooted at the extent determining node, or an ancestor of

this node. Potentiall¡ sub-statement level granularity can be attained. The deeigner of

an incrgmental code generator based on this algorithm must select a suitable granularity

after consideration of:

. the storage requirements for intermediate information, and

. the demands of other components of the incremental code generator, such as a

register allocator and a¡ optimiser.

Reducing the storage demands of the BURS-based approach to incremental compila-

tion is an area for future resea¡ch.

The prototype implementation described in Chapter 7 uses an ad hoc approach to reg-

ister allocation. The node-level granula.rity implies that good register allocation requires

the propagation of information across grain bounda¡ies. Bivens' incremental register allo-

cation algorithm (see Section 2.4.6) is suitable in this case. However, this method requires

the incremental maintenance of an interference graph, which is not immediately available

from the intermediate representation maintained by the BURS-based incremental instruc-

tion selection algorithm. Future research into the BURS-based approach to incremental

compilation should consider the reconciliation of the BURS-based incremental instruc-

tion selection algorithm with Biven's approach to the incremental maintenance of the

interference graph.
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5.6 Conclusions

This chapter has demonstrated the feasibility of basing an incremental instruction

selection algorithm on a retargetable code generation technique used in non-incremental

compilers. Pelegrl-Llopart's bottom-up rewrite system (BURS) based approach to in-

struction selection was chosen after consideration of several other retargetable instruction

selection algorithms.

Consideration of the required input to the BURS pattern matcher led to the defini-

tion of an intermediate representation suitable for incremental instruction selection. The

Transform-subtree algorithm in Figure 5.16(b) incrementally constructs the intermedi-

ate representation in a single top down pass of the update subtree. Furthermore, the

intermediate representation overlays the abstract syntan tree.

After the abstract syntarc tree has been incrementally transformed, the BURS-based

incremental instruction selection algorithm generates object code in two passes of the

extent of recompilation. The first, bottom-up pass incrementally updates the pattern

matcher state assignment to each node. The second, topdown p¡ìss generates any neces-

sary object code. Thus, the incremental instruction selection algorithm regenerates object

code in time proportional to the number of nodes in the extent of recompilation.

The quality of the emitted code is determined by the quality of the architecture

description. The BURS-based incremental instruction selection algorithm always chooses

the least cost cover of the transformed abstract syntær tree, with respect to the rewrite

rules, cost metrics and code fragments that comprise the architecture description. The

code quality is constrained by the static cost metrics associated with the rules, the absence

of any other optimisations and the sophistication of whatever register allocation strategy

is used in the code generator.

The next chapter derives a greedy parallel incremental code generation algorithm from

the BURS-based incremental instruction selection algorithm described in this chapter. A

prototype implementation of the parallel algorithm is then described in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6

Parallel incremental compilation

The incremental instruction selection algorithm presented in Chapter 5, which is based

on bottom-up rewrite system (BURS), regenerates consistent object code after the replace

ment of certain subtrees in the abstract syntax tree prograrn representation. However,

two issues have still to be dealt with:

. handling of a¡bitrary subtree replacement, and

. the integration of a code generator, based on this algorithm, into an integrated

programming environment.

This chapter describes an incremental code generator, using the BURS-ba.sed incre

mental instruction selection algorithm, that is integrated into an integrated programming

environment. The resulting code generator greedily recompiles object code, after each

subtree replacement in the program source. Furthermore, the code generator executes

in parallel with the remainder of the environment. In particular, code generation occurs

concurrently with editing, thus minimising the impact that greedy incremental code gen-

eration has on the response time of the environment. In contrast, if the execution of the

greedy incremental code generator is interleaved with the execution of the editor, then

code generation potentially has a significant impact on response time.

Greedy pa.rallel incremental recompilation is discussed in Section 6.1, partly through

an analysis of the PSEP environment [SawamiphakdiS4, Ford85]. This leads to an ap

proach to the construction of an incremental code generator, as a view of the MultiView

distributed integrated programming environment that was described in Section 3.2. At

the heart of this view is the parallel incremental instruction selection algorithm, to be

described in Section 6.3.

As will be shown in Section 6.2, consideration of the interaction between incremental

static semantic analysis and incremental instruction selection determines the efiect that
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arbitrary subtree replacement has on the extent of recompilation due to the propagation

of semantic information. A naive design for a parallel incremental code generator, one

that directly invokes the Recompile procedure of Figure 5.17 (see p. 126), is presented in

Section 6.3 and demonstrates both the necessary expansion of the recompilation extent

and the greedy code generation paradigm. Subsequently, a decompoaition of Recompile

leads to the synthesis of the improved parallel incremental code generation algorithm

presented in Section 6.3. Ca¡eful handling of the expanded extent of recompilation due

to arbitrary subtree replacements in the abstract syntax tree is a key component of the

improved algorithm.

6.1 Parallel greedy incremental code generation

The choice of a strategy for the dynamic interaction between an incremental code

generator and the remainder of the environment is a key decision in the design of an incre

mental compilation facility for an integrated programming environment. Two contrasting

alternatives a¡e illustrated by DICE (see Section2.4.2, p.30), which uses a demand-driven

approach, and SEP (see Section2.4.5, p.38), which uses a greedy approach.

Recall the basic definitions from Chapter 2. During editing, a demand-driven incre

mental code generator ma¡ks updated fragments of the source program; ma¡ked sections of

source code are not recompiled until required, either due to an explicit compile command

or a request for execution by the user. A greedy incremental code generator regenerates

object code immediately after an update to the program source. Observe that a greedy

incremental code generator potentially recompiles a particular fragment many times, as

repeated edits occur in the same program locality.

The greedy approach minimises preparation time, that is the delay between a request

for execution and the object code becoming ready to execute, but at the expense of the

response time of the environment: the recompilation of object code after each edit induces

delays before further editing is possible. The demand-driven approach minimises response

time, but at the expense of preparation time: less work is required between edits, but

modified source code must be recompiled before execution is possible.
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Editor (ED)

ASTSYMTAB

Code Generator (CG)

Worklist

Pascal-E program
development

P-Code prograrn

Figure 6.1 Structure of the PSEP system [Ford85, Figure lJ

Sawamiphakdi and Ford observe in [Ford85] that, if the code generator executes in

parallel with the editor, then greedy incremental code generation will have less impact on

the response time of the editor. The PSEP design in [Sawamipha,kdiS4, Ford85] is a par-

allel integrated programming environment that is based on SEP (see Section2.4.5 p.38).

PSEP couples an incremental code generator with a concurrently executing progra.rr ed-

itor. In this environment, the code generator and editor concurrently sha.re several data

structures. Figure 6.1 illustrates the sharing of the abstract syntax tree (AST) program

representation and the symbol table (SYMTAB) by the concurrently executing editor

(ED) and code generator (CG) processes. When the editor updates the abstract syntax

tree and symbol table, after an edit by the programmer, a message to this efiect is placed

on the worklist, for later processing by the code generator.

Sawamiphakdi classifies the interaction of the CG and ED processes a{¡ a rea.der/writer

system, with the potential for the writer, ED, to interfere with the reader, CG. Potential

interference between ED and CG is characterised by considering three locations in the

abstract syntax tree at the time of an update. Using the notation from [Sawamiphakdi84,

Chapter 4], these locations are:

. e, the location at which the abstract syntax tree was updated,

. c, the point at which the code generator was initiated, and

. ú, the current location of the code generator, which is within the subtree rooted

at c.
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The subtrees of the abstract syntær tree rooted at e and c a¡e denoted by ST(e) and

ST(c), respectivel¡ in [SawamiphakdiS4, Chapter 4]. When a message is delivered to CG,

indicating that a prograrn update has occurred., e, c and ú a.re compared. Six cases a,re

distinguished:

f. ST(e) and ST(c) are disjoint subtrees,

2. ST(e) is a subtree of ST(c), and e is in the preorder sequence of ST(c) after ú,

9. ST(e) is a subtree of ST(c), a¡d e is in the preorder sequence of ST(c) before ú,

l. the change is made to the node that is being processed, that is e : t,

5. ST(c) and ST(e) are identical, that is e : c, and

d. ST(c) is a subtree of ST(e).

The algorithm for the PSEP parallel code generator is shown in Figure 6.2.1 The

code generator repeatedly fetches messages from a queue and invokes the code generator

subroutine (CGSB), to generate P-code for updated subtrees. CGSB generates P-code in

a single preorder traversal of the updated subtree.

The "handler" MP at lines 6 to 15 of Figure 6.2 is the message processor. It is

invoked whenever an update message is delivered to CG by ED. This handler categorises

the current state of the preorder traversal of ST(c) performed by the code generator in

the context of the incoming message, with respect to the cases enumerated earlier, and

carries out some subset of the following actions:

. queues the update for future processing,

. incorporates the update into the currently executing traversal of ST(c) by the

code generator,

. incorporates the update into the currently executing traversal of ST(c) by the

code generator and recovers by rolling ó¿clc this traversal, or

. aborts the code generation pass.

First, consider the situation that the new update and the subtree currently being

traversed by the code generator are independent. This corresponds to case I on p.147

I This is the simplified version from [Sawamiphakdi84], in that it does not consider

updates to identifier declarations.
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l: process CG
2: procedure CGSB(e)
9: begin
l: generwte ønd link code for the stbtrce of e
5: end
6: handler MP(ul(e, command))
7: begin
8: case .9uóúrce (ercrt)
g: I: queue (u-d)

10: 2: incorPorøte
11: 3 : either quetc (u-d) or incototute/recouer
12: 4 z either incorporate ønil/or recoúer
13: 516 : øbort CGSB
11: end
15: end
16: begin
17: initialisotion
18: rePeat
19: while worklist is null d,o weit
20: Getne¡t (wotklist,commond're)
21: if commond # RUN then CGSB(e)

- 22; unit commond: RUN
29: lineørise ond øssemble

21: end

Figure 6.2 Part of the simplified PSEP algorithm [SawamiphakdiS4, Figure 41].

and is processed on line 9 of Figure 6.2. In this case, code generation may continue,

unimpeded, and the update is queued for future recompilation.

In contrast, the final cases, namely cases 5 and 6, are processed on line 13 of Figure 6.2

and require the abandonment of the current code generation. In these instances, the

subtree being recompiled is either the same as, or a subtree of, the updated subtree.

Thus, any code emitted during the traversal is redundant, and so the traversal of the cut

subtree is aborted and the new update is queued for later processing.2

In case 2, an update has occurred in ST(c). However, the pre'order traversal has not

yet reached the updated subtree. Thus, if the traversal continues unimpeded, the update

is incorporated into the emitted P-code, as indicated at line 10 of Figure 6.2.

2 Figure 41 in [SawamiphakdiS4] erroneously omits the queueing operation for this

cas¡e, aÁ¡ does Figure 6.2 above. However, the accompanying text indicates that queueing

of the update is needed.
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The third case is more complex. If e is not an ancestor of ú, then the code already

generated during the current preorder traversal is inconsistent with the new state of the

source progrern. However, the remainder of ST(c) still requires recompilation. Thus,

CGSB is allowed to continue, in order to recompile the remainder of ST(c)' and the

update is queued for future recompilation. Conversel¡ if e is an a¡cestor of ú, then the

subtree currently being traversed by CGSB has been cut from the abstra,ct syntalt tree by

the editor. In this instance, the traversal is rewound to the node immediateþ preceding

e in the preorder traversal of ST(c).

The fourth case, when the update occurs at the node cu¡rently visited by the pre

order traversal of the code generator, is assumed to be prevented by the low-level mutual

exclusion.

Implicit in the algorithm of Figure 6.2 is the assumption that the current location of

code generation ia a meaûiryfuInotion. In PSEP, the code generator emits P-code during

a single preorder traversal of the abstract syntax tree. Thus, the current location, ú, is

the node that is currently being visited by the traversal. However, a meaningful notion

of the current location of code generation cannot be defined for any of the reta,rgetable

code generation algorithms surveyed in Chapter 5; certainly no such notion exists for the

incremental instruction selection algorithm described in the latter part of that chapter'

Furthermore, the case split, used by MP in Figure 6.2, requires that the order in which

nodes are visited, during code generation, is well defined. Again, such an ordering is not

possible in a BURS-based instruction selector.

Coarse grained locking of the shared data structure is avoided in PSEP by noticing

that the code generator only reads the sha¡ed data structures while the editor is able

to both read and write. Sawamiphakdi appeals to the concurrent tree manipulation

algorithms of [Kung80, Lehman8l] to justify the elimination of all high-level locking of

the tree structures during the concurrent manipulation of the abstract syntax tree by the

editor and code generator [SawamiphakdiSa].

The MultiView system, described in Chapter 3, is a distributed integrated prograrn-

ming environment based on a client-server architecture. An incremental code generator,
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from the
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Figure 6.3 Structure of the MultiView code generator vlew.

implemented as a MultiView view, and depicted in Figure 3.9 (on p.66), is notified of

changes to the prograrn source by the a¡rirr¿l of edit notification messages from the Multi-

View database. The code generator view, like most other MultiView views, caches a copy

of the abstract synta>r tree in which it is interested; in this case, the object code generated

from this abstract synta:r tree is maintained incrementally.

The internal structure of a greedy incremental code generator view for MultiView is

shown in Figure 6.3. Edit notifications, arriving from the database, are delivered to the

communication subsystem (CSS) and are passed to the dispatcher which is found in all

MultiView views ("". p.65). In turn, the dispatcher queues the program update notifica-

tion on the Update queue for later processing by Pørøllel-Recompíle. Parollel-Recompile,

executing in parallel with the dispatcher, removes update notifications from the update

queue and incrementally updates the Object Code File. The Object code fle must be up

dated in an incremental manner, as described in Chapter 5 (see p. 13a). The cached copy

of the abstract syntax tree is accessed only by Porallel-Recompile; thus, in contrast to the

PSEP parallel incremental code generator, the program representation that is accessed

by the incremental code generator is not shared by multiple proceEses.
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The remainder of this chapter examines Pørollel-Recompile in detail. In pa"rticular, a

pa.rallel incremental recompilation algorithm derived from the BURS-based incremental

instruction selection algorithm of Chapter 5 is described.

6.2 fnteraction with static semantic analysis

The BURS-based approach to incrementalinstruction selection described in Chapter 5

only deals correctly with edits to subtrees of the abstra,ct syntax tree that correspond

to executable fragments of the program. F\rthermore, the extent of recompilation is

always a complete subtree of the source abstract syntax tree. However, when arbitrary

subtree replacements are considered, the extent of the ensuing recompilation is usually a

set of subtrees and individual nodes at various positions of source abstraÆt syntær tree.

F\¡rther positions and subtrees axe added to the extent of recompilation in response to

the propagation of semantic information that must a,fiect the emitted code.

Thè parallel incremental code generation algorithm described in this chapter must

correctly handle the replacement of arbitra¡y subtrees of the souroe abstract synta>< tree.

This section constructs two sets of nodes, called afrected, zr.d, affected", that cha¡acterise

the necessa¡y expansion of the extent of recompilation in response to the propagation of

semantic information. These sets are subsequently exploited in lhe Parollel-Recompile

algorithm that is presented in Section 6.3.

For example, consider the propagation of semantic information after an edit to the Ada

block shown in Figure 6.a(a). Storage for the local va¡iable Y is allocated in an activation

record frame. In the figure, Y is allocated the 4 bytes of storage located 8 bytes from the

start of the activation record. Thus, assuming that the address of the top of the activation

record is in the lfp register, the following sequence of SPARC instructions implements

the assignment statement on line 5 of Figure 6.4(a):

add l[90 ,20,1,I0
st 7.10,7.f P [g]

Now suppose that the declaration for the variable X is inserted, as shown in Fig-

ure 6.4(b). X is allocated the 4 bytes of storage offset 8 bytes from the top of the acti-

vation record, and Y is now allocated the 4 bytes offset by L2 bytes from the top of the
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f; declare ê top of AR

+ offset is I bytes

+ offset is I bytes
Y ::20i

(a) initial code fragment

Y :- 20;

end;

? top of AR

+ ofset is I bytes

+ ofset is I bytes

<- offset is 12 bytes

(b) code fragment after the insertion

Figure 6.4 Efiect of inserting a declaration on an activation record (AR).

activation record. The location in the activation record for the va¡iable Y has changed.

Thus, the assignment statement on line 6 of Figure 6.4(b) must be recompiled, to replace

the store operation by "st LL},y,¡pll2J".

An abstract syntan tree for the block in Figure 6.a(a) is shown in Figure 6.5(a). The

insertion of a declaration for the variable Y is efiected by replacing the subtree indicated in

Figure 6.4(a) with the tree fragment shown in Figure 6.5(b). However, although the object

code for the øssdgn node requires regeneration, this node is not initially in the extent of

the recompilation caused by the subtree replacement. Some mechanism is required that

augments the extent of recompilation with the subtree rooted by the assign node.

The derivation of a method for dealing with such arbitrary subtree replacements

requires a" examination of the means through which information, elicited by the static

semantic analysis, percolates into the object code. The impact of sema,ntic information

on the emitted code is determined by the rewrite system based architecture specification.

Semantic information can be identified at two points in this specification:

. the predicates of the relabelling transformation, and

. the insertion of semantically derived r¡alues into object code.
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(a) the initial abstract synta>r tree (b) the replacement subtree

Figure 6.5 Subtree replacement corresponding to Figure 6.4.

(a) semantic relabelling

local.uør.I -, loco,l-vor
globøl.vu.1 -> globøl-uor

), + øssign (locol-vør.1, global-uor.1)
st LL7, tltp [$r . off set]

\ + øssign (global-uør.1, globøl-uar.1)
st '1,L7, $1 . address

(b) rewrite rules and code templates

Figure 6.6 Semantic relabelling and code templates for assignment.

In this thesis, semantic information is assumed to be stored in attributes that decorate

the nodes of the abstract syntær tree. However, as noted in Section 5.3, this is not

mandatory, as long a-s semantic information can be accessed via nodes of the abstract

syntax tree.

A suitable relabelling transformation for the assignment operator, along with SPARC

code templates, will now be used to illustrate how any attribute values used in the architec-

ture description impact on the BURS-based incremental instruction selection algorithm.

The relabelling specified in Figure 6.6(a) relabels an abstract syntax tree node, which

is initially labelled with the operator voriablq' it is relabelled with either locol-uar or

globol-vor, depending on the value ofthe attribute stotic-ofseú. If an update ofthe source

abstract synta:< tree induces a change in the value of the instance of the støtic-offset

attribute for a node labelled with u¿r¿¿åle, then that node must be considered for inclusion

Iocol-uør, global-uar € Cut¡
uariøble ¡->

static-ofset : 0 + local'uar
static-offseú > 0 + globol-uar
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in the extent of recompilation. Thus, any changes to the value of attribute insta^nces that

may afiect the relabelling of a node must be detected.

The code templates in Figure 6.6(b) relate to two kinds of assignment. For assignment

to a local variable, a value from register LL7 is stored into a location of the current

activation record, the destination argument of the store instruction being constructed

from the offset attribute of the node. The store instruction associated with assignment

to a global variable utilises the oild¡rcss attribute of the node. Thus, in this example,

if the rr¿lue of the instance of either the ofset or add,ress attributes for a node labelled

with uørdøåle changes as the result of an update, then that node must be considered for

inclusion in the extent of recompilation.

Observe that the relabelling function of Figure 6.6(a) defines pairs for the operator

uariable that difier in form from that described in Section 5.3. Each pair in Figure 6'6(a)

consist¡ of a boolean expression and a relabelling operator, rather than the boolean-v¿lued

attribute and relabelling operator specified in the construction of Section 5.3. If each such

guard expression is considered to define an anonymous, boolean-valued, local attribute of

uøriable, then the construction of Section 5.3 is applicable.

The preceding example illustrates the two means by which information inferred during

incremental semantic analysis forces the consideration of a node for inclusion in the extent

of recompilation:

. if the value of an attribute instance used in a relabelling specification changes, or

. if the value of an attribute instance used in a code template changes.

The following construction defines two sets of positions in the source abstract syntax

tree, called ofrecteil, arid øffectedr, that are induced by a subtree replacement. Any node,

such that an attribute instance used in the specification of the relabelling transformation

has changed value, will be in øffected1. Similarly, any node, such an attribute instance

used in a code template has changed value, will be in øfected".
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Recatl the definitions of pairs. and,P, from Section 5.3 (r* p. 119). For each operator

ar, define the set PL C P- by

P'.: {o € Pr;Ju' e O', (o, u') e pairs.}

We call P'.the set of semanticøIly signíficant predicotesfot u.

If the guards of the relabelling transformation for an operator a, are specified as

boolean-valued expressions, rather than as boolean-valued attributes, as is the case in

Figure 6.6(a), then the attributes of c¿ that appear in the guard expressions axe called the

semonticolly significant attributes of u.

Let q be a position of the abstract syntax tree T. Suppose that the subtree of T

rooted at g is replaced by t. Let T' :Tcçt, and let 1 be the extent determining position

of ? induced by the subtree replacement (see p.125). Let p be some other position of

? such that @p Thus, the subtree of ? rooted at p will not be recompiled by

the Recompdle algorithm of Figure 5.25 on p. 137. However, the subtree replacement and

subsequent static semantic analysis could potentially change the value of an instance of an

attribute ftolrr.P'. at ?@p. Consequently, the relabelling of ?@p may become inrr¿lid due

to this subtree replacement. For each node p of the abstract syntax tree ? not recompiled

by Recompdle, define the set changed, of semantically significant predicates whose value

has changed as a result of the subtree replacement:

changed,r(T,T',p) - {" eP'.; ,: Iobel-oÍ(?@p), euøl(T,p,a) + eaøI(T',p,a)}

Thus, the set affected1, that includes all the positions of ?' that require relabelling after

the subtree replacement at g, is given by

afrecteilr(T,T',e): {p e dorn(T); @fl changed,l(T,T',p) #Ø}

Referring to the example of Figure 6.6, the only semantically signifrcant attribute

of the operator uarioble is stotic-offset. The subtree replacement that is illustrated in

Figure 6.5 does not affect the value of static-offseú; thus, affected, is empty in this example.
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int-const: Integer -> Expr
smøllínt, lorgeint ê Cutl

int-const *>
uølue 1213 + smallint
uelue) 2Ls + lørgeint

(a) relabelling

int-const

8191

int-const

8r93

(b) initial subject tree (b) final subject tree

Figure 6.7 Change of relabelling after a source code update.

A difierent situation is illustrated in Figure 6.7. Recall the exa"rnple of Figure 5.13

(r"" p.116), illustrating the way in which the appropriate choice of a SPARC instruction

fragment to load a constant into a register is determined by the value of the constant.

The relabelling in Figure 6.7(a) relabels nodes, initially labelled with dnú-consú, with either

smollint or lørgeínt depending on the uo,lue atttibute of int-const which is, presumably

synthesised from the rr¿lue of an integer at a leaf node of the abstract syntur tree. Thus,

the node labelled int-const in the subtree fragment shown in Figure 6.7(b) is initially la-

belled with sm¿flrnú. Suppose that the integer-v¿lued leaf of the tree fragment is replaced,

resulting in the subtree fragment shown in Figure 6.7(c). Now, smcllint is a cutting opera-

tor (see p. 119) and so the Recomprfe algorithm in Figure 5.25 on p. 137 will not regenerate

any object code, since the point of replacement, namely the leaf, is initially pruned from

the relabelled abstract syntæ< tree. However, uolue is a semantically significant attribute

of int-consú. Furthermore, its value has changed and so the position of the node labelled

with ¿nú-consú is included in afectedr, indicating that relabelling at this node may be

required.

After a subtree replacement, the relabelling of any node in øfected, may be invalid.

Thus, for each node p in affectedr, the relabelling operator must be calculated and, if it

has changed, then the subtree rooted at p must be added to the extent of recompilation.

An attribute may appear in the code templates associated with a rewrite rule for

some operator ø, without being a semantically signiflcant attribute of ø. For example,

the ad.d,ress and ofrset attributes in Figure 6.6 appear in the code templates for essign,

but are not semantically signifrcant attributes of øssdgn. Thus, if the value of an instance

of either of these attributes changes, then the object code for the affected node must
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be regenerated. The appearaûce of attribute instances in code templates must also have

some impact on the extent of recompilation. The set of nodes ofrecteil" will include each

node of the abstract syntax tree for which the r¡alue of an attribute instance used in a

code template has changed due to a subtree replacement. This set is constructed by first

deducing the complete set of code templates that can apply at nodee labelled by each

operator.

Consider a rewrite system, r1, from a BURS a¡chitecture description consisting of rn

pattern rules of the form, X¡ + ui(Yrr. . ., Y¡,), where k¡ : arity-of (u¡), and n chain rules

of the form, A¡ + B;. For each operator, (r, define the set, Hr, of pattern rules from E

that match ø by

H.: {X, -l u;(Y,...rYx,) €. R; u - tÐi¡ k; : arity-of @ù}

Let R- be the transitive closure of R!. under the set of chain rules of fi. That is, ^R, is

the smallest subset of .R such that

. if X ->u(Y,...,Yørity-of1,,¡) e r?", and Z + X € r?, then Z + X € R,, ud

. if Y -+ X e Æ, and Z +Y € r?, then Z ->Y e R-.

Thus, the set P., is the set of all rewrite rules of .R that can appea.r in the local rewrite

assignment for a node labelled with ø. For each rewrite rule r from the rewrite system

,R, define used, to be the set of attributes that occul in the code templates for r in the

architecture description. Then, for each operator c.r, the set used, of. cod,e iletennining

ottributes that are accessed in code templates for ø is given by

used,- - U used.
¡C&n

Let q be a position of the abstract syntax tree T. Suppose that the subtree of T

rooted at g is replaced by ú. Let T' : Tcet¡ and let q' be the extent determining position

of ? induced by the subtree replacement (see p.125). Then, for each node p of T which

is not a descendant of g', define the set chonged, of code determining attributes whose

v¿lue has changed as a result of subtree replacement:

changed,r(T,T',p): {ø € used,-; w: label-of(?@p), euøl(T,p,ø) + euøl(Tt,p,a)}
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Thus, the set offecteil2, that includes all the positions at which an instance of a code

determining attribute has changed in value due to the subtree replacement at g, is defined

by

ofrected"(T,T',p) : {p e don(T); (-anc p, chongedr(T,T',p) # Ø}

Together, the sets øfected, and, øffecte{ include all the positions not recompiled by

the Recompdle procedure in Figurc 5.25 (r* p.137), that may require recomPilation af-

ter a subtree replacement. Thus, in order to consistently recompile an abstract syntax

tree to object code after an arbitrary subtree replacement, these sets must be synthesised

and each member considered for inclusion in the extent of recompilation. The manner

in which the members of affected,, and, afecteilt are inferred will be determined by the

technique chosen for incremental semantic analysis. In the prototype implementation

described in Chapter 7, the incremental attribute ev¿luator is modified to generate mem-

bers of øffecteil, anð, øfected, during incremental attribute ev¿luation (t* p.187). This

incremental semantic evaluator is an implementation of the incremental visit-sequence

evaluator described in [Reps89a] (see p.180).

6.3 Paraltel BURS-based incremental instruction selection

The greedy incremental code generator view for MultiView, depicted in Figure 6.3 on

p.151, receives notifications of subtree replacements from the MultiView database. The

dispatcher places update notifications on a queue for processing by the Parallel-Recompile

task. Recompilation of updated code is performed by Parallel-Recompile. The remainder

of this chapter describes an algorithm for Pørøllel-Recompile that is derived from the

BURS-based incremental instruction selection algorithm of Chapter 5.

The update queue is the focus of the interaction between the incremental code gener-

ator and the remainder of the environment. Each entry in this queue consists of a position

p, in the abstract syntax tree, and a subtree t, specifying that the subtree of the abstract

syntax tree rooted at p has been replaced by ú. The update queue is concurrently accessed

by two processes: Parallel-Recornpile and the dispatcher. Together, Pørøllel-Recompile
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1: Pørallel-Recompile :

2: . . . initiallse T, the coched tree . . .
3: Recompile (T,e,gool) /* see Figure 5.25, p.137 */
l: do
5: Fetch(Updote-queuerp,t)
6: ... updote the coched abstrøct syntaz trte...
7: ... updote the semontic infonnation...
8: . . . regenerøte the ofected object cod,e . . .

9: od

'Figure 6.t Outline of the greedy parallel incremental code generation algorithm.

and the dispatcher represent an instance of the producer/consumer problem, and the up

date queue represents a buffer between producer and consumer. Numerous solutions to

this producers and consumers problem have appeared in the literature, such as that for

the bounded bufier described in [Hoare78].

An outline of Pørøllel-Recompile is shown in Figure 6.8. First, the cached copy of the

abstract syntax tree is initialised, on line 2. The Recompile procedure of Figure 5.25 is

then called to compile the entire cached abstract syntax tree. At this point, the cached

abstract syntær tree, the goal and state a,nnotations, and the object code a¡e all initialised.

After this initialisation phase, the incremental code generator repeatedly fetches notifica-

tion of source code updates from the update queue, updates the cached abstract syntax

tree, incrementally updates the static semantic information, and finally incrementally re.

generates the affected object code. The object code file is consistent with the program

source when processing of the last update is completed and the update queue is empty.

The greedy nature of this approach to incremental code generation is apparent from

the structure of the code generator, shown in Figure 6.3, and the outline of the paral-

lel recompilation algorithm in Figure 6.8. As soon as update notifications arrive, they

are queued for processing. Parallel-Recornpile fetches updates from the queue as soon

as possible, and immediately recompiles the afiected portions of the program. Thus,

the incremental compiler interacts greedily with editing by the programmer using the

environment.
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1:
o.

9:

t:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

10:
11:
12:
13:
11:

Parallel-Recompíle :

. . . initiølise T the cached tree . ..
Recornpile (T,e, gool)
do

Fetch(Upd,ate-queue, p, t)
old-gool + T@p.goøl
old-size + T@p.size
T e Tpct
. . . updote the semontic infonnøtion. . .

Recompile (7, p, old-gool, okl-size)
for g ê afectedrlJ afrected, d,o

Recomp ile (T, 8, T @ q. g ool, T @ q. size)
od

od

/* see Figure 5.25, p.137 */

/* see Figuv 5.25, p.197 */

/t see Figure 5.25, p. 137 */

Figure 6.9 Naive greedy parallel incremental recompilation.

As explained in Section 6.2, the extent of incremental recompilation must include

those parts of the prograrn a,ffected by the propagation of semantic information through-

out the abstract syntax tree. A complete version of Porallel-Recompile that uses a naive

method for dealing with the propagation of semantic information when recompiling the

program after an arbitrary subtree replacement, is illustrated in Figure 6.9. After updat-

ing the cached abstract syntax tree on line 8, the algorithm updates the static semantic

information. The Recompile algorithm from Figurc 5.25 is invoked in order to generate

code for the new subtree. Finall¡ in a subtle application of brute force, Recompile is

called, on line 12, for each position in affectei\ and, affected2.

It is assumed that the sets offected, atl.d afrectedr, induced by the subtree replace'

ment, are calculated during incremental semantic analysis. The prototype implementa-

tion described in Chapter 7 performs incremental semantic analysis with an incremental

visit-sequence attribute evaluator; an adaptation of this evaluator enables the synthesis

of afected, and offected, during semantic analysis (see p.187).

An implementationof the naive parallel recompilation algorithm depicted in Figure 6.9

is a fully functioning incremental code generator that correctly recompiles the program

after an arbitrary subtree replacement. However, it evinces several obvious deficiencies:
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. while processing a source edit at p, another source edit at g may be delivered that

makes the recompilation at p redundant,

r parts of the abstract syntæc tree may be recompiled several times during the

processing of a single edit, and

o parts of the abstract syntax tree may be unnecessarily recompiled during the

processing of a single edit.

The first redundancy occurs when the notification of an edit at position p' is placed on

the update queue by the dispatcher, while the code generator is still processing a source

edit at position p, where p' anc p. The extent of recompilation induced by the edit at

p' will certainly contain the extent of the recompilation induced by the edit at p. Thus,

any new object code generated due to the edit at p is subsequently overwritten when

the update at y' is processed. Hence, newly arriving update notifications should preempt

recompilation induced by an earlier update, if the recompilation induced by the earlier

update is redundant as a result of the later subtree replacement.

Furthermore, consider the case where the update queue contains an entry for the

replacement at p by t and, before the edit at p is fetched by Pørallel-Recompile, the

dispatcher places an entry for the replacement at y', where y' onc p,by t'onto the update

queue. If the queue is processed in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) manner, then the update of

p will be processed before the update at p'i after both entries have been processed, the

resulting object code will be consistent with the program source. However, if the FIFO

ordering is not observed, then the object code will be ircorrect, because the object code

for p' will be (at least partially) overwritten by the object code for p. Note however, that

(Tp*¿)o,*r' : To,1-¿,, because p' anc p. In summary, when the updates are processed in a

FIFO ordering, any object code emitted during the recompilation induced by the update

at p, is overwritten when the update at p' is processed.

Modifying the update queue so that update notifications are filtered when new entries

are added by the dispatcher eliminates such redundant edits. That is, when an update

at the position p is added to the update queue, the queue is scanned for any entries

that correspond to updates at descendants of p. Any such entries are removed when the
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(a) the initial abstract syntarc tree (b) a sequence of update queue configurations

Figure 6.10 Filtering of the update queue.

entry for p is inserted. Thus, these redundant update notifications a.re never delivered to

Parøllel-Recompile.

For example, consider the tree depicted in Figure 6.10(a). Suppose that an update

at node e occurs; thus, an edit E is added to the update queue to represent this update,

as shown in line (f) of Figure 6.10(b). Next, suppose that an update at node c occurs; c

is not an ancestor of e and hence an edit C representing the update at c is added to the

update queue, as depicted on line (æ). Now, suppose that an update at node b occurs; ä is

an ancestor of e and so the edit E is removed from the update queue before the a.ddition

of the edit B for the update at ó, as depicted on line (ræ). Finally, suppose that an update

at a node ó'occurs where ö'is a descendant of the updated ö; ó'is neither an ancestor of

ó nor an ancestor of c, and an edit B'to represent the ö' update is added to the queue.

Note that the edit at ä' is not redundant because it occurs after the edit at ô.

This filtering of the queue, when a new update is added, is assumed for the remainder

of this chapter.

The remaining two inefficiencies arise due to interactions between members o1. affecteil,

and, offected, arising from an update. Suppose that two distinct positions p and q, such

that p dnc qt are induced into ofecteil, by a subtree replacement. The Recompile proce.

dure recompiles entire subtrees. Thus, assuming that g is processed before p, the object

code generated by the recompilation at g is subsequently completely overwritten when the

subtree rooted at p is recompiled. Hence, not every position p in affected, should induce

d
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a sepaxate matching and reduction. In fact, if p,q Q øffectedr, such that p onc q, ate

both relabelled, then the matching and reduction of the subtree rooted at p makes the

subsequent matching and reduction at q redundant. In this instance, the naive algorithm

of Figure 6.9 matches and reduces each subtree in its entirety.

Next, suppose that p is induced into affectedz by a subtree replacement. The local

rewrite assignments of p, and all the descendants of p, are unafiected. However, changes

a,re required to the object code derived from the local rewrite assignment at p by the

application of the appropriate templates. However, the naive algorithm of Figure 6.9

recompiles the entire subtree rooted at p. In fact, only the object code induced by the

local rewrite assignment at p requires regeneration.

Finally, suppose that p € affected, and g € affected, a¡e such that p anc q. If p

is relabelled, then the entire subtree at p is recompiled. In particular, the object code

induced by the node at q is regenerated. Thus, the regeneration of object code at g,

induced by its membership in ofected2, is redundant. The naive recompilation algorithm

performs this redundant recompilation.

In short, three circumstances leading to redundant recompilation by the naive parallel

incremental recompilation algorithm in Figure 6.9 have been identified:

. if pr q € øffectedr, p anc g, and are such that the relabelling of both p and q is

changed, then the matching and reduction of the subtree rooted at g is redundant

due to the matching and reduction at p,

. iÎ p €. affectedr, then the reduction of the complete subtree rooted at p is redun-

dant, and

, if p €. affected, is relabelled and q € affectedc, nd a¡e such that p ønc q, then

reduction at q is redundant.

Tracking the state of recompilation as updates are processed so that these circum-

stances can be detected is required to efface the above redundant recompilation. One

suitable embodiment of the current recompilation state is some explicit representation

of the work remaining to be done before the object code is consistent with the source

code. An appropriate state representation is found by considering the building blocks
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1: Recompíle (7,p, goal) :

2: SRç{p}, MR+Ø, RR+Ø
3: T@p.gool ? goal

l: while SR l0 do
5: q + choose (SÆ), Sß <- SÆ \ q
6: if is-pruned g@q) then
7: Prune-sabtrce (T,q) /* see Figul 5.16(o), p. 123 */
8: else
9: Transfortn-subhue (T,q) /* see Figure, 5.16(b), p. 129 */

10: fi
11: if T@q.relabel I p*,k : ority-of (T@q) then
12: MR + MRv {q}
13: fi
11: od
15: while MR I Ø d,o

16: q r choose (MR), MR <- MR\q
17: Møtch-subtree (T@q) /* see Figul 5.18, p. 127 */
18: top ? Erponil (T,q) /* see Figure 5.19, p.128 */
19: RR + nRU {top}
20: od
21: while RR I Ø do
22: q r choose (RR), RR + ÆÆ \ q
23: Reduce (T,e,T@q.gool) /* see Figure 5.21, p. 136 */
2,4t od

Figure 6.11 Worklist-based r¡ariant of Recompile derived from Figurc 5.25.

of the BURS-ba.sed incremental recompilation algorithm. The Recompdle algorithm of

Figure 5.25 can be decomposed into three subproblems:

. the semantically-driven relabelling of the abstract syntax tree,

. the bottom-up assignment of pattern matcher states, and

. the topdown reduction and generation of object code.

Each of these subproblems operates on subtrees of the abstract syntax tree. Thus,

three sets are defined to encapsulate the state of each subproblem of Recompl'le during

the processing of updates:

. SR', containing subtrees that require relabelling,

, MR', containing consistently relabelled subtrees that require pattern matcher

state assignment, and
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. RR' , containing matched subtrees that require reductions and object code gener-

ation.

A worklist-based adaptation of the sequential Recompile procedure of Figure 5.25

is shown in Figure 6.11. The sets Sn', MR'and, RR'are realised as worklists in this

algorithm. The worklist Sfi corresponds to the set SR' and is initialised to contain p, the

subtree to be recompiled. The worklists MR and, r3.B correspond to the sets MRt and, RRt,

respectively, and a¡e initially empty. Recompilation proceeds by successively removing an

arbitra.ry position q from ,Sr?, using the choose operator, relabelling the subtree rooted

at g and then adding g to Mr?, until SÆ is empty. Next, positions af,e Euccessively taken

ftorrr. MR and the subtrees matched, until ME is empty. Finally, positions a,re successively

taken from .R.R and reduced, until R8 is empty.

The sequential version of the worklist-driven Recompile in Figure 6.11 is not particu-

Iarly interesting. In fact, SÆ never contains more than one position. Likewise, neither MÃ

nor .R.R ever contain more than a single position. However, it does illustrate the decom-

position of the algorithm into subproblems so that each part is associated with a worklist.

The status of each subproblem is, in fact, encapsulated in a worklist: successive items are

ta.ken from each worklist and processed, and when each worklist is empty recompilation

is complete and the object code is again consistent with the program source.

Simila,rly, the greedy parallel recompilation algorithm ca¡ be based on worklists of

positions. Like the worklist-based sequentiù Recompdle of Figure 6.11, the parallel version

of the greedy incremental recompilation algorithm, shown in Figure 6.12, uses the worklists

Sn, Mn and .R.R defined earlier. In addition , afecteìL, and øffected2 arc treated as worklists

that characterise the recompilations induced by the propagation of semantic information.

The algorithm of Figure 6.12 will now be examined in more detail. Like the naive

Porollel-Recompile of Figure 6.9, the cached abstract syntax tree and the code file are

initialised on lines 2 and 3. Next, each worklist is initialised to the empty set because

the object code file is, at this stage of execution, consistent with the current state of the

program source. Then, notifications of source edits are successively removed from the

update queue and processed accordingly.
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1: Pørollel-Recompile :

2: . . . initiølise the cøched tree, T, and the worklists . ..
3: Recompile (T,e,,gool) /* see Figul 5.25, p.19'I */
l: SR+Ø, MR+0, RRç0
5: do
6: Fetch(Upilote-queae,p,t)
7: oldsize + T@p.size
8: oldgoøl <- T@p.goal
9: T + Trç¡

10: Updøte semontic infortnotion
11: .9ft e [Sn u {p}]
12: affected, + ofected, t p
13: ofrected, + offected" { p
1.4: T@p.size ç oldsize
15: T@p.goøl + oldgoal
16: while is-empty (Update-queue) and. not is-empty (SR) d,o

17: Process-relabelling /* see Figur 6,19, p.169 */
18: od
19: while is-empty (Update-queue) and not is-empty (MR) do
20: Process-motching /* see Figarc, 6.11, p. 170 */
21: od
22: while is-empty (Updote-queze) and not is-empty (offectedr) do
23: Process-strtrctanz,-chønge /* see Figurt, 6.15, p. 171 */
21: od
25: while is-empty (Updøte-queze) and not k-empty (øfecte4) d"
26: Prccess-detail-cho,nge /* see Figure 6.16, p.172 */
27: od
28: while is-empty (Upilote-queze) and not ís-empty (RR) do
29: p t- choose (RR), RR + ¿¿ \ p
30: Reduce (T,p,T@p.goal) /* see Fígvrt, 5.24, p. 136 */
31: od
32: od

Figure 6.12 The parallel BURS-based incremental code generator.

The cached abstract syntax tree and the static semantic information are updated on

lines 9 and 10 of Figure 6.12. The processing of source edits is then determined by the

contents of the worklists. The position p, at which the subtree was replaced, requires

relabelling, matching and reduction, and so is added to the .SR worklist for subsequent

relabelling of the subtree. The sets affecteil, anð, offecte{ include every position of the

abstract syntax tree that requires recompilation due to the propagation of static semantic

information.
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The redundant recompilation noted on p. 164 is eliminated by filtering the worklists.

Two operations on positions and sets of positions are used: the nortnolisation of a set of

positions, and the pruning of a set of positions with respect to a position.

The nortnolisotion of P, a set of positions, maps P into its set of rtprtsentotiue

positions. For all p € P, the representative ofp in the set P is that node g € P such that

q onc p md, if qrq' € P and qt ønc g, then d : q. The nonnalisation of P, denoted by

[P], is then the smallest subset of P such that

(i) for all p € P, the representative of p is in [P], and

(r¿) if p,p' e [P] are such that p anc p', then p: f.
The pruning of the set of positions P with respect to a position p is the set P I p,

defined by

Ptrp:{qeP;{ncq}

In particular, for all p € P, observe that p ê P I p.

The filtering of ,5r?, after the addition of pt orr line 11 of Figure 6.12, avoids the

occurrence of distinct positions qrd e,Sr1, such that g ønc q'. The presence of the

representative of p in Sr? gua,rantees that each descendant of p is matched and reduced.

Thus, p and all its descendants are pruned ftorn ofected, arrd, øfected2 on lines L2-I3.

After the adjustment of the S^R worklist due to the source edit, and of the work-

lists that represent affected, and, øffecteì|, aftet incremental semantic analysis, the state

of recompilation is encapsulated in the contents of the worklists. Thus, recompilation

entails the successive removal of positions from each worklist, followed by appropriate

processing. However, a newly arrived update notification can induce new redundancies.

For example, if g € Sfi and an update notification at p, where p ønc g, is delivered, then

the processing of g is redundant. Thus, the processing of ,5Æ, and the other worklists,

is preempted by newly arrived update notifications. Further filtering of the worklists,

to be described shortly, eliminates the circumstances noted on p.164 that lead to other

redundant recompilation.
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1:
6).

3:

t:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

10:
11:
12:
19:

Process-relabelling :

p + choose (SR), Sß e SÆ \ p
íf is-pruned (T,p) then

Prrne-subhue (T,p) /* see Figure 5.16(ø), p.123 */
else

Tronsform-subtrte (T,p) /* see Figure 5.16(b), p.129 */
fi
iÎ T@p.relabel : p*,wherc, k : arity-oÍQ@ù then

MR ç Mn I p, affectedl + afected,l, p, afectedz F afected2 { p
... ødjust the cod,e frle ...

else
MR <- [unu {p}l

ff

Figure 6.13 Process-relabelling

The Srt worklist contains the positions of subtrees that may require relabelling.

Process-relobelling in Figure 6.13 selects a position p from Srl and relabels the subtree

rooted at p. If p is from an excised section of the abstract synta>< tree, then the sub-

tree rooted at p is pruned. Otherwise, the subtree is relabelled by the Tronsform-subtree

procedure in Figure 5.16(b) on p.123. If, after the relabelling, p ha{r been excised, then

no object code is derived from p or from any of its descendants, and the code file is ad-

justed accordingly on line 10. Otherwise, p is added to MR for subsequent matching and

reduction.

Process-relobelling filters the worklists to eliminate potential redundant recompila-

tions. Firstly, if p is excised by relabelling, it is pruned from MR, affecteil, ar'd ofrecteil,

at line 9. Secondly, MR is normalised when p is inserted at line 12, because the matching

of p implies that each descendant of p is also matched.

Compare the Process-relabellínø algorithm of Figure 6.13 with the original Recom-

pr'le algorithm depicted in Figure 5.25 on p. 137. In Recompile, il the position p is not

excised by relabelling, then matching, reduction and code generation occurs. This is mir-

rored, in Process-rtlobelling, by adding p to the ME worklist for subsequent matching and

reduction.

Positions in MR denote subtrees that require pattern matching. Process-matching

in Figure 6.14 selects a position p from MR, on line 2, and invokes the BURS pattern
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1: Pwcess-motching :

2: p + choose (MR), MR ç Mn\p
3: Motch-subtree (T,p) /* see Figure 5.18, p.127
l: top ? Expand (T,p\ /* see Figure 5.19, p. 128
5: RR ç [nÆ u {topl.l
6: afected" t- ofected" J, top

Figure 6. 14 Process-matching.

r/
*/

matching automaton on line 3. The extent determining position is deduced by the Etpond

firnction from Figure 5.19 on p. 128, and stored in top. The subtree, rooted zt top, is then

added to the .8r? worklist for reduction.

Both .RÆ and afected2 arc filtered by Process-motching. Firstly, r?.R is normalised,

after the inclusion of top. Secondly, afectedt is pruned at top, because the presence of

the representative of top in .Bi? guarantees the reduction of each descendant of top.

The members of øffecte$ are those positions at which the value of a semantically

significirnt attribute instance has changed. For each position p selected from afected, by

Process-strttcture-change in Figure 6.15, the new relabelling operator is calculated.s If the

relabelling operator is unchanged, then no further processing at p is required. Otherwise,

the change in semantic information induces a change in the object code.

Two special cases of the incremental relabelling require consideration. The first occurs

when the new label is a cutting operator (see p.119). Thus, the subtree rooted at p is

cut from the abstract syntax tree. In this instance, p is pruned ftom MR, øffected, anð,

affected2, on line 13 of Figure 6.15; the code file is then adjusted on line 14 and no further

processing of p is required. The second case occurs when the original relabelling operator

was the operator, gË, or any other cutting operator, but the new label is an inner label.

In this instance, the entire subtree rooted at p is relabelled, matched and added to RR

for later reduction; this is shown at lines 16-21 of Figure 6.15.

If neither special case is applicable, then the node p is relabelled, on line 23, and the

new state calculated on line 24 using the state transition function of the BURS pattern

3 Note that the relabelling, as defined in Section 5.3, considers as erroneous the case

that octiue(Trp) contains more than one position.
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1: Prccess-stntcture-chønge :

2: p + choose (affectedr), affected, + øfectedr\p
3: if øctive(T,p): Ø then /* comporc to Figure 5.16(b), p.123 */
/: u+label-of(T,p)
5: elsif ¿cúiue(T,p) : {r'}, ø € Or then
6: u?u'
7: else
8: ernoneous

9:fi
10: iÎ u' I T@p.relabel then
11: if u' : g¡ then
12: Prune-subtre,e (T,p) /* see Fígurc 5.16(o), p. 129 */
13: MR ç Mn J, p, øfrected' t- ofected, l, p, offectedz ? ofected, J, p
1.4: . . . odjust the code fr\" ...
15: elsif T@p.rc,label : <p¡ ot (T@p.relabel e Cut¡ and c¿' €, Inner¡) then
16: T@p.relabel ? u'
17: Transfortn-subtrce (T,p) /* see Figure 5.16(b)' p. 123 */
18: Møtch-subtree (T,p) /t see Figure 5.18, p.127 */
19: top ? Etpond, (T,p) /* see Figure 5.19, p. 128 */
20: MR + Mn + p, øfrected,, + øfected, l, p, øffected2 ? offectedt J, p
21: RR + IRnu þ"pll
22: else
23: T@p.reløbel ? w'
21: T@p.stote ç transition (T)
25: top ? Eapønd (T,p) /* see Figvtt 5.19, p. 128 */
26: øffecteil2 e ofecteilo I top
27: RR + lnn u {topll
28: fi
29: fi

Figure 6.1õ Processing structural changes in the parallel incremental code generator.

matcher. A change in the state assignment at p can afiect the state assignment at an

ancestor, as described in Section 5.4.1 (r* p. 128), and so the extent determining operator

is calculated by the Expønd function and added to .R.R, for subsequent reduction. Finally

the extent determining position is pruned ftom affectedt.

The positions in affected" indicate nodes at which an instance of a code determining

attribute ha^s changed value. As such, for each node p €, affectedr, the object code asso

ciated with the local rewrite assignment at p must be regenerated. However, a{¡ the local

rewrite assignments for p and each descendant of p a,re unchanged, their reduction is not

required. Process-detoil in Figure 6.16(a) selects an element p of afected, and regener-

ates the object code for the node at p. Reduce-node in Figure 6.16(b) is an adaptation
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7: Process-iletoil-chonge :

2: p <- choose(afectedr), afrected, + afrectedr\p
3: Red,uce-node (T,p,T@p.goal, location-of (T))
l: /* location-of is ilefined, on p. 135 */

(a) P roce s s - d et øil- ch an g e

1: Reduce-nod,e (Trp,gocl,in out locotion):
2: nile <- v"(goal) where o : T@p.stote
3: templates + templøtes-of (rule)
l: for d = 1,...,length-of (templotes) do
5: if ú¡ - (drain, goøl') then
6: Regenerøte-node(Trp, gool' rlocotion)
7: elsif ú¡ - (child¡, goøl') then
8: location ç locotíon * T@p.j.size
9: elsif ú¡ - (fragment, A) then

10: frogment F Eapønìl (4, 
"@p)11: Put frøgment ot locotion in the coile file

12: locotion + locotion ! length (frøgment)
13: fi
llt od

(b) Reduce-node

Figure 6.16 Processing detail changes in the parallel incremental code generator.

of Reduce in Figure 5.20 (see p.129) that recreates the local rewrite assignment to p, in

order to regenerate the object code induced by p, but does not visit any descendants ofp.

Finall¡ Pørøllel-Recompile in Figure 6.12 successively selects a position p from RR,

reduces the subtree and thus generates the object code for the subtree rooted at p. When

^R.R is empty, and no edit notifications are pending in the Updøte-queue, the object code

is again consistent with the progra¡n source.

6.4 Conclusions

This chapter has shown that a greedy parallel incremental code generation algorithm

can be derived from the BURS-based incremental instruction selection algorithm of Chap

ter 5, and an analysis of the efiect of the propagatiori of semantic information after an

arbitrary subtree replacement. The internal state of the code generator is embodied in

several worklists. These worklists are derived from a decomposition of the BURS-based

incremental instruction selection algorithm and the sets of positions affected,, and affecteil"
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that characterise the effect of the propagation of semantic information. The circumstances

that cause redundant recompilation have been identified, and filtering of the update queue

and the worklists eliminates any such unnecessa,ry recompilations.

The implementation of a prototype greedy pa,rallel incremental code generator based

on the Pørallel-Recompile algorithm in Figure 6.12 is then described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7

A prototype implementation

I have written a prototype implementation of both the Porallel-Recornpile algorithm

described in Chapter 6 and the MultiView distributed integrated programming environ-

ment described in Chapter 3. The prototype is implemented in the Ada progra,rnming

language [ALRM83]. This chapter describes both the MultiView implementation and the

implementation of the pa.rallel incremental code generator as a MultiView view. Instru-

mentation of the incremental code generator enables timing the speed of recompilation.

The resulting experimental data verifies that the recompilation time depends approxi-

mately linearly on the number of recompiled nodes.

The implementation described in this chapter serves only as a proof of concept imple

mentation of the parallel incremental code generation strategy presented in Chapter 5 and

Chapter 6. The prototype is intended only to demonstrate the practicality and sound-

ness of this approach, rather than to operate as a practical incremental code generator.

Consequently a number of simplifications have been made:

. the code generator emits lines of assembly code into an array of strings that is

incrementally maintained, and

. a naive register allocation strategy is used.

A practical parallel incremental code generator based on the algorithm in Chapter 6

would have to address each of these simplifications. For instance, the additional overhead

of a pre'execution assembly pass should be eliminated by directly generating object code,

as exemplified by the DICE system (see Section 2.4.2).
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parent o-
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child f \

(a) a generator instance (b) 
",n 

operator application (c) semantic decoration

Figure 7.1 Basic MultiView abstract syntax tree nodes.

7.1 The MultiView prototype

The architecture of the MultiView distributed integrated programming environment

was described in Section 3.2. Four basic design principles for MultiView were enumerated:

.-the use of a trebased canonical representation of the program source code,

. language independence,

. the exploitation of parallelism, and

. the provision of multiple, simultaneously updated, views of the source code.

The prototype implementation explicitly reflects each of these principles.

7.1.1 The canonical program representation

Abstract syntær trees are the canonical program representation used in MultiView.

Recall the definition of an abstract synta>c tree from Chapter 4 (see p.73): an abstract

syntax tree is either

. a generator instance, or

. the application of an operator to a vector of operands.

A generator instance g e L is implemented iu¡ a record instance, as shown in Fig-

ure 7.1(a). The symbol field contains an integer indicating the set to which the generator

belongs. The ualue field contains a representation of g; the type of which is specified a.s

an Ada type in the language specification, as described later.

aynbol assign

block o--

node int

parent o-

child f \
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An operator application ?: ø(úr,...,f,,) is also implemented as a record instance,

as shown in Figure 7.1(b). An integer that represents the labelling operator ar is stored

in the symbol field. The child freLd contains a vector of pointers to the representations of

trr...,úr,. The pørtnt field of each operand ú¡ of ?, that occurs in the representation of

both generator instances a,nd o¡rerator applications, points to the representation of ?.

Nodes are decorated by adding fields to the record type. For example, Figure 7.1(c)

shows the attribution, due to an attribute gramma,r, of the record that represents ap

plications of the assign operator to a rr¿riable and an expression. The compiler for the

language specification language (LSL) generates the appropriate Ada type declarations

for the semantic decoration of abstract syntær tree nodes from the attribute grammar

specification.

The storage requirements of an abstract syntæ< tree program representation is pro

portional to the number of nodes that are required to represent the program. As an

indication of these storage requirements, the table in Figure 7.2 summilises the number

of nodes used to represent various Ada compilation units from the MultiView implemen-

tation. The first file, ada-parser-body.ada, is the LALR Ada pa,rser that is generated

from a context free grammar, the second file, vieu-css-body. ada, is from the implemen-

tation of the communication subsystem, and the third file, unit-uaaager-body. ada, is

from the implementation of the MultiView database. For each file, the entries of the table

indicate the number of lines and bytes in the source file, the total number of abstract syn-

ta>c tree nodes, the number of nodes corresponding to executable statements, the average

number of nodes per line of source code and the average number of nodes per executable

statement. The line of the table labelled uTotal" summa¡ises these properties for 34 Ada

compilation units from the MultiView implementation. For these 11,000 lines of Ada code,

approximately 160,000 abstract syntax tree nodes are required, of which 2,400 are for ex-

ecutable statements, yielding an average of 14 nodes for each line of source and 67 nodes

for each executable statement. The final line of the table relates to vse-body. ada, the
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Source file Nodee Average nodeo per

Name Linea Bytee AI Statement Line Statement

ada¡aracr-body. eda

vior-cr¡-body. rdr

ruitrenagor-body. eda

3Tt2

145

1265

76304

4643

4555E

66718

953

2L054

544

t2

400

t7

6

l6

t22

79

52

Total 10789 304930 161297 2385 t4 67

vrc-body. ade. 12463 501991 3L4494 7097 25 M

Figure 7.2 Typical sizes of abstract syntax trees

visit-sequence evaluator generated by the language compiler from the attribute grarnmar

in the language specification that appears, in part, in Appendix B.

This data illustrates the substantial storage requirements for abstract synta:< tree

representations of program source. For instance, suppone that an abstract synta>< tree

consists of predominately binary operator applications, of the kind shown in Figure 7.1(b).

Assuming that two bytes are required for the symbol and four for each pointer, then

an avera,ge of 14 bytes of storage are required for each node. In this case, the abstract

synta:< tree representation for unit-uanager-body. adawould require almost 300,000 bytes

of storage, whereas the textual representation requires only 45,000 bytes. Thus, the

abstract syntax tree requires almost an order of magnitude more storage than the textual

representation for the same piece of Ada code. Environments based otr an abstract syntax

tree canonical representation place considerable demands on the memory of the host

computer. The functionality of the environment must justify such demands on computing

resources.

The storage requirements for an abstract syntax tree can be reduced both by reducing

the number of nodes used to represent a given program, and by reducing the amount of

information stored at each node. The first is attained by careful design and refinement

of the abstract syntax. The Ada abstract syntax, from which the trees summarised in

Figure 7.2 werc derived, has been naively synthesised from a context free grammar for
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Ada. A careful redesign will reduce the number of nodes useC to represent a given piece

of Ada code. The second reduction is attained by eliminating unnecessary fields in each

node. For instance, removing the parent field in Figure 7.1 saves four bytes of storage at

each node, for a saving of 80,000 bytes in the representation of unit-monogetbody.øda; this

field is not strictly necessary because references to the parent can be kept on a staÆk during

any traversal of the abstract synta:r tree, as is the case in the DICE system [FritzsongS].

The elimination of data from the tree nodes comes at the exp€nse of computing necessary

information on demand.

Incremental code generation requires that additional data is stored at nodes of the

abstract synta>c tree. In the prototype implementation, this data requires an extra ten

bytes of information to be stored at each node, consisting of:

. a field indicating the operator assigned to the node by the relabelling transforma-

-tion of the abstract syntax tree,

. the state and goal symbols used during the incremental instruction selection al-

gorithm (see Figure 5.L7 on p. 126 and Figure 5.20 on p. 129), and

. code size and ofiset fields (see p.134).

The amount of additional information required to support incremental instruction

selection can be reduced by eliminating the code sizæ and ofiset fields from nodes that do

not induce any object code, and by exploiting the optimisations detailed in Section 5.5.

The current MuttiView implementation of abstract syntax trees is particula.rly ineffi-

cient in its use ofstorage in abstract synta>r tree nodes On average, the current prototype

consumes approximately forty bytes for each node. This excessive use of storage is caused

by two factors:

. limitations in the Ada system used to compile MultiView that preclude a number

of storage optimisations, and

. compromises in the design of the node data type to allow specialisation by the

difierent types of view.

The Ada system used to compile MultiView sometimes generates incorrect code if

record fields are not aligned to 32 bit boundaries. Thus, 4 bytes are used to store the
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Figure 7.3 Generation of language specific components.

encoding of the operator symbol in each node. In fact, 2 bytes is adequate to represent an

operator in the version of MultiView that supports the development of Ada source code.

The data type that implements abstract syntax tree nodes in the current prototype is

designed to allow specialisation of the node type, such as by the definition of additional

decoration to aid incremental unpa.rsing in a textual editing view. Consequently, the

symbol field that is the discriminant of both the node type and the specialising data is

duplicated several times in each node.

It is essential that the storage requirements of the abstract syntax tree a¡e reduced in

any future development of the MultiView system. Such reduction can be attained by

. eliminating unnecessa,ry record fields, such as the parent field, and

' redesigning the mechanism that allows views to specialise the abstract syntalr tree

node type.

7.1.2 Language independence

Language independence in the MultiView environment is facilitated by a compiler for

LSL; see Section 4.6 for the earlier discussion of LSL. As depicted in Figure7.3, the LSL

compiler analyses a language specification and generates

. tables that represent the abstract syntax of the language,

. data types for implementing the canonical representation,

. a visit-sequence evaluator for the attribute grammar, and

. a scanner and parser specification.
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type IDEITIFIER is
regexp " la-zA-ZJ (3 la-zt -20-91 ) +,, ;
with IDENTIFIERS;
represent with IDEnTrFrEns . IDENTIFIER_TypE;

end;
type INTEGER is

regexp "[0-9]+";
represent with IIüTEGER;

end;

Figure 7.4 Specification of the type of generator instance representations.

The tables that represent the abstract syntax and data structure decla¡ations for

generator instances are encapsulated in the LAI{GUAGE package that is emitted by the

language compiler. Symbols of the abstraÆt synta>c are implemented as small integers.

For each type that is declared in the language specification, a generator set is defined.

Generator instances are implemented as records that are discriminated by the index of

the generator set. The type of the value field for each generator set is defined in the

type decla,ration of the language specification. For example, Figure 7.4 illustrates the

definition of the data types used in the v¿lue fields of the Ada record for the generator sets

IDEIITIFIER a¡d ttttgCER. In the first instance, the data field is of type IDEÌ{TIFIm,JyPE,

from the Ada package IDENTIFIERS. In the second instance, the type of the data field is

the standard Ada IÌ{TEGER type.

The algorithm from [Reps89a, Chapter f2] is used to synthesise a visit-sequence at-

tribute evaluator from the attribute grammar specification. The attribute definition func-

tions (see p.79 in Chapter 4) are compiled directly into Ada, a¡¡ are the plans used by the

visit-sequence evaluator. The use of a visit-sequence evaluator requires that the attribute

grammar belongs to the class of ordered attribute grammars [KastensS0].

A scanner and pa.rser specification are generated from the concrete syntax specifr-

cation. Furthermore, for each generator set, the specified regular expression is used to

construct a rule in the scâ-nner specifrcation to recognise generator instances (see Fig-

ure 4.3, p.84). The tree constructors associated with each production are compiled into

actions in the generated parser specification that construct an abstract syntax tree when
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the program source is parsed. An LALR parser generator [Taback88] constructs a bottom-

up p¡ì¡ser from the generated parser specification, and so the context-free gramma,r must

belong to the class of LALR(O) grammars.

An noted in Chapter 4, Appendix B contains an extract of the LSL specification for

the small language used to test the prototype incremental code generator.

7.f.3 Parallelism

The MultiView architecture is designed to allow the exploitation of any pa,rallelism

of the underlying hardware. The implementation exploits parallelism in two ways:

. the implementation of the MultiView database and views as concurrently execut-

ing Unix processes, and

. the implementation of the individual processes as multitasking Ada prograrns.

Concur're,ncy between the døtobase ønd uiews

The database and views are implemented as Unix processes that communicate via

message passing. The communication subsystem (CSS) implements a message passing

system over the Unix interprocess communication primitives.

The CSS is implemented in two layers. The top layer is the generic layer, in which

message handling policies are implemented. For example, this layer includes the signalling

of a timeout if a reply does not arrive within a predetermined interval, and the selective

broadca^sting of a single database message to a collection of views. The bottom layer is the

transport layer, which manages the encoding and decoding of messages, and connections

between the database and the views.

The strcam transport loyer is a transport layer implementation that manages connec-

tions that are implemented using Internet domain Unix stream sockets [Lefler83]. This

connection-oriented interprocess communication mechanism provides a bidirectional byte

stream between the database and views. Figure 7.5 illustrates the encoding of a query

into a text string for transmission by the stream transport layer via a Unix stream socket.

This transport layer allows the database and views to execute on difierent hosts on a local
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Figure 7.õ Transmission of a query to the database.

a¡ea network. Thus, parallelism between multiple Unix hosts on a local area network is

exploitgd.

Protocol-specific components of both the generic layer and the strea,rn transport layer

a,re generated from the high-level protocol specification described in Section 3.2 (see p.63).

Figure 7.6 depicts the compilation of a protocol specification by the protocol compiler into

a package containing the message data structure declarations and the executable code for

encoding messages in stream transport layer.

The transport layer and its interfacing with the generic layer a,re designed to allow the

substitution of different transport layers that exhibit difierent properties. For example,

the textual message encoding used by the stream transport layer is useful for debugging

the MultiView implementation. However, the translation of messages into text and the

corresponding decoding is expensive. The implementation and err¿luation of alternative

transport layers is an avenue for future research.

Conctr-rency within the database and views

The database and views a.re implemented as multitasking Ada programs. Recall the

structure of a MultiView view illustrated in Figure 3.8 on p.65. The CSS, the view task,

the dispatcher and the graphical user interface are each implemented as separate Ada
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Figure 7.6 Generation of CSS components from the protocol specifications.

tasks. Furthermore, the CSS is implemented using several concurrently executing Ada

tasks.

The exploitation of any parallelism provided by the underlying ha¡dwa¡e by a mul-

titasking Ada program is limited by the particular Ada ¡un time system. A run time

system, such as that described in [Dewar94], that maps Ada tasks to operating system

threads allows MultiView to exploit the parallelism inherent in a sha¡ed memory multi-

prooessor. However, on a uniprocessor, or if the Ada run time system does not map tasks

onto parallel processors, then a single processor is shared between all tasks, and so no

true concu¡rency is possible within the database or a view.

7.1.4 Multiple views

A typical MultiView view enables the editing or browsing of a single compilation unit.

Views a¡e constructed from a number of components, enumerated in Figure 3.8 on p.65.

. a communication subsystem (CSS),

' a query handler,

. a dispatcher,

. a cached copy of an abstract synta>r tree from the database,

. a view task specific to the type of view, and

. an optional user interface.

The view task and the user interface must be implement"d by hand, in full, for each

new type of view. The implementation of the other view components is aided by the
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view TEXTVIEW (AST-CACHE) is
broadcast

when REPLACE-SUBTREE +
{s'}

when DELETE-UNIT +
{s'}

end TEXTVIE\ry't

Figure 7.7 Extract of the dispatcher specification for TextView.

protocol compiler. In pa,rticula^r, several protocol-specific and view-specific packages are

generated from specifications of their behaviour.

The dispatcher is generated from a specification that is expressed in terms of the

highJevel protocol specification language (r"" p.63). The outline of a typical dispatcher

specification in this language appe:rrs in Figure 7.7. A more complete example is given in

Appendix D. Statement templates, such as ,Sr on line 4 of Figure 7.7, ate translated by

the protocol compiler into Ada statements to be executed on the receipt of the indicated

message. For example, the code constructed from the template .91 is associated with

the receipt of an EDIT message, indicating that it is to be executed whenever an EDIT

message is delivered to the view. A simple macro expansion mechanism allows accessing

of message fields from within a statement templates; this macro facility is apparent in the

complete dispatcher specification in Appendix D.

Behaviour which is common to a number of views may be encapsulated into a view

component. For example, the AST-CACHE component implements a,n abstract syntax

tree cache. This component may then be inherited into the dispatcher, as is the case

in Figure 7.7. The protocol compiler weaves the dispatcher specification, along with the

specifications of any inherited view components, into executable code that is incorporated

into the view.

A similar mechanism to the dispatcher specification allows actions to be associ-

ated with queries in the query handler. For example, in the AST-CACHE component

1:
6).

3:
t:
5:
6:
7:
8:
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Query handler
Protocol
specification

Protocol
compiler

DispatcherQuery handler and
dispatcher specification

Figure 7.E Generation of view components from the message specifications.

statements that update the cached abstract syntax tree are associated with the RÞ

PLACE-SUBTREE. Thus, the cache is automatically updated whenever the view sends

a REPLACE-SUBTREE message to the database.

The generation of view components by the protocol compiler is depicted in Figure 7.8.

fn summary, the protocol compiler supports the implementation of views by

. generating the protocol-specific components of the CSS, as shown in Figure 7.6,

. generating the dispatcher and query handler from the protocol specification and

view-specific query handler and dispatcher specifications, as shown in Figure 7.7

and Figure 7.8, and

. providing a mechanism for inheriting behaviour, such as the updating of the cache

on receipt of subtree replacement messages.

The protocol specification languages, its compiler and the structure of the CSS are

described at length in [McCarthyg4]; in pa.rticular, the details of the low-level protocol,

messages classes and the language features that combine view components are all described

in this paper.

The language compiler is also designed to provide explicit assistance to a view imple

mentor. Extensions to LSL can be constructed for particular view types. For example,

LSL and its compiler urere extended to support the specification of textual unparsing

schema for TextView [Read93]. In the TextView extension, each operator of the abstract

syntax is associated with a non-empty set of unparsing schema. The TextView display

engine uses these unparsing schema to derive a textual representation of abstract syntax

trees.
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Appendix D contains the dispatcher specification for the incremental code generator

view in a form suitable for processing by the protocol compiler.

7.2 Architecture independence

The a¡chitecturedependent components of the incremental code generator a¡e derived

from the abstract syntax specification and an architectu¡e description. The architecture

description consists of two parts:

. the specification of the relabelling transformation, and

. the specification of the bottom-up rewrite system.

The specification of the relabelling of the int-const operator is illustrated in Fig-

ure 7.9(a). First, the cutting operators snallint and largeiut a¡e declared. Next, the

relabelling transformation for the int-conat operator is specified; the otheryise keyword

denotes a expression that is true if and only if each of the other guards is false. Anony-

mous, boolean-rr¿lued local attributes of the operator int-coust, dubbed ór and óz in

the following discussion, are implicitly defined. The dependency and attribute definition

functions of ör and b a¡e

dependenctes ¡.¡-oo"r(bt) :< 0, value )

dependencdes¡.¡-oo..(h) -< 0,b1 )

uølueio¡-.onrt,cr,o(ø) : t <2r3

volue¡r¡ *oro,t,ar,o (c ) : not(t)

Thus, if the value attribute of a node labelled with ¿nú-consú is less than 21s, then the

node is relabelled with snallint; otherwise, it is relabelled with largeint. Furthermore,

the value attribute of the operator int-const is inherited by the new cutting operators,

due to the "{value}n construct.

Four rewrite rules and associated code templates a¡e illustrated in Figure 7.9(b). The

first two rules are required so that the rewrite system is in normal form (see p. f 11).

The next rule reduces subtrees labelled with assign to the symbol rvalue, with cost 1,

when the left and right operands have been reduced to register-var.1 and snallint. l,

respectively. The associated code template expands to a fragment of SPARC assembly
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lrellint [cut] ;
largoiat [cut] ;

i¡t-co¡¡t =)
v¡luo ( 2rr13 =>

nrlli¡t {veluo}
oth¡rri¡¡ =)

largrint {vllur}

¡lalli¡t.1 -> srallint, 0
largcint.l -> lergciut, 0

rvaluc -> earign(rogiatrr-var.1, ¡rrlliDt.1), I
/ / ¡a /ú0,lz.valu.,t(ill.rrgirtor

rvaluo -> arrign(rcgirtor-var. 1, lergoint. 1), 2

/ / tcth,i Íli(lZ.varu.),I10
/ / ot Il0,l(1o(t2.vrluc),l6il1.rcgirtcr

(a) a relabelling specification (b) four rewrite rules

Figure 7.9 Extract from an architecture deacription.

code after the substitution of the value attribute of the second operand and the register

attribute of the first, as described in Section 5.4.1.1 The final rewrite rules matches when

the right operand reduces to largeint.1.

The architecture specification is compiled into a collection of Ada procedures and

functions that implement the relabelling transformation, the BURS pattern matcher, and

the list of code templates associated with each rewrite rule. These functions a¡e encap

sulated in the BURS package that is emitted by the protocol compiler. The relabelling

transformation described in Section 5.3 is realised aa an Ada procedure that relabels

the abstract syntær tree during a topdown travereal. The bottom-up pattern matching

automaton is synthesised using Proebsting's worklist driven BURS pattern matcher gen-

eration algorithm [Proebstingg2]. The resulting transition function for the BURS pattern

matching automaton is encoded in an Ada function. A representation of the code tem-

plates for each rewrite rule is returned by a function that is encapsulated in the BURS

package.

The BURS compiler also emits diagnostic procedures. For example, a procedure that

prints a textual representation of the BURS state assignment of a given node has proven

invaluable during the implementation of the incremental code generator view.

Figure 7.10 illustrates the generation of the BURS functions and templates from the

a¡chitecture description by the BURS compiler. A representation of the abstract synta>r

1 In the SPARC architecture, the 7.g0 register always has value zero; thus, the instruc-

tion "add 'l,gO,n,LLO" loads the constant n into register %10.
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Visit-sequence
err¿luator

Abstract synta:c
specification

LSL
Compiler

BURS packageArchitecture
description

BURS
Compiler

i syntax
a,ffected
schema

Figure 7.10 Generation of the code generator from formal specifications.

and sema,ntic decorations is written by the LSL compiler and read by the BURS compiler.

Furthermore, the BURS compiler emits dependency information required for the inference

of øfected¡ ard. afecte{ during incremental semantic analysis. The LSL compiler uses

this dependency information in order to insert code into the visit-sequence err¿luator so

that, when semanticallysignifrcant and code determining attribute insta.nces change value,

the appropriate positions a¡e added to ofectedl and' øffected2-

Generation of the architecturedependent components of the incremental code gener-

ator is a threestage process:

. the language compiler generates a representation of the abstract syntax suitable

for the BURS compiler,

. the BURS compiler generates the BURS package and an encoding of the seman-

tically significant and code determining attributes, and

. the language compiler generates the adapted visit-sequence evaluator that infers

offectei\ zrrd, ofecte{ during incremental semantic analysis.

Appendix C includes an extract of a SPARC architecture description for the language

specified, in pa.rt, in Appendix B. The results reported in Section 7.4 arc for an incremental

code generator derived from this specification.
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BURS package Visit-sequence
ev¿luator

Dispatcher task Pa¡allel-Recompile
task

Object code file
update task

Update
queue

Cached
AST

nessages from the CSS
code file updates

Figure 7.11 Structure of the code generator view

7.3 The incremental code generator

The prototype implementation of the parallel incremental code generation algorithm

of Chapter 6 is implemented as a MultiView view. Figure 7.11 illustrates the internal

structure of this view.2

Messages received from the MultiView database a¡e decoded by the CSS and passed

to the dispatcher task. The dispatcher constructs update notifications from program

edit notification messages and places them on the update queue. The update queue is a

first-in-first-out queue that has been modified to filter redundant updates, as detailed in

Section 6.3 (see p.163).

Pa¡allel-Recompile is a faithful implementation of the Parallel-Recompile algorithm

detailed in Figure 6.12 on p. 167, a¡¡ an Ada task. It greedily removes update notifications

from the Update queue, recompiles the affected parts of the program source, and outputs

code file updates.

The prototype code file implementation stores lines of assembly code. Each line corre

sponds to a single machine instruction. Code file updates consist of a destination address

2 Compare this figure to Figure 6.3 (see p.151). In Figure 7.11, the CSS is omitted,

but the BURS package and the visit-sequence evaluator are included.
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and a text string containing the assembly code that represents the machine instruction

that is to be stored at that address. Two variant implementations of the code file exist:

o ¿ 1¡¿¡'irnt in which the code file executes as a concurrent task that updates a

graphical display ofthe generated code, and

. a simpler rra¡iant that merely stores the generated assembly code in an a.rray.

The first variant is used for testing and demonstration of the parallel incremental code

generator; the second is used for running the timing trials detailed in Section 7.4.

The prototype implementation of the incremental instruction selector requires several

extra pieces of information to be added to each node of the abstract syntax tree:

. the relabelling operator assigned during transformation,

. the state assigned by the BURS pattern matching automaton,

. the code size and code offset attributes (r"" p.134), and

. -the goal symbol inferred during reduction.

Given the large number of nodes required for an abstract syntax tree program repre

sentation, the allocation of storage for each piece of information will add considerably to

the storage requirements of the environment. However, it is possible to reduce the storage

requirements of some of this data, and, in fact, eliminate some fields altogether.

The relabelling operator c¿ur be subsumed by the symbol field. Suppose that the rela-

belling transformation is such that each relabelling operator ø' appears only in relabelling

of nodes labelled with the operator a.r. If a node n is initially labelled with u,r, and the

desired relabelling operator is ø', then the symbol field r¿ can be directly set to ø' without

any loss of information.

Storage of the state assignment is not necessary at all nodes of the abstract syntax

tree. In particular, it can always be eliminated for subtrees that do not contain executable

statements. Furthermore, if a coa¡ser granularity of recompilation is acceptable, then the

state assignments need not be stored at each node. Instead, the state assignments of par-

ticular subtrees can be stored in temporary memory during recompilation and disca,rded

when recompilation is complete. Similarly, the persistent storage of the code size and

offset attribution within particular subtrees of the abstract syntax tree can be eliminated.
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The goal symbol for any node can be inferred in a walk from the root of the abstract

syntax tree to that node. In fact, in the case of the prototype implementation, this walk

is performed when resolving tree positions into node referenoes. Thus, during resolution

of a tree position p, a vector cen be constructed that contains the goal symbols for each

node between p and the root of the abstraÆt synta:r tree. The stored goal symbol is used

in the Recompile algorithm of Figure 5.25 on p.137 only in the call to Reduce. If the

goal is obtained from the vector constructed during resolution of the tree position, then

persistent storage of the goal symbol at nodes of the abstra.ct synta:r tree is obviated.

Further investigation and experimentation of these strategies for reducing the memory

requirements of the BURS-based pa.rallel incremental code generator is a goal for future

research.

7.4 Tilrning trials
Instrumenting the implementation of the Parøllel-Recompile algorithm enables mea-

surement of the speed of incremental recompilation. To facilitate the gathering of data,

a new message type is introduced into MultiView that instructs the incremental code

generator to perform a timing trial. This RECOMPILE-TRIAL trial message includes two

fields:

. a tree position, and

. a trial duration.

On receipt of a trial message the incremental code generator initiates a timing trial.

Such a trial consists of repeatedly relabelling the indicated subtree of the cached abstract

syntax tree, matching the subtree with the BURS pattern matching automaton, and

then generating assembly code from the matched subtree. The iteration terminates when

the elapsed time exceeds the trial duration. The recompilation time is then inferred by

dividing the elapsed time by the number of iterations.

The recompilation time inferred by this trial mea{¡ures the speed of recompilation

in the prototype implementation of the BURS-ba.sed incremental code generator. No

incremental semantic analysis or abstract syntax tree updating is performed during a
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Figure 7.12 Results from a series of trials of duration 25 seconds.

trial. The efiect of time slicing between concurrent ta^sks by the Ada run time system

is reduced by performing the trial for a fixed duration rather than a fixed number of

iterations.

No attempt ha"s yet been made to optimise the implementation of Paro,llel-Recompile.

In fact, there is considerable scope for improvement, such as that ofiered by the optimi-

sation noted on p.133.

The results of a series of trials are tabulated in Figure 7.12. For the trials, the code

generator view was executing on a 55MHz HypeTSPARC processor. No paging occurred

during any of the trials, and the code generator was the only active process on the system
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Figure 7.13 Average recompilation time plotted against the size of recompilation.

during the experiment. The source prograrn consisted of a block that was replicated

twenty times. Each twenty-five second trial recompiled a subset of these blocks.

The trial summa¡ised in the first entry in Figure 7.12 recompiled a single block; the

trial summarised in the last entry recompiled the entire twenty blocks. The "Nodes'

column in Figure 7.12 indicates the number of nodes recompiled on each iteration in the

trial. The "Instructions' column details the number of assembly language instructions

generated during a single iteration of the trial. The uR,esultsn columns present the number

of iterations and the average time of a single iteration. Finally, the uRates' columns

indicate the average number of nodes recompiled per second during the trial, and the

average number of instructions emitted per second during the trial.

The graph in Figure 7.13 plots the average recompilation time over the trial against the

size of the recompiled subtree for the trials detailed in Figure 7.12. The linea¡ relationship

between the size of the extent of recompilation and the recompilation time is apparent
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from the graph. Thus, the incremental code generator reconpiles the progra¡n, after the

replacement of a subtree in the abstract syntax tree, in time proportional to the size of

the new subtree.

The execution cost of incremental code generation must be considered in the context

of the performance of the entire environment. Two metrics a.re significant:

. the response time of the editor, and

. the prcporution time when execution is requested.

Interleaved execution of a program editor and a greedy incremental code generator

adversely a,ffects the response time of the editor. After an edit, the code generator imme

diately recompiles the a.fiected parts of the program. Further editing is prevented until

recompilation is completed. The prototype parallel greedy incremental code generator

view for MultiView has no such efiect on the response time of MultiView editing views.

Instead., in the MultiView environment, the response time of the editor is a"fiected by the

overhead of communicating with the database. Quantifying, and reducing, this overhead

is a future research direction for the MultiView project. Editing can continue before

recompilation is completed.

The preparation time of the prototype incremental code generator is poor as a result

of the decision to incrementally generate assembly code, rather than machine code. An

assembly and link phase is required before execution is possible (see p.174).
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7.5 Conclusions

The implementation of the prototype incremental code generator has demonstrated

the integration of a greedy pa,rallel incremental code generator into a distributed inte

grated programming environment.

The protot¡rpe incremental code generator exhibits subexpression-level granula,rity.

The extent of recompilation is the subtree rooted by the extent determining node of

the abetract syntax tree after an edit has occurred (r* p.125). The experimental results

indicate that recompilation ta^l¡es time proportional to the uumber of nodes of the abstract

synta>r tree that af,e recompiled, that is the number of nodes in the extent of recompilation.

That is, the recompilation takes time proportional to the síze of the edit (see p.125).

Together, the MultiView prototype and the incremental code generator view form a

languageindependent integrated programming environment that includes a retargetable

incremçntal code generator. An instance of this environment for a particula.r programming

language is generated from a formal specification of the language and the ta,rget computer

a¡chitecture on which the programs in the language are to be executed.

Future resea^rch will focus on the use of the incremental code generator to implement

run-time views such as debuggers and graphical displays of executing programs. The fine'

grained incremental code generator may be used to efficiently insert fragments of code

into the object file to monitor assertions or update a display.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

8.1 Conclusions

This thesis has shown that

. a retargetable incremental instruction selection algorithm can be systematically

derived from a non-incremental algorithm within the framework of a precise model

of the underlying program representation,

. an efficient parallel incremental code generation algorithm can be derived from

the incremental instruction selection algorithm, and

. a parallel incremental code generator can be integrated into a distributed inte

grated programming environment.

An algebraic model of abstract syntær was described in Chapter 4. This model con-

siders abstract syntax trees as words freely generated from the abstract syntær. It is

equipped with a notion of program semantics based on attribute grammars and a notion

of program editing based on subtree replacement. It then serves two purposes in the

subsequent chapters:

. the foundation for the derivation of the BURS-based instruction selection alge

rithm and the greedy parallel incremental code generation algorithm, and

. the underlying semantics of the language specification formalism for the Multi-

View environment.

Bottom-up rewrite system (BURS) based instruction selection was chosen from the

approaches to reta,rgetable instruction selection surveyed in Chapter 5 as the most suitable

basis for an incremental instruction selection algorithm. The BURS-based incremental

instruction selection algorithm was synthesised from:

. an analysis of the efiect on the BURS pattern matcher state assignment of the

replacement of a subtree in the subject tree, and
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. a semantically-based transformation from prograrn representations based on aþ

stract syntax trees to subject trees suitable for BURS pattern matching.

The resulting BURS-based incremental instruction selection algorithm recompiles a

program after the replacement of a subtree that corresponds to executable code. However,

neither recompilation after an arbitrary subtree replacement, nor the integration of a

BURS-based incremental code generator into an integrated programming environment is

considered in this chapter.

In Chapter 6, a SÌeedy pa,rallel incremental code generation algorithm is derived

from the BURS-based incremental instruction selection algorithm. The code generator

successively fetches source update notifications from an update queue and immediately

recompiles the a,fiected portions of the abstract syntax tree. The internal state of the

code generator is embodied in several worklists. In turn, the worklists are based on sets

of positions:

. sets that characterise the state of BURS-based incremental instruction selection

during recompilation, and

. sets that characterise the efiect of the propagation of static semantic information

after an arbitrary subtree replacement.

An analysis of the relationships between these sets allows filtering of the worklists,

in order to eliminate redundant recompilation in the greedy pa,rallel incremental code

generation algorithm.

The integration of an incremental code generator, ba^sed on the algorithm of Chapter 6,

is demonstrated by a prototype implementation described in Chapter 7. The incremental

code generator is realised as a view in the MultiView distributed integrated program-

ming environment. Recompilation occurs in pa.rallel with program editing. Experimental

results also presented in this chapter indicate that recompilation time increases approxi-

mately linea.rly with the size of the recompiled subtree.
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8.2 f\rture work

E.2.1 tr\¡rther refinement of the algorithms

Several improvements to the basic BURS-based incremental recompilation algorithm

were noted in Chapter 5:

. further elimination of BURS pattern matcher state reassigument in certain subtree

of an updated subject tree (see p.113), and

. coalescence of the relabelling and pattern matching traversals (see p. 133).

An adaptation of the Recomprle algorithm of Figure 5.25 that encompasses these

optimisations would exhibit speedups on the current one. The first optimisation reduces

the number of nodes that must be visited in order to regenerate object code, and the

second eliminates a complete traversal of the modified abstract syntax tree.

The considerable storage requirements of program representations based on abstract

synta>< trees were noted in Chapter 7. The intermediate information stored in the ab-

stract syntax tree exacerbates the demand for memory of the integrated programming

environment. However, as noted in Section 7.3, some of the intermediate information can

be eliminated and the omitted information generated on demand. For example, the goal

symbol of a node can be calculated during a walk from the root of the abstract syntax

tree to that node; this walk is already performed in the prototype implementation when

resolving tree positions to nodes.

Other intermediate information, such as the code size, code offset and state informa-

tion could be eliminated at particula,r nodes. For example, suppose that this information

is stored only at nodes that correspond to executable statements. Then the recompilation

algorithm must be adapted to regenerate the object code for the entire statement if any

subtree of the statement node is replaced, efiectively trading the storage requirements

against the granula^rity of recompilation.
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8.2.2 Extensions of the algorithm

While the BURS-based incremental instruction selection algorithm performs locally

optimal instruction selection, no consideration has been given to either register allocation

or optimisation. The work of Bivens, described in Section 2.4.6, showed that good-quality

register allocation can be performed in conjunction with finegrained incremental recom-

pilation. Pollock's work, described in Section 2.4.7, detailed a scheme for the incremental

implementation of certain local and global optimisations.

Reconciliation of the BURS-based incremental instruction selector with Bivens' in-

cremental register allocation algorithm and Pollock's incremental optimisation algorithm

would result in an algorithm that incrementally generates very high quality object code.

Each of these algorithms requires the derir¡ation and incremental maintenance of addi-

tional intermediate information. In the case of incremental register allocation, interference

graphs a¡d interv¿l graphs a.re required; for the incremental optimiser, Pollock's MFAD

representation is necessary (see Figure 2.15).

The interference and inten¡¿l graphs required for register allocation can be derived

from the object code emitted by the instruction selection. Indeed, the register demand

and the bounda¡ies of the basic blocks will not be known until code has been generated.

Bivens' algorithm could probably be implemented in a separate pass after incremental

instruction selection has completed.

The efficiency of the prototype incremental instruction selector can be considerably

improved. The encoding of the BURS pattern matcher and the templates is both large

and inefficient to access. It is possible to construct a much better encoding of the BURS

tables. For example, [Fraserglb] describes an implementation of a BURS-based code

generator in which the tables are compiled into a combination of hard code and data. In

this implementation, the VAX code generator is reported to have occupied 2l.4Kbytes

and identified locally optimal assembly code in 50 VAX instructions per node. Given that

the underlying algorithms are similar, this result indicates that there is considerable scope

for improving the MultiView incremental code generator view.
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8.2.3 Applications of fine-grained incremental compilation

The ability of a finegrained incremental code generator to efficiently inserü and remove

fragments of code from the object code file may be exploited in the development of new

tools in a programming environment.

The incremental code generator of the DICE environment had been used to implement

a semi-automatic debugging technique [Fritzson92J. Likewise, the prototype incremental

code generator described in Chapter 7 can be used to explore sophisticated debugging

techniques.

The code generator may also be used to implement the monitoring and display of an

executing program. In the MultiView environment, the existing views enable the browsing

and manipulation of a static representation of the program source. Run-time views would

display information concerning the dynamic state of the program as it executes. The

ability of incremental code generator to efficiently insert and remove fragments of the

object code for the executable program will facilitate the implementation of these views.

For example, a dynamic view of the run time stack of selected procedures may be realised

by inserting the appropriate instructions at the entry points of these procedures. More

ambitiousl¡ a similar mechanism might be used for program animation.

8.2.4 The MultiView system

The prototype implementation of the MultiView system has demonstrated the prac-

ticality of the client-server architecture for an integrated programming environment. Sev-

eral future research directions for MultiView are apparent:

. refinement of the communication mechanism,

. the implementation of run-time views, and

. more sophisticated incremental semantic analysis.

The current implementation of the transport layer of the MultiView communication

subsystem (CSS) encodes messages as text. The performance of the CSS would be en-

hanced by a more efficient encoding and message transport mechanism. Speeding up the
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CSS would be reflected in improved response time for users of the

ment. An improved CSS would result from the development and systematic

alternative transport layers.

of

Incremental semantic analysis in MultiView is performed by a visit-sequence err¿lua-

tor. While easy to implement, this technique is limited. In particular, the implementation

of inter-module semantic analysis is dificult. Several techniques that address this prob

lem are mentioned in Section 2.3; the suitability of their application to the BURS-based

incremental instruction selection algorithm is briefly addressed at the end of Section 5.3.
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Appendix A

Glossary of Symbols
Symbol

.t

O : {O"}

d,

¡ - (5,4)

Ç : {9"}

Ê: (8,9,€)

f,(¿)

f (¿)

arity-of (T)

dorn ; l(C) -r D

Poncq

pLq

label-of (T)

t(t,,x)

var(P)

type-ot

dependencies,

l)ohte-,o,¡

Page Meaning

The set of so¡t symbols.

The set of operator symbols.

An O structure on 5 and O.

A operator scheme over 5.

An 5 indexed family of generator sets.

An abstract syntax.

The set of abstract syntalc trees of type s € 5 over the
abstract syntax .C.

The set of all abstract syntax trees over the abstract
syntær É.

The arity of the abstract syntax tree, T.

The domain function from abstract syntax trees to tree
domains.

The tree position p is an ancestor of the tree position g.

p and g are independent tree positions.

The label of the root of the abstract syntax tree ?.

The set of tree patterns, generated by Ê, with variables

from,T.

The positions labelled by variables in the tree pattern
P.

The type function for attribute symbols.

The dependency function for the output attributes of ø.

The value function for the output attribute instance
( k,c ) of t,,l.

72

72

72

72

73

73

73

73

73

76

76

76

76

78

78

79

79

79
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eval(T,n,a)

Tpet

Cutn

fnner,-

poirs.

D

affectedl

tPl

PIp

ofected" 159

80

82

The v¿lue of the instauce of the attribute c, at position
n, in the abstract syntæ< tree ?.

The abstract syntax tree resulting from replacing the
subtree of T at p with the subtree ú.

Cutting operators of arity n.

Non-cutting operators of arity n.

Semantic transformation tuples for the operator ar

The semantically significant predicates of ar.

The set of nodes that may require relabelling, due to
the propagation of semantic information after a subtree

replacement.

The set of nodes for which code must be regenerated,

due to the propagation of semantic information after a
subtree replacement.

The normalisation of the set of positions, P.

The pruning of the set of positions P at p.

119

119

119

155

156

r68

168
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Appendix B

Extract from a language specifica-

tion
This appendix contains extracts from the specification of a small language using the

MultiView language specification language (LSL).

ertracts of toy.lsl ----

-- Specification of the language TOY for the l{ultiView environment

laaguage TOY;

start PROGRAIÍ; -- the start sort

-- identifiers
oper id: placeholder -> ID;
type ID is

reg€rp " la-zL-Z7 C? la-zl^-20-91 ) *" ;

conplete with id;
with IDENTIFIERS;

represent rith IDENTS. IDEI{T-TYPE;

print rith II{AGE;

sca.D sith "INTERN (*)";
end;

-- integers
oper iut: placeholder -> Il[[;
type INT is

regerp tt [9-B] +" i
conplete vith int;
represent ¡rith II|TEGER;

coupatible ïith II{TEGER;

print rith "II{TEGER'IHAGE (*)";
scan ¡rith "INTEGER'VALUE (t)";

end;

-- operator for unerpanded ID
-- Ada coupilation conte¡t
-- data type for ID instances
-- convert to text
-- conv€rt fron tert

-- operator for unerPâqded INT

-- data type for INT instatrces
-- allow INTEGER operations
-- convert to text
-- convert from text
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sorts a¡d operators ----

-- prograna are s€guences of erpreasiong.

sort PROGRAI{;

oper progra!: EIP-SEQ -> PR0GRAI{;

(prograu) ::- (erp-seq) { progran (<erp-aeq>) };

-- If a ¡ort is deemed to be a list sort, theu it nust include tro
-- operators: a nullary operator a¡d a right-recursive binary operator.
-- The binary operator is specified as "list of (gort)'r.

-- Iists of erpressions

sort EIP-SEQ is
ligt; -- EXP-SEQ is a list sort

end;
-- EXP-SEQ is a ligt sort

oper erp-seq-nil: placeholder -> EXP-SEQ;

op€r €rp-B€q: list of EI(P -> EXP-SEQ;

(erp_seq) ::-
(erp) { exp-seq (<e¡p>, .) }

I <erp> 'i' (exp-seq) { erp-seq (<erp>, <€rp-s€q>) };

-- €rPressloDs

sort El(P ig
conplete vith enpty;

end;

oper enpty: placeholder -)
oper break: EI(P EI(P >

oper assign:VAR EIP >

oper eq: EXP El(P >

oper Beq: EKP El(P >

oper Ie: EXP EKP >

oper te: EXP EI(P >

oper J.t: EI(P EKP >

oper gt: EXP EKP >

oper sr¡n: EI(P EKP >

oper diff: EIP EXP >

oper prod: EXP EKP >

oper quot: EXP EXP >

oper minus: EKP >

oper plus: El(P >

-- operator for unerpanded E¡(P

EXP;

EXP;

EXP;

EXP;

EKP;

EKP;

EI(P;

EXP;

EKP;

EKP;

EKP;

EKP;

EXP;

EIP;
EKP;
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oper letrgth:
oPer addr€ss:
oP€r call:
oPer void-conat:
oP€r int-const:
oP€r coDPouud:

oP€r Proc_con3t:
oper block:
oPer looP:
oPer Íif:
oPer valu€-of:
(erp) ::- (e¡p0)

-- The bracketed operators are used to generated precedence
-- ruleg in the LR paraer specification.
(erpO) ::=

(erpl) { <erpl> }
I <erpO> 'br€âkrr (erpO) ["break"] { break (<erp0-1>, <exp0-2>) }
I ID ,,-:='! (erpg) frr.r,r] { assign (variable (ID), <erpO>) }
l(exp2)'^'r':='r (erpO) frr'-rt] { assign (deref (<erp2>), <erpO>) }
I<erp2)'['(erp) tJt rr:-rr (erpO) ftt'=tt]

{ assign (arrayref (<erp2>, (erp)), <erpO>) }
I (erpO> tr-tt (erpO) f'trt'] { eq (<erp0-1>, <erp0-2>) }
I <erp0> "/-" (e¡pO) lnfat'f { ueq (<erp0-1>, <erp0-2>) }
I <erpO> rr(=r' (erpO) ¡'t¡="1 { ]e (<exP0-1>, <exp0-2>) }
I <erpO> rr)-rr (€rpO) ftt¡-ttl { ge (<erp0-1>, <erp0-2>) }
| (erpO) 'r(" (erpO) frtltt] { ft (<erp0-1>, <erp0-2>) }
I (erpO) ">" (erpO) f'r>"1 { gt (<exp0-1>, <erp0-2>) }
I (erpO> "+" (erp0) [tt.rtt] { sun (<e¡p0-1>, <erp0-2>) }
| (erpO) "-" (erpO) ['r-"] { ¿itt (<erp0-1>, <exp0-2>) }
| (erpO) r'+" (erpO) ["+"] { prod (<erp0-1>, <erp0-2>) }
| <erpO> "/" (erpO) l"l"J { quot (<erp0-1>, <e¡P0-2>) }
| "Iêngth'r (erpO) ["lengtb"J { length (<expO>) }
I rr-, (expO) ["length"] { uinus (<erp0>) }
| ,,+,r (erpO) [,,rength,,J { plus (<erpO>) };

EXP .> EXP;

VAR -> EXP;

EKP ARGS -> EI(P;

-> EKP;

IT{T -> EI(P;

EXP_SEQ -> E[P;
F0RIIALS EXP_SEQ -> EXP;

DECLS EXP-SEQ -> EXP;

t(rvpE rD ExP_sEQ -> EKP;

EXP EXP_SEQ EXP_SEQ -> EXP;

VAR -> EI(P;

{ <erpO> };

(erp1) ::=
(erp2)

I "address" (exp2) '^t
| "address" (erp2) '[' (erp) ']'

{ <erp2> }
{ address(deref (<exp2>)) }
{ addresg (arrayref(<exp2>, <erp>)) };
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(erp2) ::-
(var) { value-of (<var>) }

| '(' (erp-seq) ')' { conpound (<erp-seq>) }
| <erp2> '(' (args) ')' { call (<erp2>, <args>) }
| (const) { <const> }
| "loop" <Itype> fD rrdorr (elp-seq) rfodrl

{ Ioop (<Itype>, fD, <exp-seq>) }
| 'riftt (erp) I'thetr" (erp-seq) t'else" (exp-seq) trfit'

{ Íit (<erp>, <exp-s€g-1), (erp-seq-2>) }
| "Der" (dec1s) ttin" (erp-seq) ilni'l

{ bloct (<decle>, <€rp-s€q>) };

-- va¡iable refereucee

sort VAR;

op€r va¡-enpty: placeholder -)
oper variable: ID >

oper deref: EKP >

oper arrayref: EXP EXP >

(var) -: :-
ID{

I <exp2> '^' {
I <erp2> '[' (exp) ']' {

oper variable is
Iocal statíc-offset: int;
Iocal offget: int;
local register: int;

end;

The attribute gr¡rnrnar

-- Declarations of attributes used in Appendir C:
(aefiuing erpressiona a¡€ onitted)

sort VAR is
-- register utilization
syn is-register: boolean;

eud;

VAR;

VAR;

VAR;

VAR;

variable (ID) )
deref (<exp2>) )
arrayref (<erp2>, <erp>) );

-- iff the variable is in a register

-- number of steps up the static chain
-- offset in the activation record
-- tbe register number if is-register
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-- Attributes for detecting constant erpressiong a¡rt deternining
-- the value of sone constant expreseions:

sort E¡(P ie
syn is-consta¡t: boolean;
syn consta¡t-value: int;

end;

-- iff a consta¡t erpression
-- value of constant erpressions

-- The int-coust operator hag a single operaad: IIùT

-- An insta¡ce of the generator II{T ig considered to have a eingle
-- synthesised attribute of type INT, called "valuerr, that ig the
-- particular ingtanc€.

oper iat-congt is
$$.is-constant - true;
$$.co¡stant-value - $l.value;

end;

-- The binary expressioDa are consta¡t erpressioas iff both operands
-- are consta¡t. Tbe defining equationa for the sun operator ar6 sho¡rn:

oper sun is
t$. is-constant = $1. is-constalt and $2. is-constant;
$$.consta¡t-value = $l.constant-value + S2.consta¡t-value;

end;

-- Tte evaluation of the consta¡t value for the quotient operator sho¡rs

-- the error ¡echa¡isn used in the attribute grlnnar specification. An

-- error is associated rith the node if the denoninator is both constant
-- a¡d zeîo.

oper quot is
$$.is-co¡stant - $1.is-co¡sta¡t and $2.is-consta¡t a¡d not error;
$$.constant-value =

($2.consta¡t-value - 0 ? 0 : $1.consta¡t-value / tZ.constant-value) ;

error
chen $2.is-coustant and $2.vaLue - 0 =)

rrdivide by zero in constant erpression";
end;
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Appendix C

Extract from an architecture de-

scription
This appendix containe extracts from the SPARC a¡chitecture description for a small

language. An extract from the MultiView language specification language (tSL) descrip

tion of the sa,rne source language is contained in Appendix B. The architecturedependent

components of the code generator described in Chapter 7 are derived from the complete

version of the description below.

e¡tract fron toy.burs

-- Tbe f ired goal of the rerrite syateu ig 'rrvalue":

goal rvalue;

geua¡tic e¡tension

-- Addition operators for the seua.ntic e¡teasion of the
-- abstract syntar nust be erplicitly declared.

-- t'suallint" and "largeiut" ars used to resolve rangeg
-- of integer literals:
suallint [cut] ;

largeint [cutJ ;

-- "Iocal_varrrr "non_local_vart'¡ ârrd, "register-varrr distinguish
-- the assorted flavours of variable references:
local-var[cutJ;
register-va¡ [cut] ;

non-local-var [cut] ;
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relabelling specif ication

-- fnteger co¡stants are resolved in snall and large integers:

int-const -)
consta^nt_value < 2++13 =) snallint { consta¡t_value }
othervise -) largeint { consta¡t-value };
-- lbe "{ consta¡t-value }" constructio¡ indicateg that the
-- congtrqt-value attribute should be accesgible in code tenplates.

-- Va¡iable refere¡ces ar€ resolved iuto three flavours:

variable -)
is-register -) register-var { register }
static-offset - 0 -) loca1-va¡ { offset }
otherr¡ise -) non-Iocal-var { static-offset, offset };

-- norualisation noise

-- Additional non-terminals and zero cost rewrite rules are needed to
-- €nlure that the granmar is in norual foru:

largeint.l -> largeint, 0

snallint.1 -> snallint, 0

register-var.1 -) register-var, 0

Iocal-var.1 -> local-var, 0

non-Iocal-var.1 -) non-J.ocal-var, 0

recrite rules a¡d code tenplates

-- The root of the abstract syntar tree ¡rilI always be labelled ïith
-- the "progra.u'r operator. The enitted object code ensures that the
-- Iocal environnent is correctly coufigured.

rvalue -> progra.B (rvalue) , 4

/l .tert
//.a1ign 4

l/ savd ?[sp,-SA(I{INFRAME+4),7.sp ! just a static link on the AR

/l st 7.g0,[%tp-eJ ! the end of the static chain
I / at ! evaluate progra.u

I / jurpt '1,17+8,Lgo ! return to caller
I / restore LLT ,0,Lo0 ! a¡d retura the value
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-- Ia the absence of a syeteuatic approach to register allocatioD' a¡
-- erpr€ssion gtack is used. Globat register Lg7 ís the erpression
-- stack pointer. Rvalues ar€ evaluated iuto the register I17. Lvalues
-- ar€ evaluated in Í16.

-- An rvalue ca¡ be derived frou ." Iva1ue:

-- Tbe lvalue of local and global variables can be evaluated in different
-- say8.

-- Local variables are easy:

Ivalue -) local-var.1, 1

l/ add lfp,$1.offset,r(16 ! addresg of the Local variable

but to find a non-locaI variable we have to follos the static
-- chaiu up the call stack:

Ivaluq -) uon-local-var.t, 7

ll ¿dd 7.g0,$1.static-offs€t,110 ! uumber of links to follow
// ¿dd lfp,O,Ilt ! top of current AR

/l ozsubcc f10,1,111 ! decrenent counter
l/ Vt,a 0b ! not there yet
ll t¿ [%10-4],7.10 ! follor tbe chain
// add ll0,offset,?[16 ! address of the variable

-- Hosever it is alvays cheaper to get the rvalue directly:
rvalue -) local-var.1, 1

ll U ttÉtp-$$.offsetl,ll7 ! value of the local va¡iable

rvalue -) Ivalue, 1

ll oo

ll t¿ lIL6f ,lL7

rvalue -) non-Iocal-var.L, 7

I I add lg0,$1.static-offset,%I0
/ I ¿dd Lfp,o,ILr
l/ ozsubcc 7.r0,1,7.11
ll vt,a ob

l/ u [7.r0-+],%ro
/ I n [7.r0-off set] ,f17

! insert code to evaluate the lvalue
! load the value address by the lva1ue

number of links to folloc
top of current AR

decrenent counter
not there yet
follor the chain
value of the variable

-- For register variables, it's easy to get the rvalue:

rvalue -) register-var.1, 1

/l add' 7.g0,li$$.register,7.I7 ! value of the register variable
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-- The uost obvious ray to inplenent assignment is via the lvalue and
-- the erpression stack:

rvalue -) assign(lvalue,rvalue), 5

ll ot
l/ ct
ll add,

ll oz
/lu
ll eub

/l st

IL6,lIgT)
lg7,4,IgT

lLgT-aJ,IL6
Ig7,4,ï,gT
117, [Í16]

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

evaluate the lvalue
store it on e-stack
and push e-stack
evaluate tbe rvalue
recov€r the lvalue
aad pop e-stack
store the value

but there rill often be a cbeaper alter¡ative
rvalue -) aaaign(Iocal-var.1, rvalue), 1

// OZ ! evaluate the rvalue
/l st ILT,ll¡tp-$l.offgetl I store the value

rvalue -) assign(register-var.1, rvalue), 1

// OZ ! evaluate the rvalue
/l st ll7,li$l.register ! store the value

a¡d itg evea cheaper for consta.nts
rvalue -) assign(register-var.1, anallint.1), 1

I I add' lg0,t2.coustant-value,li$l.register
rvalue -) aasigu(regiater-var.1, largeint.l), 2

I I sethí Ihi($2.cousta¡t-vaIue),l,l0
I I or 1I0,l[1o($2.consta¡t-value),7.i$l.register
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-- Binary arithnetic operations ïill always sork with a¡ rvalue
-- a¡d a¡ rvalue:

rvalue -> sun(rvalue,rvalue), 5

ll ot
// et IL7,lIg77
ll add, Ig7,4,lg7
// oz
ll u [Ig7-eJ,Íro
/ I ¿dd LLo,l,LT ,lL7
// sub Lg7,4,LgT

! ths
! save lhg o¡ e-stack
! and push e-atack
! rhs
! recover tbe ths frou e-stack
! forn the gun

! and pop e-atack

but there a several special caaea vhen uuch better code

-- ca¡ be enitted:

-- r¡heu the left opera-nd is a snall consta¡t:
rvalue -) sum(snallint.1,rva1ue), 1

ll oZ ! rhs
l/ add, trI7,$1.consta¡t-value,%17 ! forn the suD

-- ebca the right operaad is a suall consta¡t:
rvalue -) su¡(rvalue,snallint. 1), 1

// ot ! ths
// ¿dd ILT,t2.consta¡t-value,?(I7 ! forn the suD

-- rhen the left operand is a large consta¡t:
rvalue -> su!(la¡geint. 1,rvalue), 3

ll OZ ! rhs
/ I sathí %hi($1.const¡nt-value),r(10
l l or 7.I0,[Io($1.consta¡t-value) ,1lMhs
I I add ILT ,LL},'(,L7 ! forn the sum

-- she¡ the right operand is a large congtant:
rvalue -> sum(rvalue,largeint.l), 3

ll ot ! ths
I I sethí I.hi ($2. coustant-value) ,%10

/l or lto,lto($2.consta¡t-value),LLL ! rbs
/ / ¿dd 'l,LT ,LL0,ILT ! f orn the sum
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Appendix D

A dispatcher specification
This appendix contains the MultiView dispatcher specification for the parallel incre-

mental code generator view.

codegen. psl

-- Specification of the dispatcher for the l{ultiVieu code generator viev.

protocol HttLTMEt{ version 1;

vies C0DEGEN ia

broadcast

-- Notification of abstract syntar tree edits:
¡rhcn NOTIFY-EDIT ->

{ DRTVER.SoURCE_EDIT (?AT-NoDE, SUBTREES.VALUE (?SUBTREE)) ; }
-- "?AT-ìI0DE" is replaced by code to accegs the AT-N0DE field
-- of the inconning I{OTIFY-EDIT Dessage.

-- l{otification of the deletion of a uuit in the database:
cben NOTfFY-DELETE-UIIfT -)

-- "iDD€r" causes the acknowledgnent to the vies to be sent
-- before perforning the specified actions.
iuuer;
{ it TUTTT - COMPILED-UNIT thEN }
{ cOoncEil-Et/ENTS.IIÌ{IT-DELETED; }
{ end if; }

-- Directive to perforu a reconpilation tiuing trial:
when REC0I,IPILE-TRIAL =)

iuner;
{ it TUUTT = COMPILED-I]NIT thEN }
{ MT.RECOMPILE-TRIAL (?AT.NODE, ?TRIAL-OURATION); }
{ end if; }

-- Notification that the co¡nmuuication link to the database
-- has been closed:
ïhen CLOSED -)
{ Pnrvnn.QUIT; }

end C0DEGEI{;
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